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SPORTING REMINISCENCES

CHAPTER I

VERY EARLY HUNTING DAYS

I
THINK I should like this book to consist

of about a dozen words and then a toast.

Chapter I—Fox hunting with all the honours.

Chapter the last, a toast—Fox hunting ; but

perhaps my funds for fox hunting next year

might be curtailed if I simply sent that to my
kindly publishers.

I cannot remember how old I was—probably

about three, if one can recall oneself at that age,

when I was first lifted on a horse in one of the

stables at home—but I remember it quite well.

My joy in the life I felt under me, my mischievous

little heels drumming at a big sleek side ; my fury

because they would not let me ride out of the box.

My mother, a very fine rider herself, taught me to

ride (sideways) without a saddle. We were allowed

a girth to hold on to and very long hair, because

my stud consisted of an ass called Donna Inez, and

a milk pony ; but my mother believed in balance.

I could gallop and trot, and in the end even jump
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something small before she gave me a saddle.

She could ride anything herself and spent her

days on wild two and three year olds which tied

themselves into knots as they bucked in the early

mornings.

In her hunting days, before she married, there

were only two ladies riding across country, the

County Limerick Hounds, Lady Humble and

herself. Later Miss Massey made a third.

I am afraid I was born to love horses too well.

How much my patient ass endured I never like

to think of. With Peter, a youth who followed me
at a gasping trot, I was always off somewhere.

Without Peter I was also off, but not so decor-

ously. I can recall the day now, I was seven

then, when I saw one of the jennets tied up in

the yard, and immediately took it away.

It was a very spirited and willing jennet, but

its efforts to jump the boggy garden trench, a

small ditch with crumbling peaty edges, were not

crowned with success. When my father came out

after the men's dinner hour, the jennet did not,

and it was hay-making time.

Where was it ? Had Miss Dora seen it ?

Miss Dora in a very small voice thought that

she had . . . quite lately . . . where ? "At the

bottom of the boggy garden trench, Papa. It is

lying in the cool there
"

"What a very peculiar place for a jennet to

Stray tg,"
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No one betrayed the fact that Miss Dora had

spent twenty minutes schooHng it there as she

had seen the grooms school the youngsters, before

she succeeded in knocking it into the deep trench.

My walk in the procession to rescue the jennet

was tempered with remorse, and later I confessed

my sins. I can see now a kindly but peppery

father looking for his lost jennet, and a small child

listening to the men as they discussed its dis-

appearance.

"She has the reins broke, Johnny Kennedy.

She has not, Jim Mack. Let ye have sinse. Is

there a trace of a broken rein on the post she was

tied to ? Thin someone loosed her. She is that

crabbed some maybe she loosed herself."

My father told me with decision that I was not

to grow up into a jockey and nothing else, but we
were soon picking the spotted white moss apples

together to throw to the labourers, and before

tea-time I was hammering old Grampus the bay

farm horse backwards and forwards from tram

cock to wynds. Why does hay never smell now
as it did then, and why is everything done by
machinery, too quickly and easily ? No one ever

knows the joy of a ride on the top of a moving

mass of hay, and the surreptitious delight of

working forward until it overbalances and one

goes buried in sweet hot grass out under the big

horse's heels,

**I toult ye that tram was too high entirely,
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God save us an' the Colonel with his eye on us.

Miss Dora will be thrampled below. Lift the hay

an' don't be talkin', ye bosthoon," would go the

chorus. I wonder if they knew that I used to get

over on purpose.

There was one old man, Johnny Kennedy, who

always built his haycocks crooked, and I re-

member how all the others used to laugh at him.

I suppose I learnt something in those days, but

I can only remember being always out in the

garden or on the farm, and generally alone.

I believed in the Fairies firmly. My old nurse

taught us to. I used to creep out to the Forths

and watch there to see Uttle men ride out on white

horses, and to hear the fairy cobbler tap tap at

his shoes, and then go racing home wild with

terror if a blackbird flew out of the thick thorn

trees.

There was a black dark walk too where Fear

lived, which I could never pass through except

at a run, and even up to the time we left the farm,

a big girl would take to her heels and scurry

through the gloom from the new garden door.

As to my efforts to kill myself, fortunately

nothing alarmed my mother. I used to run round

the high garden walls, to swing from end to end

of a wood without touching ground, and jump

from the highest section of a half-full haybarn

to the lowest, and drop from the bathroom

window.
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My father drew pictures for us, and mine, I

remember, always had to be on some animal.

To tease me he generally depicted me side-saddle

upon a pig, my small form comically attired in

top hat and tight habit.

No perfectly cut garment from Scott will ever

give me the keen joy of my first cut down habit,

an old one of my mother's. A light blue thing,

with black braid on it and little coat tails. This

lapped across me somehow, and the tail twisted

round my small legs, became mine when I was

eight, together with a saddle resembling the Beast

in Revelation— a thing of many horns. It

materiaUsed out of the gloom of a chill November

morning, put into my room when I was asleep, and

I think I turned every buckle, and knew every

line, and its smell of dressed leather was as in-

cense.

Children did not get everything they wanted in

those days, and I had dreamt of a saddle as a

far-off possibility. Poor Topsy, she must have

regretted its arrival.

My father and mother both hunted, though

she never had a trained hunter. I have always

seen her on raw three year olds, and even her iron

nerves gave way. Curiously, just before she died,

her mind affected by a stroke, her one idea was to

ride again and she was always begging, childishly,

to be taken out for a hunt.

My father was fond of it too in a milder way.
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He had a very fine thoroughbred called Sarsefield,

which was given to him and which caused, when
I was aged seven, a real scare about a horse-

demented little girl.

Sarsefield was bred, so far as I can remember, by
Colonel Jesse Lloyd of Ballyleck, and ran in the

Derby, but, upset by the crossing, only finished

fifth. He was supposed to have had a good chance.

He then turned savage and ate a man or two,

one certainly, and was given to my father to see

what he could do with him.

He was put out on grass on the lawn. All the

men doubtless warned but the small child for-

gotten. I saw a horse loose. How I made over-

tures I don't know. My favourite playground

was the plantation bordering the lawn. There was

a hollow in a tree there which I was sure held a

fairy, and I used to build little houses there and

dwell alone. I was years younger than the others,

who were mysterious big people to me.

Probably I marched straight out to the savage.

I don't know. I can remember that we became

instant friends. Probably he did not think me
worth eating, and a few days after he came I know
I was out petting him when there came a heavy

shower, so I calmly sat there to shelter under his

chest with an arm round each fore leg and Sarse-

field looking down benignly.

It was just then that my poor mother came along

the avenue and saw me. The wild shrieks which
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I heard interested me so that I moved a little, but

still keeping close to the chestnut. Presently I

began to connect the shrieks with myself as I saw

Hewitt, the English trainer, flying along at his

hobbling run, and several men armed with sticks

behind.

Then I suppose I got out and explained. Sarse-

field, head hanging over me, knew that he was

quite reformed. What they told me I can't

remember, how he let Hewitt come up, and,

though he laid back his ears when they dragged

me away, directly I came back he was quite

good-humoured again. I believe they got me to

lead him in when he was stabled, but he ate no

more men, and learnt to be a brilliant if not

a bold hunter. There was always a stop in him

if he was not going fast. The only remnants

of his evil mind consisted in blocking any-

one's hat who was taking up his forelegs. He
used to do it so neatly and quietly, and never

brought his old hoof forward if a man was bare-

headed.

This same Hewitt, a crippled little creature

who had broken almost every bone in his body,

used to hunt old Sarsefield, and I could show

anyone a mad jump he took on him. It is close

to Fedamore. A low hedge which one drops over

in a boreen with a broad shallow ditch fencing

the boreen at the far side.

But Mr. Hewitt thundered at it down hill, with
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his horse extended ; he was riding at a stranger

who was out. He must have known quite well

that it was a fence to take at a trot, and I think if

he had been my man he might have returned to

England. Full gallop, the horses side by side.

Old Sarsefield took hedge, lane and far ditch,

clearing 27J feet. The horse beside him got as

far as the ditch and broke his neck.

That was later on when I used to ride Sarsefield

myself, and I had been promoted to the side-saddle.

He took great care of me.

My mother's side-saddle was quite a wonderful

thing and weighed two stone. It had pockets,

about three lots of horns, and quiltings and pad-

dings innumerable. Mine, which, as I have said,

appeared in my room on my eighth birthday, would

have held two little girls of my size, but I know that

my Champion and Wilton or Owen saddles have

never given me so much joy as this wadded second-

hand lump of leather and iron. The saddle came
at our little cottage Ardsollus, in Clare, a place I

looked on as an earthly paradise. A trout stream

ran close to it, preserved in those days. The
crags where one could get lost stretched beyond

the railway line to Ennis. Crags which held wild

strawberries, and what the men called harts

;

then in autumn nuts in thousands. But directly

the saddle appeared, Hewitt taught me to sit in

over fences ; this strictly against all orders.

"You sit back, Miss, and you'll drop down to
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Jerewsalem," he directed and I obeyed, with the

result that I greatly surprised my mother by flying

across the low banks all round the cottage and

that r now considered myself fit to hunt with

any pack.

The bad times fell on Ireland when I was very

small. I can remember going to church and

seeing a fox nailed on the door—and the buzzing

of excitement and horror.

Such a weird httle church with only ten pews

in it. Shut up, I think, now or only used once a

year or so.

I can remember Mr. Jack Gubbins's staghounds.

I was too small to hunt with them, but if they

enlarged near I was allowed to let out the deer.

Such a thrill of delight when the big beast hopped

out. They used to have mild little gallops of

twelve and fifteen miles in those days, I believe.

They are only a dim memory to me.

There is one hunt recorded when they enlarged

at Rathmore ; the deer jumped the demesne wall

at Carass and at about five o'clock went through

Nartenan, quite a fifteen-mile point from Rathmore,

on to Mellon and swam the Shannon. Mr. Gubbins

came through about half an hour afterwards and

finally followed in a boat, but the deer, taken in

Clare, either died of exhaustion or was drowned

coming back.

Hunting days were coming now. Had I not

got a saddle ? Something which covered me was
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yclept a habit, and I was promised days on Topsy,

the most wonderful of ponies. I have her picture

now. She was only fourteen hands, and cleared a

five-foot wall in her time.

My first day's hunting is a mere foggy blur of

bliss ; it was with horses and there was jumping,

people fell, and hounds yelled and the hares

escaped
; what more could the heart of a child

desire ?

The foxhounds were a keener joy, though I

fancy that a zealously careful groom saw that I

did not see much of them, for I can remember a

great deal of galloping on the roads and gaining

my first brush by coming up on the road just as

they killed near Islandmore. I am sure that I

thought I had earned it thoroughly. Nothing

would induce me to go home that evening until

the hounds did.

The bad times must have come just about then,

before my hunting had gone far. The meet at

which they finally stopped Mr. Gubbins, he had

taken the foxhounds then, was at our gate. They

would not let Mr. Delmege hunt just then.

I was walking. I can see still the big deter-

mined Master with his cap off, a habit of his when

he was perplexed, sitting on his weight carrier

with a crowd round him. They wanted to tem-

porise, to let everyone else hunt if one was

stopped.

There was no temporising about Mr. Jack
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Gubbins. Everyone else discussed and talked.

He sat there thinking.

Then it was over.

" We'll all hunt or we'll none of us hunt," he

shot out, and I remember the hounds jogging

away towards Glenogera, the black caps bobbing

until they were all lost to view.

Hunting was in a poor way after Mr. Gubbins

left. The country seethed all round and every-

one slept with some species of fire-arm near

them.

My sister's was a gun called Brown Bess, which

she was to fire off as a signal for the police to come

down. My brother had a rifle, and my mother a

single-barrelled pistol, which was called Long Tom.

Long Tom m the hands of an excitable and com-

pletely intrepid lady nearly dealt death.

The house awoke one morning to a valiant

" Stand or I fire," from the back stairs, and we

went rushing out to find my mother in a pink

dressing-gown and a rigid attitude levelling Long

Tom at something which grovelled and prayed.

" They have come at last," said my mother

calmly.

Boom went Brown Bess from my sister's

window, the explosion followed by a shriek ; out

came my younger brother with a rifle.

" For the love of God, Masther Arthur, will ye

tell the missus to put down the gun," wailed the

well-known accents of Davy Walsh, the old car-
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penter. " Not a word would she listen to, an' I

crouchin' down thinkin' with the help of God she

would miss me, but that ache minnit 'd be me
lasht. An' I but in to mend the edge of the bath

before ye'd want washin'," said old Davy rising,

indignantly.

My mother, who was never at a loss, merely

said that he really might have been a land leaguer

and how could she tell. I was severely reproved

for appearing with a poker, as I was not allowed

a weapon, and then sliding down the banisters

in a short night garment, and all would have been

calm if the sergeant and a constable had not come

racing to help and taken the explanation with some

annoyance. My private belief is that we were

never in any danger from outsiders (my father

was away at the time), but that we were from

loaded fire-arms in the house. The crack of a

revolver bullet and the wail of a faulty housemaid

who, dusting a fully loaded weapon, fired it off

through the wall into the next room, where the

bullet missed someone by an inch. And another

crash of glass and the wail of old Corbett, the

herdsman, as he sat down and bemoaned his death

by shot, were mere items in the adventures of

loaded weapons left about the boys' rooms.

Poor old Jim Corbett, he was a man who never,

according to himself, missed his mark when he

fired. He always " med three halves of a crow,"

and when little brown snipe scattered away after
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he had fired he used to remark with dignity that

they were gone with the legs hangin'.

The number of ancient men who came paddling

into the yard at eight o'clock might have made
Lloyd George think twice of old age pensions.

My father never sent them away until, as the

steward said, " they had no breath to come to

work agin, bein' dead."

The present day labourer would have a fit if he

saw that old wages book. I have it still. One
shilhng a day and no house, to the ordinary men,

five shilhngs a week if they had a house. And the

herd had only four shilhngs a week, but he had

a house and potato ground and grass for a cow.

They wore corduroys then, one suit seeing them

through a lifetime, and the women were bare-

headed or with shawls, but I don't think they

ever wanted. They were a splendid sturdy race,

and consumption was but httle known. Butter-

milk and potatoes, with a piece of " mate " (bacon)

on Sundays contented them, and the " mate "

was not American.

This marked the end of good hunting in Limerick

for some time, and I have no idea of how many
thousands a year taken out of the country, for

Mr. Gubbins sold all his horses and left Bruree.

I never really hunted with him, so he cannot

come under the heading of Masters I have known,

but I beheve he was absolutely fearless and a

very fine huntsman.
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I know that our fat cook's brother, it must have

been just before this final burst up, was always

called the robbineen. He tried to stop Mr.

Gubbins one day, with hounds running out of

Tory Hill, and threatened him with a big stick.

Out came the hunting horn.

" Drop that now or I'll shoot you as if you were

a robbineen," thundered John Gubbins, just

showing the nozzle. At this Martin lowered the

reins with a yelp, the Master put the horn back,

and unfortunately there were witnesses whose

zeal in politics did not prevent them rushing to

Groom with their tale.

The cook's brother, a soured man, went to

America. He was a giant and had pledged his

reputation to stop the Master. Limerick had two

packs when the deerhounds were hunting. Now
it has one, and some Harriers.

There is a story told of my father on that same

old horse Sarsefield,—I believe he never cared for

anything else,—when the deer was coming across

near Tory Hill.

First the deer, next my father who had nicked

in, and was flying along bhssfully ignoring that

the next things were the hounds and Mr. Gubbins

using truly Master-like language.

I think there is only one man ahve and hunting

now who hunted with those deerhounds. A Mr.

Ryan who comes from Bruree and who rode like

a demon, He came alone down William Street
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in Limerick with hounds one day, and took the

deer across the Shannon, in Clare, just beyond

the town.

A great scare in that wild solitary youth of

mine was that of mad dogs. The country was

full of them. People, sheep, pigs, were constantly

bitten and a strange dog was a terror, for the

death was a hideous one.

Some people at Kilrush had a cure. It was, I

believe, a Red Indian cure for snake bite, but it

never failed. A Clare neighbour of ours, a Mr.

Studdert, procured it (one had to say that it was

for a human being) and tried it with two pigs. One
which took the stuff was absolutely well, the other

died. Kennedy, the huntsman's children, were

bitten, took it and recovered.

It was a terrible scare which small as I was I

could understand—and I was in the yard one day

when a mad brute came racing through and

tumbled over Venom, my brother's terrier. Of

course he rushed into the fray and got bitten ; he

cauterized the wound, but he got the cure and

gave it to the dog, and she was going mad at the

time. She had begun to tear the carpet, to see

imaginary objects and she refused drink. He
put the stuff down her throat, and she hved to

fourteen—a venerable and snappish matron. The
secret died with the owner ; perhaps he had not

much of the powder, for it seemed a strange thing

to allow to be buried in oblivion,
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From the time the wonderful saddle came I

lived out riding. I was promoted to exercising

the young horses, a dubiously safe but fearful

joy, and perhaps no one but a child could realise

the depths of despair when Petworth, a valuable

brown, bred from one of Lord Leconfield's mares,

fell and broke her knees.

Then the waiting on a narrow bog road in a

bitter wind for my father to talk to the workmen

of the relief works. He was riding old Sarsefield. I

was on this same flighty Petworth, and the groom

on another three year old. There were yawning

bog ditches on either side, but the youngsters

merely stood and shivered until a start was made.

Then there were perhaps just a few things they

did not do—I don't remember them—with my
father mildly wondering why they were not pro-

perly exercised. Finally one day mine ran away,

or rather galloped away, with Hewitt urging me
to let 'im go or 'e'd kill me, and bitterly reproach-

ing my father for keeping the 'osses standing as

if they was donkeys.

About this time I was promoted to the hunting

of Fanny, a black mare with contracted feet ; she

used to take me where she chose, and I have often

been told how a stranger out with the foxhounds

was asked whom he noticed.

" A bundle of clothes on a nice black mare

going Uke mad," he said.

This was a small child of eleven in her mother's
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old habit, and the mad going I expect Fanny saw

to. All fences were ahke to me in these days,

and hounds merely things which encouraged

people to gallop over green fields.

Before my father's death, when we still had

the little cottage in Clare, my sister and I had a

nasty experience and perhaps a narrow escape.

My father was evicting a labourer then. Mack, a

very bad character. He wanted the house for

another man, but Mack would not go.

My sister and I drove up to ArdsoUus alone to

stay there. We came unexpectedly and the care-

taker and his wife were sleeping at their own

cottage about three hundred yards away.

The place was only an ordinary thatched

cottage, with an addition and long passage built

on at the back. We were left with Snap, a black

and charming cur, to mind us. The hall door

opened with a latch from the outside, but there

was a Httle catch which held it, and prevented

anyone coming in unless the catch was down. This

catch was not often thought of. I suppose it was

about ten when my sister said to me, " Dora, put

up the catch of the door. I'm feeling nervous."

I reached up and fastened it and came back

and settled to my book. Not five minutes later

stealthy footsteps pounded up the Uttle path and

the door was tried sharply. Snap hurling himself

out with a grunting growl. We heard the shake

again. My sister flew to hasp the window and
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sent me flying to do the same in the bedrooms,

and locked the door of the kitchen. Just in time,

for next minute Snap went growHng out there

and that door was shaken.

We put out the Hghts in the front, but crept to

the kitchen looking for a gun to fire, so as to

alarm the caretaker. We found one, but no car-

tridges, and the man outside continued to walk

round trying the windows.

I was too small to be frightened, but my sister

muttered " Mack !
" and was thoroughly scared.

He walked round and round and we walked round

and round until about two o'clock, when we heard

him walk away.

He may have only intended to frighten us, but

if he had come in one can never tell, especially if

he was drunk.

It was in late autumn, and almost before there

was a glimmer of Hght the Conlons were over. In

some way they had already heard of it. Irish

people will never tell you how they hear, and they

wiU always shield each other; very likely our

friend rattled at their door before he went home.

I spent a happy day by my beloved river, my
sister, I think, an uneasy one, because there Mack

had friends and they were what the people called

* very bither agin us,' but unexpectedly my ex-

tremely wild brother Frank turned up, walking

down from the station. He sent us off back by

train to Limerick, made the Conlons sleep out
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again, and watched the house by himself. At

about the same hour he heard footsteps, but he

went flying out with a clatter ; also it might be

said with a Winchester repeater, fully loaded.

He was quite a mad boy.

Crack, crack, went the rifle. Yowl ! Mr. Mack

and his friends were there, three of them this

time. Bow-wow, Mr. Snap, and various Holy

Wars and Vo's starting across the old wall for

the Conlons, who were sitting up.

One of the men broke the little green paling in

his flight and " then I nearly had him against the

light," my wild brother told us calmly, but with

manifest regret. When we came back to Clare

the old Conlons told us that " Masther Frank had

the Divil's gun for it fired without loading and

that the Macks had it med up with the Colonel

and were goin' payceable."

Another time driving up to Clare—I was there,

but cannot remember it—they were lying out to

shoot an agent and my father was whistled safe

all the way up. Men jumping out whistling and

sHpping back. The agent was shot at an hour

later.

All those days, if I could only remember them,

there were stories of evictions and of want. Of

houses levelled to the ground, and of victories won
too hardly.

Life was a thing for land agents to carry lightly

in their hands. I remember hearing my father
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tell the story of one living near Bruff who was

taking his wife away when a man stopped him at

the gate.

" Are you Mr. ? " he said carelessly and

shot the agent dead. He was never caught.

No one was caught for a long time and murders

were everyday affairs. Force had been used

successfully, but the misguided peasants were up
for vengeance.

They shot old herdsmen, agents, landlords, but

they are curious people. Soldiers or poUcemen

were safe. They were doing their duty.

I can just remember two Mr. Studderts driving

up to Quin Church with soldiers on the back seat

of their dogcart. These two land-agents were

absolutely fearless and reckless, and shpped away

alone whenever they could.

That Quin Church recalls a very gruesome

entertainment. Lord Dunboyne, who made a

great pet of me, used to take me down after church

to see the family vault. Why I was allowed to

go I cannot imagine, for I used to go home to

dream of coffins and dead Butlers on their shelves.

My father belonged to the Militia in Clare, so we

were there every year for the training, and I have

heard him tell the story of how Biddy, the old

orange woman, once drilled the regiment.

Someone at an inspection clubbed them hope-

lessly. The General was looking glumly at the

muddle, the officer in command was barking out
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fresh confusion when from an ass cart near the

gate rang a shrill "As ye were, men." Biddy

standing up in her cart to gain better hearing.

The Clare Mihtia were a regiment in proper

position almost before the words were uttered

and the General's attempts not to choke must un-

doubtedly have taken a span off his life.

My poor father's illness and death ended my
young days. I was very small when he went, but

afterwards there were no young horses to ride or

visits to Clare, days among the hay or endless

trampings to see foals and yearlies and two year

olds out at grass.

Everything was sold except one cream-coloured

hack, and the problem which I have had to try

to solve ever since, how to Hve on what you have

not got, was written on the page of life to be

worked out.



CHAPTER II

SOME PACKS I HAVE HUNTED WITH AND
THEIR MASTERS

FIRST of course the County Limerick Fox-

hounds—though my opening day was

with the Harriers, their Master, Mr. George

Furnell of Abbeyville.

I cannot remember Sir David Roche as a Master.

My sister could, and asked him gravely one day why
he was so nice in a grey coat, she said, and so cross

in a red. I knew him afterwards, and saw a sad

little picture which he drew himself when he gave

up his beloved hounds. Empty boots, rusting

spurs, horn and whip flung down. He never forgot

them or ceased to regret them.

Mr. John Gubbins I have dim memories of.

As I have said, he was finally stopped at a meet at

our gate and never hunted again. He rode splen-

did weight carriers, and went hard. A man better

known afterwards as owner of the celebrated

horse, Ard Patrick. I can just remember him
driving his huge van, with three horses abreast in

it into the yard at Fedamore, the hounds inside.

And I remember letting out the deer. He hunted

the county hounds until he was stopped, and was

a loss irreparable ff" the country.
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I remember Mr. Nugent Humble taking the

hounds and striving with days of opposition. His

brother, Mr. Charles Nugent Humble, afterwards

Master of the Waterfords, whipping to him. I

hunted as much as I could in those days on Dandy,

a grey horse which my mother bought out of a

cart, and which was afterwards sold for £400,

It was hunting under real difficulties and one could

not do it now.

Mr. Humble had to contend with the hideous

hitting below the belt of poison. I've seen many
a good hound drop in his time, particularly round

Ballingary where a bitter enemy to fox-hunting

used to live.

I have seen the horror of hounds dropping on

the road to be carried away dead in a few minutes,

Mr. Humble's work was through stony ground

and we reap the harvest, for a pack once given up
is not easy to get together again.

We would meet them at one place, say Bally-

neety, having alJ he coverts stopped there, and

at the same time have another lot of coverts

stopped some way off. All the people would be

out at Cahernarry gorse ready with stones,—I've

seen them flying there—but we used to jog away

fast and get a hunt somewhere else. It was not

dignified, but it carried hunting on at an almost

impossible time until the feeling against it wore

out. And in the end it did completely.

Mr. Humble had a gentle and almost weary
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vein of sarcasm which kept a field in great

order, and one of the greatest hunts known in

Limerick, from Heathfield to some miles beyond

Drumcollogher, took place in his time.

He used to draw away from Limerick, so we
found ourselves late one afternoon at Heathfield,

twenty-two miles from Limerick. I was riding

Dandy, my grey roan. A fox was out almost as

soon as hounds were in and crossed the road below

the covert. I don't suppose anyone took it

seriously, as the hill foxes are generally expected

to turn up again, but this one held straight across

the valley.

My experience of the hunt ended three miles

further on, when poor Dandy put his foot into

the hidden bough of a tree or a hole, and turned

over on landing. Worse still, he got up and went

on, leaving me there, fourteen or fifteen miles from

home. We were still living at Fedamore.

Of course I thought I should find him, and I

remember sitting on the bank watching the field,

which had waited for the hill hunt, come by.

There was even then a trail of over a mile. One

of their last, she had got a shocking start, was

Mrs. Arthur Russell, who finished afterwards quite

alone with hounds. On old Tally Ho she was very

hard to beat.

Dandy was not for being caught. He went as

far as Springfield, an eight-mile point from Heath-

field. Here everyone had had nearly enough,
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but hounds ran on to Drumcollogher with Mrs.

Russell, Mr. Humble and the whip, the only

three left. Mr. Humble, I think, had a fall before

the end, and the whip's horse was done, leaving

Mrs. Russell quite alone. A kindly gunner in-

sisted on my riding his horse to Croom, only twelve

miles. He walked wearily in riding boots. Dandy
was discovered next day with his saddle and

bandages still on, but with the best quilt spread

over him to keep him warm. I got a car from

Croom, and drove on, six miles, finding my mother

nearly wild, out on the road waiting for me.

Several people never got home at all that night

;

they were twenty and thirty miles from home on

dead-beaten horses. There was also quite a

curious ending to the day's sport when Kennedy,

Mrs. Russell and Mr. Humble were coming back

with hounds. It was then pitch dark. A fox

jumped up out of the laurels at Odelville, close

to Balhngarry, and away went the pack on top

of him. It was half an hour before the weary men
could get them together again.

My Dandy, I have been told, was first up at the

check on the road (the only one as far as Spring-

field) which led the scattered field up. It was

the only time my big three-cornered grey roan

put me down, he was practically running away
with me, for he reared so badly that I always had

to ride him in a Hght snaffle. He was a most evil-

tempered horse, but a wonderful hunter.
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One Master I have hunted with I must really

not forget—Thady Cooney.

Thady had a contract for the mail and two

horses. Hence the opportunity. These unfor-

tunates came out of the mail car after a twenty

miles' jog, and had a rest out hunting. He kept

a pack of dear dogs—he spelt it dear—and we
had the wildest gallops with him. The hounds

—

the usual collection of Spinsters, Girlies, Beauties,

and Darlings—lived in the back streets of Limerick

(Boher Bui, the yellow road, and Queen Street

near the station) where they existed on the dust-

bins and on calls on inhospitable and irate

butchers' stalls. Regular food they had none, so

invariably tried to eat the " dears " if they caught

them.

The " dears " subsisted on cast-off cabbage

leaves and any other green refuse which Thady

could gather up—for nothing.^

He was a big bony man with a flaming red beard,

always riding in a frock-coat, and a dilapidated

topper which he perched on three hairs on the

side of his head. Thady generally rode Gay Boy,

a raw-boned three-cornered screw with lumps and

blemishes all over him, trace marked, collar

marked, his ribs sticking through his dry skin,

but when he was fairly fresh both a galloper and

a leaper.

Poor old Thady, he had a subscription as small

as his desire for sport was large.
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But he did a lot of good. The country people

of course admired him, and more than once with a

crowd round a covert and things in a very bad

way I have seen Thady settle the question.

Out he would come, the big man on his raw-

bones Gay Boy, the red beard cocked trucu-

lently, the hat put on half a hair.

** Who dares to sthop Thady Cooney ? Who
dares now among ye ?

"

A laugh. There is no crowd so easy to win to

good humour or to drive to fury as an Irish one.

Another laugh—then
—

" Begob, we will not,

Misther Cooney. Hunt away for yerself."

" Can I hunt without the hounds, ye vilyins,

an' me out for me day's sphort ? Is it home I'm

to go to send Gay Boy out with the mails or to

dhraw a corpse for recreation ?
"

" Hunt away thin all of ye, for to-day."

Tight habits shocked Thady greatly when they

began to get really skimpy in Limerick. His

second string went by the name of the Missus's

mare, and someone asked him one day why it

bore its name.
" Isn't it the Missus's own ? " said Thady,

looking hard at a couple of ladies. " And isn't

she comin' out directly her habit is casht for her

be Harrison an' Lee."

A big iron foundry firm.

The Worcester Regiment loved Thady, and
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practically kept him going. I think the wildest

rides I have ever had have been with three of

them in pursuit of Thady's " dears.'* One led us

once over all the coped walls round the Model

School. When exhaustion finished poor Gay Boy,

there would be a wail of " Save her for me. Save

the dear." Save her coming from behind, and one

could not stop.

Nearly all killed in this war now, those boys

who rode with Thady.

But in the beginning of a hunt when Gay Boy
was fresh, Thady was jealous as a girl. If he fell

we were sure to hear a shout of " Give the dogs a

chance, gentlemen. Give them a chance,"—then

as Thady plunged back to the saddle
—

" Ride on

now ye divils and catch thim if ye can."

Mr. Chichester had an absolutely wonderful

horse called the Stag. It could jump wire, go in

and out of quarries, had no fore legs, but drops

into roads were as nothing to it ; and I had a wild

and undefeated four year old, Thin Legs, not my
own, belonging to Mr. White, with a bad temper

and a big heart.

Thady gave it up when as he put in the Limerick

Chronicle he lost " Two dears in one day, both

drounded." But as he would enlarge near

Limerick when we ran over a country which was

almost unrideable with the big semi-tidal trains

running up from the Shannon, he had himself to

blame. The unfortunate quarry came to the meet
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in a borrowed bread van and I doubt if they had

anything to eat either.

Thady's hounds would run anything when they

came out, blackbirds, goats, cows, pigs, and

especially food.

" Ware blackbirds there ye divils ye. On, ride

on. Sir. Run on, Pat. They have Cassidy's pig

again," were common hunting calls, but when

they settled down there were two couple which

could hunt, and we went bhthely with these

—

one had a cropped tail—leaving the various

Spinsters and Beauties weighed down by the cares

of famines to follow as best they could. Thady

was exceedingly Hke Lord Spencer to look at

—

people often noticed the Hkeness.

The Worcesters promised to have his photo-

graph taken—I have one—on Gay Boy, with the

most motley collection of hounds which have

ever met the eye of man round him, but they

gave poor Thady a Httle trouble before they let

him pose proudly in the barrack square.

They laid a drag and away went Thady's pack,

mad for anything they could run down—in and

out of barrack rooms, up and down stairs, with

Thady tearing after them, whip in hand, and

shouting wildly.

I was nearly killed out with liis hounds on a

runaway brown mare. Thady always declares

that he saved my life, by loosing my collar stud.

Several people had declared me dead and were
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keeping my mother away when Thady said the

' dear was cot,' and tore up—to look after me.
" Chokin' the young lady," said Thady ripping

open the stud, and lifting my head, " an' she not

dead at all."

• Thady Cooney is dead himself now for many
years. He lost all his money and fretted sorely

without either Gay Boy or the missus's mare to

go out to see the hounds on.

We were still at Fedamore in Mr. Humble's

day and had an extraordinary fox in our covert

there. Mr. Humble called him the Old Customer.

He was a very long dark fox and I really beheve he

liked being hunted. Day after day he took hounds

the same lines, he had two, and seemed to beat

them when he liked.

One hunt was over Fedamore Hill, across the

Commogee River, at which the riding people had

to make for the bridge, and as far as Cahir

Gullamore, when he used to disappear. Hounds

would run it to the wall there and no further. I

beUeve he knew of some hole in the old wall.

The other was from the covert right across one

lair, over the Corcas into Grange, up to the old

caves at Lough Gur—when he used to disappear.

Of course there was never anybody with hounds

in Grange, as horses could not cross the Corcas.

I saw that fox myself turn and break one grey-

hound's leg on our lawn. Someone loosed the

brute, and the Old Customer took it quite coolly,
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twisted and snapped and there was one grey-

hound the less in the world.

He got me into very hot water once by his

extraordinary behaviour. The 3rd Hussars had

a pack of drag hounds, and we were asked to lay

one round Fedamore for them. We never laid it-

within five fields of the gorse. My brother and I

chose it all, and gave it to Peter the Faithful to

run, but that rufhany fox must needs march out

to be hunted.

Gleeson the old covert keeper declares that he
" lepped above on the bank when he heard the

dogs nisin' an' away with him to see what was up."

This I cannot vouch for, but he crossed right in

front of the hounds and led them his dance to

Lough Gur, into which a Master on an exhausted

horse toiled, asking me if this was my idea of a

four-mile drag over a nice country. The Corcas

were of course included in the Old Customer's line.

Several unwary people tried to cross and got

bogged.

I, who was out on a carriage horse to look on

and got to Grange by the road as quickly as any-

one, said nothing, but Mr. Nugent Humble said a

good deal to me later on. I could never persuade

him that we had not drawn the covert.

Hounds never killed the old fox. I suppose he

died naturally or was retaUated on by some brute

of a greyhound.

When we left Fedamore his meals of crows were
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curtailed, and he had no more peacock chicks to

come and steal. All the foxes were honourable

as to chickens and ducks, but peacock chicks

were outside their code of morals.

Fedamore was an ideal little gorse in those days,

sheltered and quiet, with a good country all round
;

now a crop of allotments makes the riding one

side quite hopeless. Fortunately the line across

the allotments is one a fox does not often take

now, though twenty years ago almost all of them

except the old fox used to scatter off for Ballina-

garde, and the chances of its many rabbit holes

giving safety.

Mr. Humble was brave to hunt at all. He had

had a fall racing, and was badly crushed, but he

held on gallantly to the last, preferring to ride out

rather than dream out his last days in the sun-

shine.

There are very few people hunting now who

were out in those days. Of the ladies, I think,

only three. Girls had to have a chaperon then

even out hunting, and Mrs. Wyndham Gabbett

used to look after us. The finest of riders, the most

charming of women, riding with a curious dash

which was all her own ; a landmark gone in the

Limerick hunt. She was out one year riding as

hard as ever and gone the next, always missed

and always regretted.

I must speak of a few of the hunting field of

over twenty years ago, because people who have
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long lost sight of Limerick may be glad to read of

their friends. No one to my mind ever looked

quite so well on a horse as our beloved Mrs.

Wyndham, except perhaps our present Master's

wife, and Mrs. Banatyne, then Miss Phelps, who

was only stopped by an accident two years ago,

but with a worthy successor in her young daughter.

Mrs. Hunt, who is going as hard as ever, and

Mrs. McDonnell and myself are the only ones left,

and as my candid friend Con. Magner, a hard

riding farmer, told me two years ago
—

** Sure you

can't lasht much longer."

One of the men, fewer still, Mr. Banatyne, and

with a page or so to himself Mr., now Captain,

O'Grady Delmege, and Colonel Reilly, but he was

not there with the Humbles.

Anyone who has hunted in Limerick, or raced

in Ireland will remember J. O'G., quite the best

whip, probably in the world. I had a gate through

which even a short motor had to come through

with the delicacy of Agag, but he dashed in his

coach and four at full trot, an acute left-angle

turn. His drive over the bog bridge leading to

Water Park with a ten foot drop in front will be

recalled with a shiver by those who were in the

coach. He drives a car now, but for my part I

like to see him with four horses (some of which

may or may not have been in harness before

being tooled along until they began to believe

they had been in a coach all their lives).

3
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Captain O'Grady Delmege has won too many
point-to-points for me to remember. To see him

out hunting riding at Tiger (Colonel Reilly, who is

here now and no better man to hounds, a real

old-fashioned " thruster ") in a fast hunt, was a

nervous sight for onlookers. J. O'G. showed me
a drop over a coped wall on to the road near

Adare which they galloped at together one day,

and *' hopped off the road like peas," as he put it.

One story I must tell to show Captain Delmege's

quickness with the people.

It happened quite lately, at Listowel races,

where an EngHsh prize-fighter, rather loudly

garmented, having come over to Ireland, thought

he would take in an Irish race meeting as an

experience. He did so with due contempt for the

somewhat ragged crowd outside. Unfortunately

for him and other people a hot favourite won,

and an outside bookie who had laid against it

beyond that which he was able melted discreetly

into space when he saw the horse coming home

alone. The stranger mounted his stool to watch

the race, next minute he found himself surrounded

by an over anxious crowd of people who had

backed the winner. Tickets were thrust into an

astonished hand. Denial and exceeding pungent

language was in vain. Both men wore check

suits and both were what the Kerry men called

" furriners."

From a mistake it ^rew to be a struggle for life,
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with the ever ready R.I.C. coming to the rescue

and gradually edging the mobbed and battered man
to the stand. Here he ought to have been safe,

but was not. The racing crowd, some two thou-

sand, are not easy to deal with. Shoulders were

bent against the woodwork. Ominous voices

thundered that they'd have the man out if they

smashed the stand to pieces.

The woodwork began to crack and bend, and

the pleasant prospect of a free fight to protect

the unoffending stranger lay in front of the race-

goers.

Crack ! Crack !

" The place will be down in two minutes," said

someone philosophically.

" Will it ? " said Captain Delmege piling up

boxes until he was enabled to get his head over

the palings, to be greeted with a roar. But he

could roar too, and was too well known not to gain

a hearing.

" You are all mad," he shouted. " Stop that

or you'll never get a licence for a meeting again."

An ominous but dubious murmur.
" Is Kiss Katchewan running? " shouted some-

one mockingly.

" She is, you fools," thundered J. O'G. " And
she'll win. But if the course is not clear in five

minutes /'// send her home !
"

From howling, bloodthirsty furies the people

changed to sportsmen.
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'* Three cheers for Delmege. Set the numbers

up. His mare is to win."

The tension was over, the situation saved.

The crowd hurried off good-humouredly. The

mare, fortunately, won easily, and a battered

stranger hurried back to England holding quite

new views as to Ireland. Amongst them that

scientific boxing in an Irish crowd was certainly

not a success.

Captain Delmege is still hunting regularly with

sons, and a daughter with him now. He had for

years a big white horse, and one more story to

show the country people insist on their fixed

opinions. I was completely left behind about four

years ago in a hunt from Cahemarry, and took up

a position on a hill to watch them come back to

me. They ran a ring. Very few people had got

away, and one man on a white horse was alone

with hounds.
" That is Delmege," said a farmer to me.

" Success to him."

Now I knew that J. O'G, was not out, and it

was Major Tremayne on his flea-bitten grey, and

I said so.

" It is Delmege," was the reply. " Hasn't he

a white horse, and isn't he always out away in

front. I tell ye it is Delmege."

I said no more.

I have spoken of point-to-points, and the very

first point-to-point in County Limerick was got
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up by Captain Delmege in 1879. He was helped

by my father and Tiger Reilly, but the sub-

scription to it, £1, was considered expensive, and

one well-known hunting man declared that all

the hunters in the country would be spoilt or

broken down

!

I cannot recall it as I was a tiny mite. I have

the account. The first race was won by Mr. de

Ros Rose's Charlie, ridden by Captain Delmege
;

the second by Captain Mark Maunsell's Senior,

ridden by Colonel Reilly.

Names which again recall the leisurely coach-

ing days, each of these owners drove one. The

swing and clank of the bars, the clink clonk of

the four horses' hoofs, the country slipping

gently by.

In 1891, after my marriage, I had a few days

hunting in Cork on a dreadful little chestnut

thoroughbred which could not or would not jump

a fence. I Ughted on some of their worst country

there at first, glen and mountain, but as most of

my time was spent on the road, it did not matter.

Then Mr. Donovan the horse dealer, lent me a

black mare which he had bought with a great

character and which ran away with me even on

close country for three miles until she turned

turtle at a high bank.

Mr. Phelan picked me up and just as I was

getting to my feet another horse appeared on top

of the bank. He must have hit me, I think, if
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Phelan had not jumped up, caught the bridle while

the horse was in the air, no easy thing to do, and

pulled him out of my way.

The man who had ridden too close this meeting

held two horses while Phelan told him what he

thought of him, and the country people remarked,

referring to the language, that " 'twas fine begob,"

I was sent home. It turned out that the mare

was a determined runaway and had nearly killed

her previous owner. Donovan, then, lent me his

own cob, a piece of absolute perfection, on which

I had two nice days with the South Union.

Mr. Russell, Master at the time of Staghounds

near Athlone, was the next Master I hunted with.

I had only two days there before I caught cold,

got laid up, and though I beheve it is the worst of

countries, my hunts were over nice banks and fair

going. The Master, on a big black, was a good

man to follow if you liked the biggest place in

every fence. High straight banks and not very firm.

I had no more hunting at Athlone ; it was then

March, and the regiment left there in May, going

out to camp.

Next winter I was at the Curragh in a hut with

two doors, two windows and two fire-places in

every room, a kitchen down a passage and per-

petual drums bumping everywhere. Winds roared

up and down the desolate little roads between

the huts, and also roared everywhere inside, so

that one was either roasted or blown away.
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I had two horses to ride. My mare, the Witch,

then only four, and her companion the Wizard,

and in my zeal I nearly rode them to death in

the Umitless Curragh. Major St. Leger Moore

was Master then, I remember he rode a very

handsome grey, and my first meet was at SaUins,

where to eyes used to a field of seventy or a

hundred I sat and wondered how one ever saw

hounds.

I certainly did not. I was swept away in a

crowd, we got wired and canalled and railwayed

and we could hear hounds hunting somewhere,

once people said De Robeck was with them. They

were a splendid pack, and I wish I had known
who to watch so as to get a chance of getting away.

A meet at Dunlaven, a glorious country where we
had a poor day in torrents of rain, and another

near Kildare, where we had a very nice hunt over

in small easy country were my last experiences of

Kildare. This was another very wet day, and

hounds hunted beautifully into the Curragh gorse

and out again when he beat them in a downpour.

Two days afterwards I left for Kilkenny to

hunt with the cheeriest of Masters, Mr., now Sir

Hercules Langrishe, and with Mr. Richard Burke

occasionally, -in Tipperary.

We took a small cottage at Kilkenny, which

was never intended to have horses in its yard.

Yet with planks and nails and trust in Providence

we made room for four. Their heads almost
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touched the wood, the roofs leaked, and had to be

lined with felt, but horses never looked so bloom-

ing or did so well.

The first meet at Kilkenny is always at the

Club House Hotel in the town. It is delightful

hunting for a poor man living in Kilkenny itself,

as the farthest meet there was eight miles off.

Freshford is the best of stone-wall countries the

meet boasts.

The Kilkenny hounds were hard to live with in

those days, on good scenting days. For Mr.

Langrishe had them out of covert in a few seconds,

went away with a few couple and let the tail

hounds take care of themselves. There was no

stopping of the leaders. The county is not big

taking it all round, but trappy, light going, and

carries a wonderful scent.

Down near Tory Hill Mr. Langrishe took the

Waterford county for a time. With nothing to

stop hounds, we used to run at a terrific pace,

over fly banks and Ught pasture.

The country round Upper Killeen is almost

perfect, and we had some great hunts from that

covert.

Mr. Langrishe was a light weight, riding small

well-bred horses, all of them fast. Blazes, a little

chestnut which was almost perfection, dropped

dead with him one day near Callan. I cannot

remember the name of the gorse. He was

a wonderful huntsman, patient as well as
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quick, and kept his field in order by biting

sarcasm.

" Well done, sir. Cheer 'em on for me, sir,"

would bring an offender sneaking back faster

than any flow of language.

I made so many cheery sporting friends down

there, many of them dead. Amongst them, Mr.

Eddy Smithwick who has passed away, a well-

known racing man and the kindest of friends.

He was once one of their hardest men, but had had

a very bad fall before I went there and only came

out on a cob to look on. He was the owner of

Lesterlin, the horse which had the extraordinary

experience at the Curragh, of swerving and then

coming in first close up to the stands, while the

judge was watching a ding-dong struggle between

two horses in the middle of the court. A certain

prince losing ten thousand over the race which

he had laid ten thousand to one on as an absolute

certainty.

Whyte Melville used to hunt with the Kil-

kennies in his day, and killed the " gallant grey
"

riding a very good hunt from Killeen close to Mr.

Eddy. The horse was staked and went on for

two fields absolutely ripped up before it fell.

They had one of the hoofs at Kilcrene House,

with an inscription written by the famous owner.

There was Commander Forbes, author of that

deUghtful book. Hounds, Gentlemen, Please, who
came from Carlow, whom Whyte Melville might
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have written of as a good one to follow, a bad one

to beat. He used to write then a series of very

charming Hunting Notes in Land and Water,

embracing four packs.

Hounds, Gentlemen, Please, has made me think

of many sins that I've committed myself. Talking

at checks, riding on forgetfully, and a great many
more.

The Kilkennies meet three days a week—three

days a fortnight was meant to be my portion, but

—with planks and nails and Irish recklessness, we
stretched the little stud to four. I had my Witch,

she never fell with me, and a cob nearly pure

Arab called Nelly Grey, and there was the Wizard

and something hired, four for two of us, but they

worked hard.

Dawson was first whip, and Ned, who took to

drinking and whose last episode with the Kil-

kennies was insisting on flying up Tory Hill in a

thick fog to get his hounds when they had all gone

home, was second.

The trappy country round Barneglessauny (I

did not invent the name) was too much for my
Limerick horse. He put me down twice my first

day out, over fences we don't have—very low banks

with straggling thorns on top and wide ditches.

Mrs. Langrishe had a wonderful little mare.

Waterproof, only a pony, but practically a

thoroughbred, and another a grey, a thoroughbred

which had not grown, both of which with their
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feather-weight owner up were hard to beat in any

country. I rode the grey one in Tipperary and

he flew a Tipperary double. He felt as powerful as

a fourteen-stone hunter. Knocktopper is a lovely

old place, part of it once a church with the old

east window of the abbey still in the ball-room

there.

I believe there is supposed to be a superstition

that some monks prophesied that if they ever

danced in the ball-room a death should occur

among the revellers, and I have heard that twice

it was fulfilled, but I think they have danced it

to death now. Mrs. Crofton, who was killed out

hunting just after I left, was a great friend of mine

in Kilkenny, a plucky woman who loved her hunt.

Kilkenny was the cheeriest of places, always

something going on and the best of sport. The

country is split up now.

We had a very curious hunt once from a gorse

near Gowran. Two couple of hounds slipped out

of covert right on top of their fox and with them

slipped two men, whom it happened were deadly

enemies and had not spoken for fifteen years.

The Master put the body of the pack on, using

all the language he had breath for. Hounds
fairly flew over a particularly open piece of country

fenced by low stone walls, so that you could see

for a mile and a half ahead. We could see the fox

barely half a field in front of the two couple, who
were racing, practically in view, then the two
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sportsmen, oblivious of Master or anyone else.

Then the rest of the hounds driving ahead, but

not running nearly so fast, and the field. The

vista in pink disappeared into a wood. We fol-

lowed. To find Patience and her companions

tearing that fox to pieces and the two offenders

off their horses dancing up and down shaking

hands rapturously.

It had been too much for them. " Never had

such a hunt," one said to the woods ; he was panting

for sympathy.
** Glorious !

" said the other. " All alone too,"

echoed no one to a beech tree. ** Worry, Worry.

No check . . . That big ditch ..."

Both turned. " Hang it all, old fellow, we
must make it up—after riding that together."

We came on them the firmest friends on earth,

and Mr. Langrishe buried his wrath as he pulled

back to have his laugh out.

We had some fine hunts during my three seasons

at Kilkenny from Upper Killeen. One fox used

to run a wide half-circle of about ten miles over

the very best of the country and beat us in the

end, close to a covert called, if I can remember,

Booleglass, a small gorse in a hollow. I remember

seeing Phelan who hunted a lot with the Kilkennies

coming up from Tipperary, on a young blood

horse, at the end of the second of three gallops,

the horse so absolutely done that it fell into the

field, tumbled down over a blind drain in the
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middle, and fell out of it. After that he pulled

up.

Phelan and I had hounds to ourselves once

from the same gorse, Killeen, everyone taking a

wrong turn, or fallen into a deep ditch with a bad

take off near covert. We had a nice hunt quite

alone for about five miles, when it began to freeze

and scent failed completely ; we lost him before

the Master caught us.

There were occasional difficulties at Kilkenny

even in those days. In the Freshford country

one man had made himself very disagreeable and

had twice stoned people who rode over his land.

Of course foxes made a point of crossing it.

One rather good hunt we found ourselves there

again, with our friend at his gate armed with

rocks, wire all round except one very high narrow

bank which fenced the angry gentleman's wheat

field.

Mr. Langrishe was with me, he put his horse at

the bank and heard all the farmer had to say

during a determined refusal.

** Open the gate ?
" " The divil an' open ?

Back we could go the way we come, ourselves an'

our likes of the Hunt Club."

The Master muttered something to me, then

he murmured still more softly. Wheat . . .

horses do run away, sometimes.

I was riding the Wizard, who was never a

greedy horse for a big fence, but he was doubtless
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shocked, for he scrambled over the high place

flippantly and ran away three times . . . round

that field ... I seemed only able to turn him

and I even called for help.

By the time I had finished the second round,

the rocks were abandoned and one of the angriest

men in Ireland was yelling to Patsy or Miky for

the love of God above to hurry on with the key

of the gate or he'd be rooned.

The Master and some people who had come up
were allowed to go through just as the Wizard

now chose, under my directions, to run away
across the road and up to where hounds were at

fault, and as far away from that man as he could.

We had one very sad incident during my stay

at Kilkenny when Mr. John Smithwick died on

his way to the meet. He had given up hunting

but was driving to look on. Driving himself too.

Then we had a veritable world turned upside

down day once—one man being actually blown

off his horse, and no one, I think, took home a hat.

It was a solid roaring storm and we wanted Mr.

Jorrocks to counsel as to not taking hounds out

on " a werry windy day."

A ' werry ' snowy day is nearly as bad. I went

out with the Tipperarys my last year at Kilkenny

to find snow thick in the ditches.

*' Such fallin' never ye see," as the country

people said. Horses did not know where to take

off or land and we went flounder in and flounder
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out, and more impetuous hunters stood on their

heads at the taking off side. I had three falls

myself, though we scrambled up together, and

people who went fast at their fences had about

a dozen each.

I shall never forget down there, Lady Beatrice

Butler, now Lady Beatrice Pole-Carew, coming on

a small pony which had never seen a fence, and

cramming him through a five-mile hunt. We
crossed one river three times, and each time she

fell in. It was a particularly nasty line, with high

blind banks, but the pony had to get every yard

of it on his head or his tummy or his knees.

Absolutely fearless and a perfect rider, his owner

did not care.

If the pony did not die he stayed in his stable

for a month at least. He had been taken out for

a quiet ride off soft feeding.

I got a few days with the Tipperarys, hunted

then as now by the well-known Mr. Richard Burke.

Magnificently mounted and absolutely fearless,

he had a splendid pack there. We only got to

probably the best of the country near Kilcooley

Abbey, and what a country it was. Mr. Burke

tells me it is more overgrown now. I had some

glorious gallops with the Tipperarys and seen three

black caps. Mr. Langrishe, Mr. Burke, and Mr.

Nugent Humble riding at each other like demons

over three big green banks. Mr. Langrishe on

Blazes, or a brown, Scraps I think he called it.
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Mr. Humble on Rose, a chestnut mare, and Mr.

Burke on something which was sure to be good.

The Wizard, if I rode him, wasn't quite fast

enough across the more open country down there.

The Witch was all right. I never went down to

Carlow to have a day with old Mr. Robert Watson,

he used to come to Kilkenny. People often

asked us to, but we had not many horses.

Mr. Watson came down one day in spring, a

day with a blazing sun, with the ground ringing

like iron under horses' feet, with the roads clouds

of dust, and March's hunting shroud spread

dryly over everything. No one thought or hoped

for a hunt, we stood about longing for straw hats

and covert coats. I had come out on a grey three

year old just to show him hounds, when the un-

expected happened ; we found in a wood, hounds

ran fairly fast out across the grass and they ran

on, not fast after the beginning but going. They

were at fault more than once over plough. Twice

Mr. Langrishe lifted them and was right. It was

one of the best bits of the country, big sound

banks and going which would have been un-

pleasantly heavy in wet weather but carried a

scent now. Old Mr. Watson absolutely beamed,

his grey hair flying out under his hunting cap,

going at his fences with a schoolboy's zest. We
ran for about six miles at quite a fair pace and we

killed our fox close to Gowran just before he got

to the woods.
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"Never," I heard the veteran Master say, " have

I seen a fox more perfectly hunted."

That is twenty-two years ago, but he must

have been an old man then, and he rode like a

boy.



CHAPTER III

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ODDS AND ENDS

1HAD three seasons at Kilkenny, loving it

better as I got to know it. One season was

quite spoilt by a six weeks' frost, but the

skating was excellent to make up for it.

I sold my Witch at the end of my second year

there to Mrs. Cavanagh. Hunting really cost

more than we could afford, but I replaced her

with something almost as good, Victory, if not

so fast. . . . The Witch never came do^vn with me.

Fell the blank years after that—Armagh with

only harriers over a poisonous country, such

sheer waste of my big mare that I sold her to

come down to Limerick. Then Colchester, where

I had no horses, and could only watch the people

going out. The regiment had beagles which I

ran with, to the great detriment of my health and

weight. Essex looked very like Ireland save for

the plough, plenty of banks.

I had a few days in Wales with the Flint and

Denbigh and Sir Watkyns and one day with the

Cheshire.

The FHnt and Denbigh, drawing along a smooth

grassy slope with the sea winking at you at its

50
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foot and a horse which will buck was not pleasant.

It was a weird little country, tiny banks and tiny

fly fences, but such a lot of wire that a kindly

sportsman warned me never to jump a hedge

without hitting it first with my whip.

Hounds were always getting lost in that country

;

they ran from hill to hill, and we scrambled across

the valleys guessing which hill they were at, and

generally guessing wrong. But I saw one quite

nice hunt from somewhere near Prestatyn, over a

line of Httle banks in which I got a bad start

and was hopelessly left.

My mount was my old Sally, which I had sold

to a friend, but she had to do so much driving

that she was not in hunting humour.

I had some hunting in Ireland after that, a

few days with Mr. Charteris.

And one day in particular which laid me up for

years. I was back for three weeks, and a very

kind friend gave me his own best horse so that

I could have a really good time.

Tearing down a lane a young farmer turned

across me suddenly, I had either to crash into

him or puU hard aside. I pulled my horse, slipped

and went down, turning back my foot so far as he

fell on me that my thick hunting boot was torn

open Uke paper.

Curiously enough I got up, though four little

bones and two toes were broken and the tendon

AchiUes snapped.
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But I soon came down again in agony. Morphia

to dull the pain was my miserable fate for days

and I have never danced properly since then.

I have seen the Essex out, but my only riding

there was on a lovely grey mare, Safety, belonging

to Mr. Robinson, now Lord Rosmead, and I rode

her with one Master I had almost forgotten.

Lord Lonsdale of the Queens near Ascot.

I was staying at Ascot, where there were two

carriage horses, christened for a joke Blood Royal

and Royal Ascot, and Lady Rosmead and I

thought we must see a meet on them. Two
nearly clean-bred bays, they were about the most

excitable mounts one can imagine. We missed

the meet, but found the Master wandering among
the fern looking for his hounds.

We even compassed some small drains on our

fiery steeds, but we saw very httle of what to me
seemed a nightmare of hunting, through endless

woods, up and down rides and through bracken.

I was living at Guernsey then, where I pubHshed

my first book The Thorn Bit, and the Boer War
cloud fell as a fog on its possible success.

I wonder if the kindly reviewer who writes for

Punch could guess the wild joy which his first

review of The Thorn Bit gave. How it was

treasured and kept and studied with wild hope.

I think that what success I have had I really

owe to the great kindness of Mr. Alfred Watson

of the Badminton. With great diffidence I sent
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him a little sketch, which he did not accept in the

usual chill way, but wrote me a personal letter,

even taking the trouble to point out faults. I

lunched with him when next I went to London,

and can never forget all his advice did for me, and

how his advice and encouragement practically

made my career.

Also I must thank the late Mr. A. P. Watt, the

literary agent, who took my books in hand out of

pure good nature, and helped me in every way.

Before my horseless days at Colchester I was at

Aldershot ; it was Jubilee year and I saw the big

review.

A friend of mine and I having had bad places,

scuttled away to get a glimpse of the Queen as

she drove back. We cHmbed on a bank near

Government House, to be immediately told that

the public must not stand on banks or any bomb-
throwing position when Royalty passed.

Promising sweet obedience I asked the police-

man, who did not know the Irish, how if we did

not stand on banks we were to see, and he gave it

up with a friendly grin.

The old Queen was crying softly as she drove

past. Aldershot was all dust and glitter and

tramp before that review. It was a wondrous

sight.

I had lodgings at Farnborough with a thin maiden

lady who had of course seen better days, and I

hope remembered better humour.
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I remember bicycling to the library one day for

books with a very shy man and as we came back

seeing the Duke of Connaught and his staff riding

across.

** He may want to speak to me, fly," said the

shy soldier, and he flew, but so did the thing

holding the books.

Out they flopped under the feet of the horses,

and the good-looking Duke pulled up while a hot

and blushing man dived in and out collecting

them.

I met such a charming Russian at the Hotel

there that year, wife of the ambassador or attache

in Paris, I cannot remember which. She spoke at

least six languages and was so amusing. She told

me the worst moment of her life was at her first

big dinner in Japan when they were there and a

little pink live fish was put on her plate and she

had to eat some.

We took seats to see the procession in London,

but the crowd rushed the place, so in company

with a friendly charwoman and a sweep we had a

bird's-eye view from the roof.

From Colchester I had my first experience of

English racing at Newmarket, when I saw the

Two Thousand. The complete impossibihty of

seeing anything except the horses in the paddock

was my difficulty. Lord Durham took off Lord

Rosmead to some place where he could see, but

we wandered out on the course, and being Irish
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who fall on their feet, began to talk to a trainer

who took us to where we saw the race splen-

didly.

Now, the only English race which I see and

never miss is the National.

When the South African War was on I spent a

great deal of time at the War Office worrying

friends there for news.

I remember so well one very high official reading

over some papers with bitter resignation and

looking across at me with a dry smile as he said,

" Diogenes might search this place with an electric

light for an honest man and not find him."

We are taking this really great war without the

hysterical gloom that London plunged into then.

After Colenso it was unsafe even to talk to a bus

conductor without the fear of having to offer him

a pocket-handkerchief so as to weep decorously.

Two broke down over it to me one day.

The most awe-stricken bus conductor I ever

encountered was on my way to Liverpool Street

when the bicycling craze was at its height. He
was shivering and incoherent, so much so that I

asked him if he was ill.

" No, laidy, but we've just taken off a woman's

head."

A girl of only twenty, her bicycle had side-

slipped and thrown her out under the wheels.

I was in England all the Coronation summer

when it took about an hour sometimes to get down
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Bond Street, and the Indian Princes, especially

on horseback, were people to remember.

They seemed actually part of their fiery Arabs.

One came to a cricket match where I was staying

at Windsor. He was high breeding impersonified.

I remember he wore black kid gloves and would

not eat anything at tea, and he moved more like

a thoroughbred racer than anything else.

He used to talk a good deal to an English girl,

and they were so typical of East and West. She

showed as much high breeding as he did ; a tall

fair girl, rather pale and with finely cut features,

and he taller stiU, handsome in his Eastern type.

It was a summer of sunshine and splendour cut

across with its thunderstorm of gloom and anxiety.

Ascot that year was a medley of colour and

display, with the Indians in their Indian kits,

Chinese, Japanese, French, Germans, a babel of

tongues and a positive glory of colour. One really

seemed to absorb riches from other people and

forget one's own small place in the world.

After this I came back to Ireland to hunt

regularly again, on anything which I could pick

up to ride. I was writing hard, but my first book

only brought me in £io ; it makes far more yearly

now, and my next was a dead failure, so a few

short stories were all I had to help then.

I wonder if other people who write were as

overjoyed as I was when I won the prize offered

in a Dublin paper for the best short sporting story. I
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wrote it on Lesterlin's curious defeat at the Curragh

and no cheque has ever looked so glorious again.

Unfortunately I shall never be a popular short

story writer ; I do something just wrong.

Mr. Higgins was hunting the Limericks then for

Major Wise, who was at the war, and I began

hunting regularly again when he came back

from it.

A very fine rider, with an extraordinary eye

for hounds. If he took a wrong turn he seemed

to know by some instinct exactly where to go to

pick them up. The Limerick pack had deteri-

orated greatly in these days and Major Wise

worked hard with them, leaving a really fine lot

when he gave them up. He was very popular

with the farmers. Their Uking for his cheery

voice and manner pulling the Hunt through

some troublous times. It was touch and go more

than once during those years. His best season

was his last, which was one of those record years

when good hunt follows good hunt so fast that one

is almost wiped out by the other. We had the

Ballyregan to Tervoe hunt that yeai almost a

record, I believe, for pace, an eight-mile point in

thirty-five minutes, only one man with hounds

and two people close behind when we killed at

Tervoe. I was the third, a long way in the rear.

I was out one day in the stone-wall country

when he did a rather wonderful bit of hunting.

We were simply trailing a very stale line and
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everyone told him he was wrong. That our fox

must be back, had never gone that way, that

hounds were over some old line. Major Wise

listened and smiled, but he held on until up

jumped our fox, right out of the ordinary country,

and we either killed him or put him to ground

close to the Deel, and I had to gallop for my train.

Some of his sayings will never be forgotten.

Since writing this Major Wise was killed in an

accident. He was a personality never to be for-

gotten and ever to be regretted.

When he went away several years ago to his

own place in Tipperary our present Master, Mr.

Nigel Baring, on giving up the Duhallows took

the Limericks, and I always hope that before he

gives up my hunting days may be over.

Like Mr. Langrishe it is short Hfe for a fox who
does not bustle out of covert ; he is not given

much time. Mr. Baring rides a beautiful stamp

of horse, well bred, fast and powerful, and fear

was left out in his composition. He will take the

best place in a fence if there happens to be a best,

but anything between him and his hounds has

to be got over, and the worst on earth must suffice

if there is nothing good. The country people are

devoted to him.

" I wouldn't care to be the fox facin' out an'

himself afther me," as I heard one say, and " If I

were a fox I'd rather have the devil after me than

Nigel Baring and his bitch pack."
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Interludes of acting came into many seasons.

Hunt Theatricals, got up for the ever open mouth
of the Fowl Fund.

When the amateurs gather together strange

things happen. One of the strangest perhaps was

casting me in my first effort on the stage for the

part of the Witch in " Creatures of Impulse."

I could not sing a note !

When the principals arrived just before the play

came off they were somewhat surprised.

Miss Henry, now Mrs. Owen Lewis, a completely

charming amateur, who could have been a pro-

fessional at any time, took the chief part.

I acted with her twice, and she was that wonder-

ful thing the leading lady who only thought of

everyone else. Very young herself, she was a kind

of Fairy Godmother to the beginners, helping them

in every way. No trouble was too great for her

to take with the raw entry, she coached and en-

couraged, and with her a play had to go. She

could sing and dance charmingly, and could at

any time have gone on and seen London applaud.

I saw a case of stage fright with a brave young

soldier, Mr. Lloyd, killed in South Africa, and no

one in front noticed anything.

One memorable night when doing " Dandy
Dick," and the thunder was to have rattled off

the tea-tray, it was silent.

Round rushed Mr. Dick Burke, looking for the

blood of all missing thunder to find Jack, our
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super, pleasantly drunk and quite disinclined to

produce any noise save a snore—and he was sitting

on the tray. Then the thunder rang feverishly

about four lines too late, the stage manager

banging furiously and reducing the leading lady,

myself, to nervous hysteria.

Murmurs from the wings concerning the slaying

of Jack not improving it.

In that play, ''Creatures of Impulse," I had to

tumble backwards out of a trap-door with what

grace I could. Lord Limerick and Captain Murray

being deputed to catch me. But when each man
told the other that one could catch me easily and

he would be back in a moment, and I took my
header backwards on to a very hard floor, if I

had been reaUy endowed with magical powers it

would have gone ill with them. Fortunately at

eighteen one falls lightly.

I acted in real Amateur Theatricals once, got

up by the regiment, when no one came to rehearsals

and no one knew their part or where to stand,

and the audience looked on in pained amazement.

Looking back now I remember all the great

people whom I have seen.

Mary Anderson, when I was a tiny child, and

was anyone so beautiful ? SmaU as I was I have

never forgotten her in the " Winter's Tale " and

as JuHet. Irving I never saw in his earlier days,

and I was one of the people who could not follow

his voice. And marvellous Ellen Terry. I was
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lucky enough to see her as one of the Merry Wives

with Tree as Falstaff. W^Tidham, with his com-

plete ease merely playing himself and always

fascinating. And best of all Cocquehn Aine,

incomparable, inimitable in "Cyrano" and other

plays. I only saw him a year or two before he died.

His voice was quite wonderful, one never lost a

word and every gesture and movement was art.

Gone are the snows of yester year. There will

never be such another Cyrano de Bergerac.

M. Guitry in the " Chant du Cygne " is also

something to remember. When he cures his

nephew of an undesirable attachment by com-

pletely cutting him out. It is a beautiful play.

They are part of their parts in France down to

the holder of the smallest.

"S'occupe Toi D'Amelie " and "Le Roi " are

the two funniest plays I have ever seen—ever

excepting " Charley's Aunt " with Penley in it.

I was sore for a day after I had seen " Le Roi
"

and " Zou Zou " and it was never vulgar.

Then there are the thrills of the Grand Guignol,

the one-time church. Where the same actors go

from farce to tragedy, and such tragedy, reaUstic

and appallingly real. Memories of really good

plays hang long with one.

The magnificent impudence of the amateur is

beyond that of any Germans. They attack a three

act play, and undertake to produce in a month

what professionals would take four at. We are
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at the dress rehearsal before the first act is going

smoothly. When Mr. Edmund Burke and Mrs.

Owen Lewis were there to help the unwary it

worked wondrously, but I have seen it go rockily

indeed. A hunt in spasms.

I have also acted with Lady Gooch, a well-

known amateur ; one of her greatest successes was

in " Lady Frederick."

To anyone who loves to act, an audience, held,

is almost as keen a joy as a gallop.



CHAPTER IV

THE BEST RUN I HAVE EVER HAD

THE best hunt in the world is always in

the glow of the moment's joy at the last . . .

until one looks back and thinks it over. So

much depends on one's horse, and on that great

element luck. . . . You may come to the end of a

really fine hunt which other people have loved . . .

weary of trying to get a turn, sick of seeing top

hats bob up and down in front of you, of some-

times hearing hounds, of going to the right and

finding they have swung left, of holding off for

Dromin and seeing them go in to Kilmallock. In

one of the very finest short gallops they ever had

out of Bruree, practically without a check for six

miles, I got badly away watching hounds in the

distance and I was prepared to say at the end that

it was a horrible hunt, when I came up to see all

the smiUng faces of the people who had got away.

A Master thinks no hunt really perfect if he does

not catch his fox. Some people like it slow enough

to watch hounds comfortably, others only want a

steeplechase and the most patient piece of hound

work will not please them without pace. A crowd
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is my fear, I get frightened and niuddled if I

cannot get by myself, or with a few people, so

my perfect hunts in my own mind are those when

only a few have been my way.

The push to your hat—no one could start

without that—the taking up of reins, the pricked-

ear excitement of the good hunter you ride, the

hounds slipping out of cover and the short sharp

twang of gone away—is there anything like it on

earth as one gallops up the first field with one's

finger groping in the lucky bag of hunting ?

Which way will he turn ? Will we do right or

wrong? Is scent, the ever-mysterious, good or

bad?

Flinging themselves at it, settling down and

away, as well stand on a hill and be safe as hope

to see it to-day, or a cock-tail, or after a burst

heads up, an anxious wait, or again another check,

this is to be no burst but slow hunting. And this

again who knows ? How often have we been held

hard and gone on and done grievous wrong by

pressing hounds, for three or four miles, and then

gone quietly believing that all we can do is to

jump away from the crowd and watch the hounds

puzzle it out. And then, what's happening

—

the sudden bobbing of the top hats who have

kept close, hounds running hke pigeons three

fields away and the whole of the crowd between

us and them ? Another hunt lost unless we are

lucky. Pray now for the checks—for the chancy
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scent one cursed heartily a few minutes before.

Pray, but you will probably not be answered.

I did that near BaUinacura three seasons ago,

we walked in a semicircle for quite twenty

minutes, and just as I had begun to talk of some-

thing interesting to some as fooHsh as myself,

there they were racing for Bulgerton, and there

was only a thoroughbred horse to thank when I

caught them.

But the best hunts on one's best horse, like the

hunt, the one of the moment is the best until he

fails you and reminds you that they don't breed

horses, or, Uke port, have deteriorated.

One of the hunts I loved best was from Grange

in Major Wise's time, it was no point, we killed

coming into Grange again, but it was over a

glorious country at a nice pace and a beautiful

bit of hunting. Half-way through one of the

soldiers quartered here narrowly escaped destruc-

tion as his horse swerved on a bank and ran along

and then disappeared on the far side just when I

had picked a place. The mare I was riding took

her fences far too fast. I had a vision of someone

who was looking up from a ditch as she fled out

over him.

The end of that hunt, though horses were tiring,

was as near perfection as hunting can be. Hounds
running hard close on their gallant but beaten

fox over flat green fields with big double banks at

which one could gallop. There was no plough,

5
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no hedges, you could see all the time hounds

absolutely pouring on, and this after eight miles

with part of it fast. I can feel my old mare now

as she swung into those banks, as gamely as when

we left Grange, and galloped as resolutely across

the big fields.

The fastest hunt I shall probably ever see was

in the same year from Ballyregan to Tervoe.

All over a fly country, stone walls, but spoilt by

railway gates which gave hounds a tremendous

advantage. They went racing up into Tervoe

as if they were finishing a Dogs' Derby. I was

just near enough to see, having got a lucky

turn after the railing, one man with them, and

one close up, and we killed just inside the front

gate. Horses were absolutely done up after that

gallop, one which kept with them all through

was not out for two months, the second was a

thoroughbred, and my little horse, a borrowed

mount, had to have a fortnight's rest, though he

was on the top of the ground and a fast fencer

and I never pressed him.

The longest hunt I ever remember was in the

stone-wall country. I was riding the same little

brown. Little Barry, then a four year old. It was

twenty-two miles and eleven of it fast. We ran a

wide ring of quite eleven miles, coming back

having had more than enough to Cahermoyle

when we had found, but just as our dead-beat

fox trailed past Meade's fort, a fresh one jumped
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up. They changed and we ran on past Cahermoyle

past Rathkeale, where I left them ; horses were

then absolutely beaten, and they hunted on slowly

to under Ballingary Hill when they were stopped

in the dark.

It was quite twenty-two miles, a record, I

believe, for that year's fox hunting in the United

Kingdom, Personally I think a long hunt is

greatly over-rated. It constantly means a change

of foxes, horses lose their keenness and their

spring even if they do not actually tire out, hounds

are not untirable and so often in these long hunts

do not kill. It is of course very pleasant to get to

the end of one if one has not really got to the end

of one's horse.

The other very long hunt which I have known

here, I did not finish. It was seventeen miles, one

fox, with a kill. We found at Boskill Bog close to

Caherconlish, and at first as we hunted slower over

the hills towards Inch St. Laurence, scent was

poor and catchy. I saw our fox there sloping

leisurely down a very steep hill, a grey old cus-

tomer. He must have lain down in the bottom of

one of the very thick hedges there, for suddenly

they fairly raced away running for six miles

without the semblance of a check across hills

and deep holding bottoms straight to Cahermary

gorse, where there was a welcome breather on the

road. Here he never went into the gorse but ran

on, fortunately, more slowly now to Roxboro,
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up to Friarston and back again. Here I was

within three miles of home with a fourteen-mile

hunt behind me and I gave up ; it was also getting

very dark. I remember after we had left Cahermary

coming to a boggy river near Licadoon. Three

gallant men rode at it. Splash, splash, splash,

they went in. Then another and then someone

found an easier place. I got in and out. As I was

riding home past Roxboro the fox crossed under

my feet tired but running gamely, and I suppose

I ought to have gone on, but there was an old

gorse close by, full of holes where I thought he

must save himself. He tried to get home. For

the last mile the three who kept on only rode by

sound and he was run into two miles from where

he started from, after seventeen miles with six of

it a steeplechase. I never saw so many horses

lame and cut about as when I left them. It was

a wonderful bit of hunting, if not over the best of

countries.

We had a very fine short hunt in the same

country four seasons ago in which I was riding a

four year old. He went very well but he tired in

heavy going just before the end and we came to a

wide ditch with the landing higher than the take

off. I guessed that he would just not do it, and

he did not. We were tumbling backwards slowly

when whack ! I felt a blow on my back and a horse

hitting me hard from behind righted Little

Bendigo so that he came on his feet into the drain.
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" But for me you were over backwards," said

the voice of the man who had ridden so close.

" It was very advantageous now that I hit you."

It was a hard riding farmer who rides harder

when he has passed and halted at a public-house.

We were both in the bottom of the drain,

which had a sound bottom.
" And it's all well enough, but how is yourself

an' meself to get out," he went on, " an' when

we are out 'twill be the wrong side, God help us."

To be told that jumping on you is all for your

advantage is certainly novel.

We rode along looking for a cattle track.

** That was such a great sort of a little horse

I'd never have said he'd fall," confided my friend,

" trustin' him for a lead I was. Here ye are.

An' the dogs checked outside."

This time we both got over quite safely.

I think a hunt which I enjoyed as much as

any was from Grange in Major Wise's time. The

end of that gallop was as near perfection as a hunt

can be. Big fields, big sound fences, hounds

driving ahead without the sHghtest check, no

wire and no looking for places.

We had a very fine hunt last season from the

Bruree sticks to Ard Patrick just under the Galtees.

The first part fast over the best of Limerick, the

last at a nice pace over a huge country and put

him to ground in a glen.

Recording hunts to anyone who has not ridden
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them is perhaps not interesting. So I have only

just mentioned a few which were in their way,

records.

Hunting will go on when I shall be a mere

memory myself. Someone perhaps, spoken of as

having ridden in her time, and written a lot of rot.

But I think when I get old, as Magner says,

" terrible ould," that I shall sit in the warmth

and say the weather is much colder now than it

used to be when I hunted, and the country must

be all wire, and the hounds too fast for amusement,

and believe there are no hunters alive now such

as Blackie and Cherry Boy. And no runs such

as I rode and loved.

Though deep in my heart I hope I may go away

for good before that day comes to me, for some-

how I cannot imagine any life without hunting

in it. Ireland with her green fields and brown

bogs, her grey skies and lonely beauty, will be

there to look at and ride over. When the saddles

are used no more, when even the pen is laid down

and she spares me a httle corner to rest in until

the end of time.



CHAPTER V

STRAY MEMORIES OF THE COUNTRY
PEOPLE

THE Irish peasantry are the most charm-

ing hosts on earth. They will ask you in

and give you the best they have and never

make you uncomfortable by apologising. Always

most expensive tea and good home-made bread,

often no butter, but whatever it is it is put before

you and you know your greatest offence is not to

eat. They have no buttermilk now, and are a

weaker race than the sturdy boys and girls who
were brought up on the sour stuff and potatoes.

Also the old thatched roofs helped to make them

stronger, as none of them would have a crack of

window or door open at night, but the thatch

did not shut in foul air as the new slated cottages

do.

The old open grates with a great fire, the huge

sooty kettle or pot on its hook and the wheel

which made a draught blowing the turf to glowing

gold. I used to love to slip away to have tea with

the herd's wife when I was a child, and to turn

that wheel was pure joy. Little fluffy ducks or

chickens were often pecking on the earthen floor,
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probably the hens laid in some corner, but the

cups were always spotless and everything brass

in the kitchen was polished to shining point, and

no bread baked in a big oven is ever like the loaves

which come out of the " bastible " with its sods

of turf above and below.
** Sickness is the will of God. If you are to go

you are to go and there is an end of it." As the

coachman's wife said when someone admired her

twins, ** If the Lord happened to take a fancy to

one of them she would not say agin Him, for she

only had clothes for the one."

A tremendous change has come upon the Irish

peasants ever since I was a child. The spirit of the

luxurious age has descended upon the country.

When I was very small all the women who could

worked at the harvest, small children thinned

turnips and did light work. The women wore no

hats and stout homespun skirts. Now these same

women, wives of poor labourers or farmers, must

have smart coats and hats and skirts and would

never dream of turning out to work, the children

** get more schooling," as the saying goes, and

then probably emigrate while still quite young.

Consequently double the wages they got then

barely suffices, and for these wages they live no

better. It goes on the respectability which they

must present to the world.

In the middle of the busy harvest times now,

the women are all in the towns on market days
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buying hats and yellow shoes. It was possible

to get men for the harvest then for is. 6d. a day

or 2s. Now here near Limerick it is five shillings

a day and two drinks, and in the country three

and six to four shillings a day also with drinks.

So tillage is practically given up, and the farmers

go in for what they call " dhry sthock " and hiring

as httle labour as possible.

You will still see the shawled women working

in the west ; in Clare and Galway where it is

difficult to pluck a living from the stony poor land,

but in the richer pasture countries all that is dead.

One thing which they will never lose is their

sense of humour. " It's the fair price of him,"

will be an expression which will never die.

Near Glenwilham one farmer was giving trouble.

He had just a couple of fields which the Hunt often

crossed, and he came blustering to the diplomatic

keeper of that country swearing vengeance if

** his fences were knocked on him agin or his land

thrampled."

Next to his little patch was land belonging to

the owner of the " Great House." So our friend,

on being informed that foxes were free agents

and could not be warned overnight as to their

choice of line, went home to ruminate on ven-

geance.

Hounds found on the hills next day and ran

hard but keeping away from this ConoUy's land

so that the muchly harried Field Master drew a
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breath of relief as he reflected that the farmer

would not be on his doorstep next morning.

But the leading hounds were at fault, they

swung at right angles, they poured through the

one patch of land which they should have avoided

with a zealous field pounding after them. The

rotten peaty bank spurted up earth under quick

changes and slow. Holes appeared which the more

careful people followed each other through. The

loose stone wall at the far end of the field rolled

down with clink and crash. Everyone went

through that forbidden field.

The Field Master and keeper of the country

rode home gloomily, wondering what he could

say in the morning. Merely riding across fields

does not constitute a legitimate claim for damages.

When the postman rang the bell next day there

was a groan of Conolly, but no Conolly appeared.

Not that day or the next and then a puzzled man
rode up to the little' farm wondering what ven-

geance could be brewing.

He found a man patching his bank with sods

and bushes.

" Sorry to see—er a few places," began the

keeper of the country nervously.

A face was raised slowly, a face with twinkling

eyes and a mouth set with grim humour.
" The fair price of me yer honor," said a philo-

sophical voice. **I couldn't lave it to the fox's

scent, but interfarin I musth be. Wasn't I deter-
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mined I'd nesht below in the bushes and beckon

at the vilyin so that he'd be across ye're own new

grass and so I waited. Out he come, sthealin'

along for himself an makin' sthraight for ye're

field of his own accord, not goin' me ways at all.

An' suddenly he seen me. He sthud up with a

puss on him like a Christian an' he turned around

with a soort of a grin on him like that he a say,

* Here's for ye now with ye're interfayrance ' an'

he med right-handed across, it was a half a mile of

a round on him and sthraight over to me fields

that he'd have left if I'd left him. Wasn't it the

price of me," said Conolly flinging a bundle of

bushes across a scarred oozing gap, "for the bad

thoughts that was at me."
" Divil mend then for foxes," he added with

heat. " Let them go where they likes an' the

Hunt at their heels. I won't be saying this or

that to them I tell ye again, yer honor."

He was left a completely resigned man.
" Success. Well over. Good begob." This,

though one may be jumping into a man's small

patch of land with the grass beginning to grow

on it. If you get over with a foot to spare no

Irishman wiU mind what damage you do, but a

bad jump is another pair of shoes. Their hearts

are with the " sphort," which I cannot beUeve

they would ever like to see done away with.

Whenever there is a hunt they are out to see
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it, and when a fox goes away the Derby roar is

nothing to the uneven chorus which arises.

Watch if a horse refuses. Men and boys drop

from nowhere. While your heated bitterness is

simmering they are all around you giving help

and advice.

" Clout him on the tail, Mikey. Draw the

kippin over the fat of him. Mind his heels man,

I tell ye. Keep him at it. Success. He'll do it.

He will not. He is a coward, I tell ye. He is in

to it. He is not."

The furious rider has no further say. His

heart may ever fail when he sees the size of the

ditch and its depth and philosophically realises

that the refuser maddened by blows may jump in,

but the die is cast, on his tail or his head or his

legs that horse must jump.
" Straighten him. Con Nolan. Beckon at him

then, the whilst 111 draw another blast of a sthick

on him. If he goes down then I tell ye it will

larn him, the bottom is boggy. Nolan's cow was

drounded there, till they had to kill her below to

save her."

This as the refuser all but overbalances, and a

ditch never looks so appallingly alarming as when

a horse slides and quivers on its brink.

" Have ye a few sthones, Pat Maguire ? There

now."

Rattle, rattle go stones in a hat fearlessly

banged under your animal's very tail, whack and
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swish go the sticks. Con Nolan beckons open

armed.
" Success. Over ye go, that'll tache him an'

his Hkes, the dirty sort of a coward he is."

If the hounds are not hunting and j^ou walk

across the next field some spokesman will follow

to give advice and to pocket the shilling necessary

in return for so much exertion.

" Thim class of pony horses is often cowards,"

he will confide. " He has a sunken sort of an eye

on him. If we had to shove him off the bank now
an' into the dhrain he'd be near choked below

an' he might be afraid to stop agin."

You breathe a faint sight of thanksgiving.

" Me Uncle Tom Nolan used to folly the hunt

reg'lar, an' he had a black cob that wouldn't

face wather. So what did me uncle do but he

tipped him into the Commogue where the banks

is stheep and cruisted him down the sthrame, an'

I declare to the Hivins that vilyin 'd lep even a

puddle in the road afterwards for the resht of his

days. He broke two sets of shafts an' he doin' it,

an' he trappin'.

" What's that, yer honor ? Did it make him a

great wather jumper," Mat Nolan scratches his

head.

" That I could not say," he adds cheerily,

" for he was put to postin', he went in the wind I

think from the could he tuk in the Commogue.

It was a great way to larn him. There's the road.
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sir, and they off to Grange. Long life to yer

honor." A last run after you, and a hail

—

" Ye might put that one postin' too, thim

cowards is no use at all. Andy Naylor above at

Ballaghtubot has a nate hunther if ye're lookin'

for one. Five years ould, an' Andy was out all

summer runnin' to find him in other min's fields.

Lookin' for leps he is, not lookin' in to them. He
knocked the load of hay he was carrying in Sep-

tember taking a motor horn for a hunting one,

an' signs by, there's a skelp in his knee where he

met the wall the same day. A nate horse entirely.

Breedy is it ? Didn't his gran'dam win a pint-to-

pint. Aisy as ye plaze. There wasn't a horse but

herself that didn't fall more be token."

If one goes to look at this equine treasure you

probably find a lumpy black harness horse, with

some spurious quaUty introduced by a hackney

cousin or grandfather, a large piece out of one

knee and what his owner calls a hoppity way he

has of going behind, an unbiassed observer might

say lame from a spavin.

Coming home from hunting if one is riding,

everyone wants to know—" Had ye a good

hunt ?
"

It is five minutes well spent to pull up and tell

them all about it, or if there is nothing to tell,

invent something.

" That was a great hunt entirely. Did ye kill

him ? Earth-ed was he ? Safe home to ye."
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In the old days rides home were nothing. I

have ridden in from Dromard, seventeen miles off,

and from BalHngarry. We worked for hunting

then. Came a black cold morning with a dog-

cart at the door. Eighteen miles to Ballingarry,

and a ride of six on. My old black mare used to

trot down in an hour and three-quarters. My
one horse, probably only a four year old, was on

overnight to lodge in close stables and eat in-

different forage at some pub.

I remember sending on once and finding my
horse absolutely unfit next morning. He panted

and puffed and lathered as he toiled up a hill.

Down I came to my ubiquitous groom, we were

only running round the hill.

" Cuthbert, what's wrong with Jerry ? Didn't

he feed ?
"

** Feed is it," said Cuthbert. " Indeed he did,

mam. It was butiful new soft oats an' he ate a

power of it."

Luxurious motorists now. How should we

like to get off a horse at four o'clock and into a

dog-cart, with storms of bitter rain teaming down
and drive eighteen miles to Limerick. But we

had merry teas then before we all started, now we
race home for these as often as not—until the days

lengthen.

It was in one of our haunts, some time ago

—

which, I shall not say—that the landlady hearing

the huntsmen coming in, bundled the dead man
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they were holding an inquest on, under the sofa

and kept the jury waiting downstairs until every-

one had left.

I have put this in a book, and it is true. I could

give the well-known name of the man who sat on

the sofa, and little knew what his spurred heel

might have touched. The jury, needless to say,

gave it away afterwards to everyone they met.

That Httle hotel, except the very tidy room in

which they give you tea is rather hke a rabbit

warren, an endless collection of painfully dirty

little rooms stacked with odds and ends of even

more painfully dirty furniture, but they can all

give you the best of tea, and buttered toast, and

it is better not to think of where it comes from.

When I came over for a season I hired from

another keeper of hotels—they call them so

—

a great sportsman, but the most inhumane man
with horseflesh perhaps, in the world. He had a

very nice black cob which has a happy home with

one of my cousins now, and this used to take the

mail car six miles and back in the morning, to have

the harness pulled off and be hired out. My mount

was a huge raw-boned bay, just not in the book.

He stood on a manure heap, it was cleaned about

every month or so, waste of straw his owner said to

be muckin' out every week. He carried me two long

days a week, and if I did not write to say I wanted

him, he did extra days with the Duhallows in

between just to freshen him up, this was if I
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thought of giving: him a rest. He pulled more

than a httle, and if you touched his head at a

fence he came down, but when one learnt to ride

with a flapping rein and a trusting heart, he was

the best of hunters.

He came to CaherconHsh Meet for me one day,

fourteen miles from his stable, and the poor beast

was really spiritless. I rode him a short way and

then came to the road disgusted.

" What's wrong with this horse ? " I said.

" He's dead tired."

" Tirened is it. He that should be in the very

best of fettle an' I to ride him forty mile on the

road yestherday to have him clean in the wind

for ye."

The poor bay went home for that day. They

killed him afterwards racing him.

Our special trains from Limerick are often

quite amusing. Some time ago when the station-

master was new to it, he saw a stranger with two

red setters about to travel on our train. Up he

came bustling. " No one but huntsmen were to

travel. No one and not them dogs."

" Specially going out for Major Wise," said

someone sweetly and quickly. " Deerhounds."

Our station-master eyed the red setters.

" Huntin' dogs," he said. " Into a first class with

thim, Johnny, straight away. All that belongs

to the hunting party can go an' welcome."

I have seen the signals against us, until the

6
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signalman came back from his breakfast, peevishly

wanting to know why we couldn't hunt on the

eleven-thirty like Christians. One day I was on

the platform stamping my feet from cold when a

friendly engine-driver invited me in to his fire.

" For I was a sportin' man myself onst/' he

said proudly. " Didn't I drive the Hunting

Special for a year."

There is an old farmer at CaherconUsh who

cannot see the good of hunting. He talked to us

earnestly one day as I waited for the pony to be

harnessed.

" Min of ye're vast wealth," he said captiously,

" ridin' mad across the counthry. An' a very

ondipendint horse ye'd want too, to bring ye safe."

We asked him what he would do if some of our

vast wealth—he was probably far richer than we

were—came his way.
" Isn't there the chimbly corner if ye had no

call to be workin' outside," he said. ** An' pigs

—

good pigs—an' good dhrink. Not facin' obstacles

with ditches I tell ye . . . No . . . But afther

all if ye were gone we'd miss the sphots of red,"

he said as we drove away, a twinkle in his eyes.

I rememberwhen hunting trembled in the balance

someone being stopped near Fedamore and my
father happened to be close by.

He had done something, for the man sent an

abject message that evening to say how sorry he

was and that, " Faix the Colonel an' his friends
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could folly the dogs through his haggard an' in

across his bed if they liked."

A somewhat curious idea of a line.

Damage done in fair flight they seldom object

to. In one of the letters I published in the Bad-

minton a farmer writes :
" As it is not the foremost

sportsmen that do the harm, but them foUyin'

through gaps an' openin' gates ..."

A furious claim came into one of the committee

a couple of years ago—for a haggard of cabbages.

" An' it wasn't the hunt he minded, but that

Hanley from on his great Gevaul of a horse,

an' that Miss O'Connor, that long lean scrag of

woman that would not go on or back, but hither

an over among me cabbages."

The said lady owned a cob which was given to

the trick of rushing up and down when it did not

want to jump.

Last year a farmer wrote asking the Master to

come at once to kill a fox that was doing great

mischief.

" For I have not made claim yet," he wrote,

" nor me neighbours, but there isn't a hin or a duck

he'll leave an' I'd ask the Master to come to see to

him, or he'll be a very dear fox on the Hunt Club."

We had a hard riding farmer in the West whose

sayings would fill a book in themselves. Unfor-

tunately they are punctuated by what is to him

everyday language but what does not sound pretty

as it rolls out.
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Nothing was too big for him in his day ; he has

no good horses now, only three year olds.

A man from Galway Hunt came here a long time

ago and was introduced to Mat as a noted hunter.

Mat only nodded his head.

" Whin the dogs break away," he said, " let

ye take the Est road an' I'll take the Wesht road

an' we'U see which of us is the betther man."

Mat—that is not his name—proved that for

that hunt he was.

Someone asked him one time how he saw so

many hunts, and Mat grinned contemptuously.

" There is but one way to ride a hunt," he said

—" When the dogs goes away let ye ride out

either to the Est or the Wesht of thim an' take

the finces as they come at you."

He told me one day that the Major'd need a

very ondipendint horse for he ran a coorse of his

own.

Ondipendint is a favourite word of Mat's. In

his very hard riding days he took out a raw four

year old which refused and left him behind.

Mat looked exceedingly bitter when he was

asked where he had been.

" When I took him his own coorse didn't he

refuse with me," he grunted. " An' then an' I

left alone he was nosin' everythin'. I tell ye,

ye'd need a very ondipendint horse to go an

unsighted hunt."

I bought a very wonderful mare from him, but
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of course once he had parted with her he had a

better one. This was a whistHng grey which he

lent to a friend of mine.

There was a very stout fox at Castle Hewson

during the winter which had run the same line

four or five times, and beaten us in a network of

crags about five miles away.

After the fashion of fox hunters we had grown

quite to rely on this fox to do it again. The line

was over flying stone walls and nearly all grass.

Mat was all for explaining that his young mare

was better than the old, so I chaffed him by offering

to bet that I would finish in front of him, if we

had the good hunt.

Our fox did not disappoint us, and a lucky

turn coupled with the best stone-wall jumper in

Ireland left me in front going into the crags

—

next curiously, was Mat's grey.

" Now didn't I tell you the old mare was the

better of the two," I said laughing to Mat, when

he came up.

" An' why wouldn't she," he growled, " nothing

but a sop of hay above on her back—that's the

weight of ye."

Last year he told me I was getting " ould." " Six

year now '11 see the rid of ye," said Mat candidly.

" Give me ten, Mat."
" No, but six. Haven't ye a son an' he in the

Army."

Foxes have some very bad habits. If anyone is
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dead they invariably run right through the farm

where the funeral is. They will even take a

completely new line to do it.

We went slap through a funeral near Glen-

william once, and not even slap through it but

checked by the house. It was too much for the

mourners, who put down the coffin, they were

just carrying it out, and rushed to see the

hunt.

One of the officiating clergymen rode up to

direct, to find himself suddenly off the road in the

field with the hounds, carried there by his impetu-

ous cob. We had to force our way through the

waiting stream of traps and carts with everyone

watching pleasantly.

Deep apology tendered next day only brought

forth the answer that it was a fine spoortin' funeral

the ould man had an' what he'd have liked, an'

he there.

Two seasons ago we were warned, near Bruree

that the wife of a very influential farmer had died

and we were pointed out the house, so that we

might keep away from it.

Not once but three times did the fox cross that

farm, while strangers who had not heard the

warning clattered through the very yard, amid

the groans of the Field Master.

There was a very big funeral here a couple of

years ago, with a lunch and champagne. A man
told me he was close to one of the farmers, who
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sipped a glass of champagne very dubiously. He
tried again, then he sighed.

'* These mineral waters are very tayjous," he

said. " I wondther whin they'll get on to the

whisky."

I heard a very funny story this year of a steward

who is given to using long words.

He has a telephone to his master's house and

rang up one night. His voice trembling with wrath-

He wished to know if he could not instantly

dismiss or deal summarily with one Nat Donellan.

. . . Why ? . . .

*' Because he was just afther comin' into the

kitchen, an' oberight me wife didn't he call me a

vilyin an' a murtherer an' a thief and many other

appropriate names that I could not lay me tongue

to."

They never mean to be witty.

Up near the station I waited to listen to two

old men discussing a neighbour.
** An' what sort of man is he there ?

"

" He is the sort of a man that would pick the

money out of God's pockets."

The guard on the line to Miltown, reproached

by me as to delay, grinned pleasantly at me as he

looked at his watch.

" Late—we are so—But sure what is the mather

of a hanful of minnits," he said going off cheerily.

I travelled in with a bride and bridegroom

one day two years ago.
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He had a black bottle with him from which he

took a pull, confiding to his wife that there was

nothin' like a " dhrop of dhrink to make the

journey jump."

Later he began to talk to me, he was a par-

ticularly respectable-looking man, and told me that

he had met herself for the first time the day before,

it being all settled up betune the ould people, an'

now they must give or take together till the end,

an' that was the way of it.

Marriage is always a matter of bargain. So

much laid down, so many cows or pigs or bags of

feathers, and constantly the pair do not meet

until the actual day of the wedding.

I told the story in one of my books, but it may
bear repeating, of the breach of promise case

heard here in Limerick.

The bride had been to America. The bride-

groom was a young farmer from Clare. He turned

up at the bride's house in time to drive to the

chapel with her, never having seen her before.

She was young, nice-looking, and he got up

on the side-car—well pleased.

" Fine day," he remarked.
" Vury," said the bride, all twang.

The bridegroom started.

Another remark and another all answered with
" I guess that's so—or certainly

—
" in strong

American.

The bridegroom lapsed into silence. He got
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down at the chapel door and slouched round to

his prospective father-in-law.

" Misther Horrigan," he said placidly, " ye

niver mentioned to me that your dather was a

say rambler aji' I will not marry her."

He did not.

The sea rambler received damages fifty pounds

but the Clare man took a wife from home, not one

who had rambled across the water to America.

One of the barristers here often says very witty

things. He stood up one day to plead for a cUent

who had bought a public-house and found the

licence had just been taken away.
" I appeal to you for my unfortunate client,"

said the barrister, "who bought this public-

house, but what is it now, but the corpse of a

public-house with the living breathing spirit

of the licence taken away from it."

I was cross-examined by this same barrister

myself once, but he let me down lightly. It was

before the well-known Judge Adams, and a case

of breach of warranty. I had bought a horse on a

man's word and found it had sidebones and

unsoundness I had been ignorant of.

The judge called them sideboards all through.

I remember Mr. Preston my vet. asking to have

the case heard as he had to catch a train and it was

brought on at once.

" Call the horse case."

" Up got an old lady in the back of the court.
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" Me lord ! I am here all day an' I have four-

teen mile to go with the ass."

** Usher, put her on the first mile of it . .
."

the old lady had done no good for herself.

I won my case, but it cost me as much as if I had

lost, but they appealed and then settled it.

The only searching question my cross-examiner

asked me was as to the size of the sidebones and

if they were as big as my hat. Its circumference

would have been remarkable as a blemish on a

horse's foot.

The patience of officials on the stations I often

think is wonderful. I was waiting for my train

this year ; our clocks are never right and a huge

giant lurched in very drunk, up to the barrier

;

he had no ticket.

" I want the four to Nenagh. She is gone. But

I want her. I'll pay ye, young man," a purse

produced. *' I'll pay ye, but I must go home."
" There is no train until six." The big man

lurched unsteadily as he heard the answer.

" But I'll pay. I tell ye I'U pay. Look at me
money . . . isn't it as good as another's. . . .

Look at it."

The difficulty of persuading him that money

will not catch a train which had gone for three

minutes took two porters ten minutes. They

piloted him to a bench and advised him to go

to the men's waiting room.

But remarking that he was well there he wen
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off to sleep placidly, possibly to miss his next

train as well.

With a large proportion of what one might term

crude intelligence and quickness they combine a

deep substratum of equally crude stupidity.

Our old steward at home, a very able man,

came in to see me two years ago to tell me quite

gravely that half the people were away from the

bog because they had it good that the Germans

were surely coming.

Pat someone read it on a paper an' there was

four famihes away to the Sthates because they

wouldn't be undther foreigners.

The " Sthates " have drained Ireland of her young

blood, every boat carries off men and girls going

in search of a quicker but less sure fortune than

they might find at home. At Patrick's Well, a

tiny station next to Limerick, where the emigrants

from Kerry change on to the train for the boat,

the porter there used to call out " Change here

for America. Change here for America," up to

quite a short time ago.

The days of ' howlding trains ' and people have

been more or less swept out by the absorbing of

the smaller lines by big and business-like com-

panies, but I remember quite well my [father send-

ing notice to flag the night mail at ArdsoUus as he

was going to Limerick, and then changing his

mind and forgetting to tell the station-master.

The station was out a quarter of a mile away
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and after wild whistlings and shrieks the porter

came breathlessly pounding at the door to ask if

the Colonel was ready for they could not howld

the mail much longer, an' as it was divil a lether

they'd have in Dublin the next day. He had to

fly back to explain that my father had forgotten

all about it.

" Let her off. Give her the bell," is a common
expression as they are starting.

They had a very old porter at Dromkeen in

the days of the Waterford and Limerick, whom
they moved to Boher. Dromkeen was all he had

ever known. When his first train came in to

Boher he wandered up and down desolately ringing

his bell and singing out " Dromkeen, Drhrom-

keen. .
."

" Boher," shrieked an irate station-master.

" Boher I mean, Boher I mean," without any

change of voice, then looking peevishly at his

superior. " An' sure isn't it all akel whin there's

none of them gettin' out."

The good humour of the porters when a race

crowd or excursion floods the carriages would make
English porters stare.

" Out of that, third class, ye are. Akil is it.

Out now, let ye very well go, I tell ye there's a

fine on it." An', " Young man, is this the Caher

thrain ? Does that same go to Limerick ? God
save us, is this the Cork an' I for Pallas ? Wouldn't

she carry me around—^if I sthayed in her."
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We were all coming up from Cork races one day

when a very large farmer, good-temperedly drunk

got into the carriage. Except to produce a bottle

of neat whisky from which he drank, he was quite

inoffensive, but one of the ladies in the carriage

was afraid, and deputed her male companion

whose weight was about ten stone, to order the

man to leave at Blarney.

" Leave is it. I will go on to Mallow where FU
be changin'." A peppering of abuse fell on un-

moved shoulders. Threats were resorted to vainly.

" Twill cheer ye. Have a dhrop," remarked

the giant blandly proffering the black bottle.

" Jameson's best, or if the lady'11 take a dhrain

. . . an' welcome."

A second man now joined the first, they slowed

down, and the big man was ordered to go at once

or he'd be put out.

A twinkle rose in the good-humoured eyes.

Possibly he might have gone for persuasion.

" Put me out," he said softly, leaning back,

" an' welcome, //y^ can."

He was at least seventeen stone, and he simply

lolled back master of the situation, they could not

stir him. There he remained until Mallow, kindly

offering drinks to everyone, saying it would

strengthen them, when he went like a lamb for

the first porter who spoke to him.

" The ginthry is sorrowful wakely," was his

mild parting shot as he lurched off. " An' any-
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ways I should be lavin* here as it is me station,

though I am regretful to be part with such pleasant

company."

They will fight like demons sometimes in a

railway carriage, the compartments on the West

Clare do not go to the top and I remember seeing

sticks whirhng and heavy blows falling next door

to us one day, but the whole lot staggered off,

cut and bruised arm-in-arm at Ennistimon to

get a dhrink together.

Mr. Westropp told me he saw two very drunken

men who had had a row at a fair. One had reached

the helpless stage and the other was lifting him

up on his cart.

*' Just putting him there to hit him a belt or

knock him out me own convayance," he explained

thickly.

" Did you strike the man ? " a judge asked the

defendant in a violent assault case, the plaintiffs

whole head had been crushed in.

" I did not, me lord. Argyin' we were, an'

maybe I beckoned me sthick at him, there's some

has terrible tendther skulls on them that the wind

of a sthick'd do for."

The judge looked very severely towards the

bound up plaintiff and sighed. It appeared to

have been almost a storm, that wind.

To take direction of route from anyone in the

stone-wall country requires thought. There is no

right or left, nothing but est and wesht.
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" Go back wesht till ye meet Naylan's public,

turn esht be the clump of trees, and wesht agen

at the third next cross-roads and make sthraight

on for the station." Then as an afterthought,
** Ye will meet three cross-roads afterwards but

keep straight on."

When you do meet the three cross-roads stretch-

ing greyly through the lonely stony country

none of them go straight on—and probably after

a mile jog through the dusk someone will tell you

blandly that " ye are asthray an' if ye do not hurry

on the thrain will be gone or ye, unless God'd

send she'd be delayed."

Some people say that the Irish people are cruel

to animals. If they are it is without thought

that dumb beasts feel pain.

I have seen a man who had beaten a poor little

donkey along unmercifully, tend a sick puppy aU

night, or rush off to cut a blackbird out of the

strawberry nets, tenderly, for fear he would ruffle

a feather.

But the donkey was made to be beaten. It is a

beast of burden. Horses are meant to endure
;

they are " schamers " if they give up.

Mr. Kough at Kilkenny, met a man coming

into the town, beating a thin donkey cruelly.

Mr. Kough was walking with a priest who promptly

stopped to remonstrate.

" Shame, Martin Casey," he said, " beating

the poor beast like that ; don't you know it was
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the good kind animal which carried our Lord into

Jerusalem ?
"

Martin poised his stick, his face unmoved.

And then *' Indeed, your reverence," he said

—whack came the stick, " If He had to be above

on this wan, He'd niver have got there."

Further comment seemed useless.

They pull coal down there from the anthracite

collieries at Castlecomer to Kilkenny, and one

day we met a man, his horse absolutely exhausted

stuck at the hiU just going into the town.

We stopped to tell him to give the poor brute a

rest, and then try him again.

" An' oughtn't he to be well able to do the hill,"

he said sombrely, " an' he to have twelve mile of a

run at it."

I know two racing men who have both pro-

bably forgotten more crooked ways than most

people ever knew, and they had quarrelled over

a sporting bone which both desired to pick. They

were going off to Cork races.

" Good morning, Honest Man," spat one out

bitterly.

" Good mornin' . . . Brother," came the sweet

undisturbed response.

We have an old horse dealer here, stone deaf

—
^if he does not want to hear—and yet a better

judge of horses' wind than most vets., who went one

day to Ennis and was taken by a friend into one

of the bigger hotels for luncheon.
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An array of spoons and forks and knives marked

his place, but the busy waitress brought no filled

plate to put between them. The old dealer

fumbled at the spoons and the forks, then he

crooked a finger beckoning, while his other hand

pointed to the spoons, and his mysterious whisper

hissed across the room.
" Miss, Miss," the maid turned, " Miss " very

apologetically and softly. " Would you take away
this joolery now and get us a bit to ate."

At Rathkeale one man who had come into

money entertained a friend and considering

whisky too ordinary ordered a bottle of the best

claret.

'* Isn't it fine sthuff ? " he questioned, watching

his friend drink.

The friend tasting again remarked feeUngly

that for his part he'd say " 'twas like ink, but faix

it mightn't be bad at all if ye ran a blasht of whisky

through it," he added with kindly desire to please.

An Irishman is very seldom short of an answer

and never of an excuse. He will always have half

a dozen good reasons as to why he did not do

what he was told to, or why he had done something

he was never told to, and you may corner him
and apparently prove things to him, and he will

have the last word.

Picture a poor lady who loves her garden, and

has directed that certain tender plants shall be

carefully covered every night.
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A bitter afternoon in May with a pelting hail-

shower, followed by four degrees of frost. Next

morning a row of black ruins which had been

plants.

" Why didn't you cover them ? " the lady's

temper is not seraphic—it is myself
—

" Why ?

Cuthbert, are you mad ?
"

" Didn't I hurry out to take the pots off to let

the fine warrum rain into thim, an' it dhry

weather for so long."

The warm rain—large hail-stones.

" Hail ! Hail ! To leave them out in that."

"I'd say it was rain, ma'am, with a gran* sun

behind it that med it shine. Sure, that little

blackenin' 'd only strengthen them."

A fresh outburst of wrath.

" An' wasn't ye playin' tennis abroad the same

as if it was summer. How could I think it would

freeze an' ye playin' ?
"

Give it up. It's the only thing. But we have

to wait until next year for these plants again.

Another morning and the fan-Ughts left off

tender seedUngs.

Hurried comment from the underling who has

not been gardening long.

'' The lights "—they did not see me—" that's

what will make them hardy," in the tones of one

who knows. Then a change of voice—he has seen

nie. " Here is the missus. Make as if ye we^e

pullin' them off, not tP be yexin' hef,''
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" I forgot it " they will never say, or " it's lost."

" But I was thinkin' it was bether not to do it

lasht night." Or'' I'll be aftherdoin' it next time."

For ' lost ' it is " Led down out of me hand. I did

not see it lately."

Answer is nearly always ready, especially from

the old people who look upon you as a child for

your life because they once knew you as one.

A well-known racing and hunting man here had

an old gardener who was the bane of his life.

Old Tom would do just as he Hked and when he

liked, and disobey orders blandly.

One day patience gave way. Tom was told

that he must leave the garden.

Tom earthed up potatoes, and remarked

stolidly that he considered it his place to remain.

" Go to H out of that," stormed his master.

The old man leant on his spade handle.

" An' if I do go, Masther Harry," he said, " I'll

just tell ye're father how ye've treated me."

Master Harry, a beaten man, made for the

house. Tom earthed up his potatoes and muddled

on in peace for the rest of his life.

Another old gardener was told to Ume all the

slugs which were devastating the place : that day

they had about finished enough.
" Sure the craythurs must ate," he said un-

moved.

They are always quick at retort and excuse.

We were travelling third class to Miltown one day
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when two men got in and hung at the window

waiting for someone.
" He will be late on us. Here he is at the last.

Hurry on, Mikey."

Mikey appeared with a black bottle, and

breathless. " Here it is for ye."

One of the men took the bottle. "What is it,

Mikey—three sthars ? There is no label. I do

not see the label. Not a sign of three sthars do I

see, Mikey."
" Let ye dhrink enough of it an' ye'U soon see

three sthars," said Mikey, melting away with a

grin.

A nation of grown-up children with children's

warm hearts and sensitiveness, easily led into

folly, as easily led to success
;
perhaps the finest

soldiers anywhere. Improvident, yet the hardest

of workers, and now a prosperous nation and a

contented one.

But to the end of time do not expect an Irish-

man to talk crude common-sense, or to talk non-

sense without his own reason for what he has said

deep in his mind.

When Cuthbert tells me that the groundsel

overrunning a plot are a lot of gran' little weeds,

he knows that he means they are easily got rid of.

Just as I write the fever of war and the fear of

invasion holds them. My gardener no longer tells

me contemptuously that he does not mix himself

up in them kind of things, but comes anxiously
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to hear news of the war. A clap of thunder sets

them muttering. " Big guns, God help us."

The soldiers they frowned at two weeks ago are

heroes now, and the town echoes to the sound

of hoofs as the endless stream of remounts

pour in.

'* Sure, the soldiers need it for the Germans to

kill them. Some of the horses they has bought

'11 do it furst," says a car-driver who knows the

brutes which have been bought up.

There are many fine useful horses bought by

good judges, but some—as one of the remount

officers said dryly yesterday.

" He's resting the good leg now, he's got so

tired of standing on it. What will it be like when

he begins to rest the bad one."

And they are solemnly amusing even in their

panic—amusing and grimly determined to fight.

" The big hay fork should be good entirely,"

one said to the other as they made up hay.
** I would not say they could even land," from

the other. *'The missus towlt us there was bomb-

shells sot below in the say, an' a man waitin' with

his finger on a string to pull and let them off."

" H'm. Wouldn't the say dround the powder

now ? I'd rather thrust to the volunteers."

A very pitiful side to it also even in a fortnight's

war. Old women in the streets talking to each

other. " We cannot Uve, asthore—we cannot.

Fourpince now for the sthone of coal, and six-
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pince for the quarther sthone of male, an' the

mate up an' all. God help us—we cannot live."

The very small shops are making their harvest

and the poor must suffer bitterly.

A good many of the priests hunt and go very

hard ; one has got a yellow hunter which I envy

sorely, but he would not sell.

I have a friend who lives about ten miles off

and who is particularly amusing in his solemn way.

His brother rides a gay grey horse ripe in years,

taken reluctantly from the cart for a day's hunting.

This grey sits up at every wall, it never comes out

in the banks, paws any stones it can off and then

heaves over.

We met at Adare one day lately, and Johnny

asked me who a stranger lady was. " She there

with a sphur tackled to her heel." I told him.

" Because she hit Dan a cruist down at Castle

Hewson. She met him an' the grey as she put

them rowlin' rowlin' up the field. Over and over.

An' if he had to rowl another fifty yards he was

into a trench that has no bottom, the craythur."

''Fifty yards, mark you !

" Johnny's face was

quite grave as he explained what in his opinion

might have happened.

We have a very cross farmer who lives near

Grange and who objects to our riding across his

land. Of course the fox makes a point on it.

This year, he stormed out furiously quite unheeded

until he encountered one man who had been late
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for the meet and had ridden along the road to

look for us. This sportsman tried the power of

gentle speech as he jumped the gap to try to

follow the hacks of the hunt.

" An' if it is that ye are unable to folly the hunt,

ye might have the dacency to remain upon the

road," roared the irate landowner, thunderously.

At this point the whole hunt came back, of

course across that field and we were told the story.

We were at Fedamore Gorse last week and did

not find. A friend of the old covert keeper's volun-

teered explanation. He got no notice to close the

doors in time, he said irritably ;
'* they are but

shut this hour back."

The '

' back thrail
'

' is heel. They always call it by

that illuminating name. Great critics always on

hunting should carry their dogs on. That is the

back thrail.

" Did you see him, boys ?
"

" We did so. Twenty minutes ago. What time

is it to be bringin' the dogs now an' he earth-ed

above in Michael Power's Gullet."

Horse dealers' expressions are very curious.

Good morning from one to another means that

a horse is lame in front. Good night that he is

going tender behind. My dear old friend seeing

a weary remnant of horseflesh dozing in an arch-

way at Rathkeale enquired the price.

" Three pounds."
**

I'll give ye tin shillin's."
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" I wouldn't wake him for that," said the owner

laying down the stick which he had taken up.

The inherent reverence and fear of the law has

been left out of Irish dispositions. To them it is

something to evade and break if possible, though

they never bear a grudge against its enforcers.

Consequently in England and other countries

they tumble against and through its meshes with

such an engaging smile that probably they walk

away unnoticed.
'* No light on your bicycle."

** This very minnit it went out on me. Smhell

the lanthern, there's hate in it yet."

" You have no oil," from a sceptical poUceman.
" God save us, and if I had wouldn't I have

the light. Didn't it drip away through a lake in

the lanthern. If ye smhell that too
"

" Oh go on, an' let me catch you again."

I heard this controversy between my Irish man-

servant and the policeman at Colchester. He got

so used to no lights, poor man, in the end, that he

used to study the sky when we were coming home
late. He was smiled at so sweetly he never had

the heart to be severe.

Half children with a child's simple faith, half

savage, too easily roused, wholly engaging and

unreliable, kind-hearted and quick-tempered. The

country people until they go to America never

really change. The shrewdness they learn there

spoils them.



CHAPTER VI

CASES AND RACES

I
OFTEN wish that I had seen more of

the Courts of Law. Not as a litigant—

I

had quite enough of that in my one breath

of warranty case.

There was a case in Kerry before a well-known

judge, now dead, and a very elderly woman giving

evidence.

She was, she said, a witness to some event in the

markets, where other people said they never went.

The judge tried mildly to find out why she was

there on that particular day.

" Why were you down there, ma'am ? " he

asked.

" An' why not I go down there ?
" returned

the witness shrilly.

" But why were you down there ?
" again.

" An' why not I go down there ? " still more

shrilly.

" But," this roared out so that Her Majesty's

judge should have an answer, " what took you

down there. Answer."
" Th' ass," piped the old lady happily, as the

loq
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court choked in its endeavour not to laugh too

loudly.

I went into a well-known solicitor's office the

other day to find him refuting some claim made
by a non-suited opponent who wanted money.

" Tell her to go to blazes," this quite good-

humouredly.

A fresh murmur from the messenger.
** Tell her to go to " it was not ' blazes

'

this time, and the reply was more heated.

" Oh, you want it still, do you ? Weren't you

utterly beaten and costs against you and didn't

the judge tell you to go to Hongkong ?
"

He amended ' blazes ' and its other variety.

This reminder of judicial outlawing was too

much, the man left murmuring he could not

recall it himself, but not daring to contradict an

eminent solicitor.

This week the question arose during a case, of

why some farmer had not sent a son to enlist.

" Isn't he too young ? " snapped the witness.

** How ould is he ? He is three year."

"Oh, then he is too young even for the infantry,"

said the barrister, sweetly.

This same barrister was pleading a case one day

for renewal of licence of a public-house. It had

been sold to his client who had no idea naturally

when he bought it that the licence was about to

be withdrawn.
" My unfortunate client, me lord," he pleaded,
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" what has he bought but this corpse of a pubUc-

house if the Hving breathing spirit of the Ucence is

taken out of it."

He got his case, after a roar of laughter.

The case of the inquest held in a loft near Naas,

I had in a book. The jury, twelve men true and

stout, gathered to hold an inquest on a servant

who had died suddenly. They were consulting,

when the floor of the loft gave way, and down they

fell among a herd of bullocks which were fattening

in an outhouse underneath.

The result, as may be imagined, was a noisy

one. I have the cutting from the newspaper.

It runs :

" Between the cattle roaring and the jury bawling

the noise was terrible."

But the local paper here, reporting the case

added a comment of its own.
" Fortunately for itself the corpse remained

above."

The swearing at horse cases is so hard and decided

that it is taken very Httle notice of. It is looked

upon as a species of natural event that both sides

should He as best they are able.

A barrister told me how he had a man come up

to claim damages for injury who did not appear

to be ill.

" But were you hurt ? " thundered counsel.

" I was not to say hurt but fatally twisted,"

responded the claimant with dignity.
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Another witness when asked if a certain party

was drunk when he saw him, replied, " No, begob,

the man was miraculously sober."

In another case an old farmer who had not

married until he was sixty and was the father of

ten children was brought up and was too obviously

guilty, so much so, that there really seemed nothing

to say, but up got his counsel, referred to his

client's family history and thundered appeal.

" Would ye now punish this prolific old man
with jail." Amid a great deal of laughter the old

sinner got off.

A question as to some land came up here once,

and the judge asked, ** Is there anything on this

land ?
"

" There is, sir," replied the witness.

" Yes ? What ? I thought not."

"There is a cottage, yer honour; but it isn't

built yet."

I wonder if a well-known story in the great

Dan O'Connell's time is remembered. Once, when

at Ennis, the old usher or crier declaimed loudly,

" Let all blackguards now that isn't lawyers clear

out of the court."

I saw a very curious race once at a small country

meeting where by sheer recklessness a well-known

gentleman rider banished misfortune.

It was the kind of meeting at which everything

was objected to.

In fact, as I heard one man say, " the horse that
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won it was bate, an' the third horse took the race

be raison of the fine Har he had above on him."

This course might really have been laid out for

a bending race. It rounded about unguarded

posts, and the turn for home was almost at right

angles with the winning-post. So much so, that

with a hard-mouthed horse and the crowd clear-

ing off in leisurely fashion, one might miss the

ropes and find oneself outside among the people.

To avoid this it had become the settled fashion

at this meeting for the jockeys to swing out wide

and so come opposite the straight before they got

whips up to make their final effort.

There were only two horses in the race ; the

rider of the winner gave me a full account of it

afterwards. His was an old horse, stiff, past flat

racing, but very handy. The favourite, a flashy

chestnut mare, would find it difficult to lose even

if she wanted to, people said.

But our friend on the old horse meant to have

a try. He was a favourite with the crowd, who
had long shots on him and shouted his name and

his horse's as he went out.

The rider of the chestnut eyed it all with disgust,

making sundry remarks as to circus riding, and

taking posts on one leg.

They started, the old horse moving like a badly

oiled mechanical toy, the mare dashing away as if

death was at her heels. The ruck bustled and

bumped and swore.
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Now the crowd had made a custom as fixed as

the riders. They used to surge across the course

proper where the turn for home was marked by a

tottering post, and never dreamt of getting out

of this part of the course.

The rider of the favourite was in ill-humour,

and was pleased to make disparaging remarks

about the old horse ridden by the too popular

hunting man.

Something concerning " he might make a good

last if he was shook up," and sarcastic hopes that

his mare had been backed.

My friend had gallantly put money on his old

stager, and so had crowds of his friends, tempted

by the odds of six to one and the off chance.

The race was, as it was expected to be, a

procession with the chestnut mare hard held so

as to save her next handicap, but ready to come
away and win at any moment.

The old horse, softening out, plugged along

stolidly well up ... he gained at every bend.

As they pounded along bending and twisting,

the crowd surged as usual across the place where

the horses ought to have turned for home ; they

were yelling, cheering, howling, and it was at this

point that inspiration came in.

Running the chance of missing the roped-in

straight, or of kilhng someone, my friend wheeled

the horse right into the crowd, shouting wildly,

letting others nm on wide,
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No other people on earth could have saved

themselves, and done it with hearty good humour.
*' Here is one ! Run, Mikey ! Mrs. Malone is

dead. God save her. Sthop her shoutin' !

"

"Hurry on. Success," from a backer who saw

the colours and the rider's face. " Bravo."

Almost to his surprise, with people absolutely

plucked out of his way, and the old horse threading

his path with care, he found himself just at the

beginning of the straight with a ten-length lead.

Then he called on his horse, with heel and hand

and whip, and with a vision of the most astounded

face on earth coming up like an avenging angel

behind him, the chestnut mare actually extended.

When the old horse got home by half a length

amid howling cheers, the professional cast one

bitter blighted glance before he remarked that it

was the dirtiest trick he ever saw, and that natur-

ally he would object and get the race.

This the owner forebore to do, afraid of the

popularity of the winner and also philosophically

remarking that even them thieves in Dublin

could not put more weight on his mare now for

Galway.

This is quite a true story and perhaps Captain

Delmege could tell it better than anyone, as he

rode the winner, his own horse.

We were at a small meeting one day when it

was whispered that the principal event of the day

was to be won by an outsider^ a long, low mare
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with a shifty eye. Distinctly overtrained, but a

bloodUke-looking animal with great scope about

her.

She was the daughter of a celebrated old racing

mare bought for a song as not in foal, but proving

to be, and the farmer had brought up the progeny

with pride.

His only fears were for the rider, a lanky youth

with an eye as restless as the mare's, and clearly

nervous.

To overcome this his friends plied him with a

nerve settler. The contents of a bottle of the

syrupy brandied stuff called * port wine ' by the

grocers.

He had asked for it, saying that it " stheadied

him " better than anythin' else. If he got strong

drink it was ridin' mad he would be. A broth of

a boy Uke himself.

His looks were a blend of fright and bravado,

when he staggered across the paddock, was given

a leg up on to a small saddle, and " directed to

perch forward to aise her." We watched the

saddling.

" Let ye rise her at the big leps, Timsy," com-

manded the owner. "An' howld her on the flat

with an odd paste of the sthick, for she has a touch

of sourness in her. But rise her, let ye rise at the

regulation."

Timsy merely observed thickly that he was the

dam fool to be above on her at all, commenced
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to shiver, and readily absorbed the proffered

dregs of the port wine. He put the bottle to his

mouth and finished it, a fresh flush coming as

fiery dawn to his already overheated cheeks, and

his eyes taking a new look of angry fear.

Someone said that he was rowlin' above on her.

And then the start was bustled by wildly audible

appeals from- the mare's owner to the starter.

His voice rose above the din. They were start-

ing opposite the stand.

" For God's sake. Captain, will ye let them off

before the drink is out of Timsy."
" An' rise her, Timsy, rise her," was his last

shout.

The starter, grinning, let them off in a bundle,

and we ran across to the regulation to see Timsy

take it.

From the first it was too evident that the mare

was being cruelly handled.

Timsy let her out and dragged her back, and all

but fell off at the fences.

As they came up his courage seemed to give way
completely.

He sat up and dragged at the reins ; then he

loosed them, as if he prayed for a swerve, which

came, but at the last moment the poor mare

dashed after the leaders all out of hand and quite

across the fence, as she took off.

The result was that she caught her fetlocks in

the rail taking off and turned right over, flinging
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out Timsy on to his back ; he came down with a

thump which stunned him.

This and grocer's port were the cHmax. To

put it mildly the bedraggled jockey was extremely

sea sick.

We were just running away when the mare's

owner, wild with wrath, darted up to the convulsed

man.

"It is the lungs," said a sympathetic but un-

moved spectator. *' They are broke with the belt

he hit the ground. He will die, I'd say, shortly."

" Run for a priest," yelled the outraged horse

owner. " Oh, but the price of ye, the price of ye.

Ye riz her three times before ye came to the fince,

an' whin ye did come to it ye didn't rise her at all,

an' now ye're throwin' up ye're heart's blood !

"

Timsy merely groaned.

We saw him arm-in-arm with the owner drink-

ing neat whisky a little later.

" He is a poor fool of a boy, an' not even rich

enough to be worth robbin' him," I heard a racing

man sum up a young lordling who had bought a

couple of race-horses.

The sins which are done and the plans which

are made in the name of that same racing would

fill three books if one knew them. If you can't

stop the horse coming up any other way, flourish

your whip in his face, and then say you've never

seen him, is the favourite axiom of one jockey I

know of.
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" O^Jjection " and an innocently injured ex-

pression coupled with explanations which defeat

any body of stewards.

The bookmakers are up against a great deal,

but I think in the end they could show their bank

balances against the plotters of their financial

destruction. When Greek meets Greek sometimes

stray Romans come in and take the stakes.

I remember seeing a race here in Limerick when

a certain mare was not wanted to win, and the

stable money was on another horse in the race.

He upset himself and calculations at the regula-

tion. The only other horse in the race was half a

mile behind and the mare was left alone.

Before the fallen horse was remounted and

ridden on, the mare was then at the turn of the

straight.

" Begonnes, he can only lose it now be running

out," I heard an agitated voice breathe close to

me. And he did it. The chestnut mare after a

three-mile chase swung from the straight into the

course, coming down on the fly fences in front of

the stand with her rider enacting the part of a

man who cannot possibly hold a fresh and fiery

steed. When he turned her, amid hoots and yells,

the other horse had crawled up to the turn for

home and was coming in.

Back with the chestnut mare, the whip singing

off her ribs, she was swung into the straight, a

highly bewildered animal, and narrowly escaped
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winning in the end. But what was to be said ?

Had she not overpowered her jockey and bolted.

She had started at evens. The other at four to

one.

I was at Kilkenny races one very hot summer
—

'94—when the regulation took fire. Someone

threw a lighted match away and the brushwood

broke into a blaze. Six horses scattered in different

directions frightened out of their lives. Behind

them—it was the second round—toiled an ex-

hausted beast without a chance of his race—

I

don't think anything much mattered to him

—

and swept through the crackling flames and on to

victory.

" That's the horse to ride to hell on," remarked

a farmer beside me.

By the time they extinguished the flames and

brought back the terrified horses that brown

horse was a winner all over, plodding wearily

homewards alone. I was at the same races the

day of the Master Joe Case, when all the book-

makers left their stands and declined to bet again

for the day. I remember a cousin of mine, who

put his fifties on, and put so many that he ruined

himself, going out to proffer a sovereign to one of

the outside fraternity, beheving he was having

the smallest of wagers, and the contemptuous,

" Here ! D'ye want me to lay you in bloomin'

fortius ? " as the bookie rejected the bet. The

outside crowd were financed afterwards by the
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raging men from Dublin, and would take anything

up to five pounds.

One of the two ' Brothers ' who bade each other

good morning, is not a French scholar ; he had a

mare, as yet unnamed, out of Faux Pas.

" Brought out that Fox Poo filly ? " he said to

the helper, when one went to see her. " Just out

to enjoy himself," is his expression when one of

his horses is not for a win, and he does not mind

your knowing.

They had a very funny experience at a certain

small meeting in a southern county a few years

ago.

A practical joke had been played for a bet in

very high places—in fact, on the Fleet. A reward

was even offered for the apprehension of the man
who forged false orders and sent a ship steaming

off to Malta ; but who in Ireland would give

away a joke for money ? Yet, of course, it leaked

out.

At this meeting, in a steeplechase, one horse

had been backed for all the money which could

be got on by stewards and general public.

Unfortunately, a ragged, half-cHpped beast,

never heard of before, ridden by a man with his

trousers tied round his knees, and a flannel shirt

for a racing jacket, ran away from the fancied

candidate and won by a length.

O^fejection, then ; there was nothing else for it.

Bumping and boring even if he had been in front
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for the last half-mile. His case was " already pre-

judged and the verdict already secured."

But not quite.

"Ye have no call to obbject to me," said the

owner and rider, " I won it fair. An' if you do

maybe I could say " He fixed the most in-

fluential of the stewards with a stern eye, "

maybe I could tell some who sent th' ordthers to

the sh—sh "

He got no further.

" Frivolous objection," broke in that steward

frantically. " Can't possibly uphold it. Give the

all right for this man's horse."

" He was a decent sort of a fellow," added the

steward breathing a little fast, "an' ye had no

right to obbject, Pat, none at all." He talked in

a very loud voice.

Pat, recalling who had counselled the objection,

said " Gripes !
" very feelingly as he went out into

the paddock.



CHAPTER VII

HOTELS AND OTHERWISE

PEOPLE talked a great deal about the

discomfort of Irish hotels.

The smaller ones are primitive, with

queer little poky bedrooms, yet they are generally

clean and quite comfortable, but—there are one

or two—of the pretentious class, and otherwise,

which are not sweet to remember.

There is one on the south coast which I was

recommended to go to. Two pretty houses with

nice rooms, if they had been cleaned for years

—

or even dusted.

One maid endeavoured to wait on and do

housemaid for fourteen people, to make the beds

in both houses, and lay the tables—three over-

dressed daughters of the house gave no help.

A look into the black hole representing a kitchen

made me never want to eat again.

In the morning we counted, shamelessly, our

bag of active little animals, and I remember

the eldest of the party, a very gentle old lady,

proudly remarking once that she had beaten us all

with ten. «

119
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Such a lovely little place, mountains at the back,

a deep quiet bay in front, fuchsias and honey-

suckles trailing and dipping in the water, fuchsias

scarlet on the hedges, good fishing and soft, sweet

air.

But the place is deserted now, and the landlady's

three useless daughters are doubtless married, or

more overdressed than ever.

They had the strangest wedding custom in that

part of the world.

A couple were married as early as possible.

Then the wedding party hired cars and did a kind

of tour from hotel to hotel, getting off to drink

and eat at each one. The bride and bridegroom

with a bridesmaid and a friend on the first car,

the others bringing up the rear.

They drove until about ten at night, when they

returned to the bridegroom's house to face more

drink and dance until midnight.

Another hotel is something almost impossible

for sober England to realise. It is a ruin now at

Miltown Malbay.

A great gaunt, bleak place, poised on the very

edge of the sea. Waves almost dashing in at the

lower windows, wild waters churning and lashing,

an ever-present gale whining outside. At low

tide smells indescribable.

And rooms—many and big, grey places, ghosts

of rooms, with scraps of battered, mouldy furni-

ture here and there, with echoing carpetless
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corridors leading to them. A dining-room where

forty people could have dined, echoing in its

emptiness, a huge table and a waiter, ghostly as

the place, creeping forlornly about, staring at

three or four chairs drawn up to the vast table.

" Ye might have mutton for the dinner—the

butcher brought it. An5rways, there was then two

grey cocks outside, an' lashins of time to knock

the heads from them. Look at them on the wall."

Upstairs, more echoing empty rooms, fallen

ceilings, rotting floors, wind shrieking through

broken panes, and outside the fret and turmoil

of the wild, wonderful sea.

They camped us out when I stayed there where

the roof still held. My mattress was stuffed with

straw and so was my pillow ; but, having pity on

us, we were only three, they gave us dinner out

of the ghostly dining hall, in a small room, with

the tide, when it was high, fUnging spray almost to

the windows, across the stone terrace.

A ghostly terrace, with moss-grown flags, its

parapet crumbling away, with broken steps leading

to the rocks ; a mere narrow strip divides the

gaunt old shell from the sea.

In winter the spray hides the mournful, tattered

wreck, and great waves come tearing up to smash

what is left of the glass ; it is crumbling away

daily.

People used to stay there once, faint effort

being made then to keep it patched, but when
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heat rose up the smells in the rocks it bred typhoid,

and the place was gradually deserted.

Some day soon it will slip and crumble to com-

plete ruin, and the waves leap over the terrace

to give the poor grey house ghost burial.

Here again, a great golden-sanded bay, a wild

and glorious sea, endless expeditions to be made
;

the breath of life itself in the tearing keen west

wind, and just a little money would have made
the place habitable and profitable, for it is within

easy motor drive of Limerick and Ennis.

I remember our train breaking down at Mary-

borough once, and, going to the hotel there, where

a long-haired poetical looking waiter offered us all

that man might wish for our dinner, as he smiled

a welcome.
" Mutton, beef, soup, fish—why not ? " We

had two hungry men with us. Two were EngHsh

and were impressed and hopeful.

Later he returned to say that " beef was not,

that, unless there'd be the chance of a dead sheep

in the shop, mutton was not, that a tin of soup

might be found, an' sure he'd give us a real grand

dish of bacon and eggs."

But it was clean and comfortable, and the bacon

and eggs of the best of their kind.

The little hunting hotels where men and horses

had to go on to for distant meets, and where one

ate heavy teas in the evenings, have been stamped

out by the motors. They are no more ; cheery,
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primitive little places, homes of eggs and buttered

toast.

One other hotel is stamped upon my memory.

It stands—well, somewhere by the sea in the west.

Its prospectus is as of the Ritz and the Castle

rolled into one.

" Hotel motor, Frenchman cook, magnificent

rooms, baths."

I went there from Dublin, for some fishing and

was duly met by the hotel motor, driven by a

discontented chauffeur.

The upstairs servants appeared to have left in a

body, and the hotel was full. Wandering in a

small, dusty room I rang for hot water. After

half an hour I left to seek for it and command its

arrival. Presently a large brown hand held a jug

round the door.

" Hot wather, miss," said the boots, " the bell

doesn't clap at all. The battery is off these many
days."

That boots did everything ; he swept the

rooms ; I believe—in the late afternoons—that

he made the beds ; he was always wilHng to do

everything, except before dinner when one heard

that he was helping the " chief " in the kitchen.

I might at least have slept soundly there, if six

chickens had not used my window-sill as their

roost, ajid started their opinion of the weather

at four a.m., to be knocked off squawking by a

maddened guest.
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Dinner was a wondrous affair, a monument of

man's misplaced skill. Tinned soup, salmon and

trout disguised in a variety of ways—one night I

remember it was in mayonnaise, really fine

mayonnaise, besprinkled with all kinds of orna-

ments, but the big trout reposed on a green bed

of cabbage, because there was no lettuce grown

in the neglected garden.

Entrees, wondrous to behold. An apologetic

interlude of plain mutton or chicken flanked by

tinned vegetables and be-sauced, and then a master-

piece of spun sugar, glittering and wonderful, or

some frosted cake all whip and jam.

There was a bathroom, but the water did not

heat there, and it was evidently not good form to

expect it to or to try to have a bath.

I remember that when faithful boots had

brought the jug of water and one bathed somehow

in a basin, how, like man Friday, wet feet left deep

imprints on the varnished floor, but here it was

in dust and not in sand.
** They are getting in a girl off the bog to give

a whip around," confided boots to me. " There's

three housemaids gone away in three weeks."

And there were two elegantly dressed daughters

of the house who might have done housemaid's

work themselves.

One waited hungrily for breakfast in the big

chill dining-room with its comfortless Unoleumed

floor.
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Another beautiful spot, with lovely scenery, sea

and lakes, but three days of it sent me away.

For fishing I have been to the prettiest hotel in

Ireland, Recess.

Pretty is scarcely the word to describe the gabled

home standing in its garden full of flowers, with

Glendalough rippling grey before the v^dndows

and the Connemara Hills flinging themselves up

against the sky.

I say purposely " home " because there is a

charm as of home in its bright cheeriness and

quiet comfort. No tinned vegetables and no
" chief," but a happy fishing party with often no

room for the many who want to spend only a

night or two there. The best fishing in Ireland is

close to it. Expensive, as aU good things are, but

we had many splendid days on the hotel lakes,

especially on the big one we Uked best—Oned.

My friend, Miss McCarthy, makes Recess a truly

happy place to go.

I have spent a pleasant week too at Leenane,

where the hotel crouches at the foot of great hills,

with the calm waters of the big Killary lapping

almost to its door, and where nothing seems to be

a trouble for a visitor. The wonderful drive by

the sea to Westport is from Leenane.

Two girl friends of mine once stayed at a tiny

hotel in Connemara, years ago. It was plain, but

clean, the only other visitor a soldier fishing there.

They slept in one room, and in the morning
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demanded a bath. Mary, the maid, a comely

Connemara girl, promising it immediately.

But the day brightened, and it did not come.

The old tassel bell was hauled. Mary came
smiling.

" It would be here now—this verra minnit."

It came not. One of the girls dashed out in

to the passage to find Mary on her knees looking

unashamed through a keyhole.

" One minnit, miss, one minnit," Mary turned

a happy face. "Ye will have it this verra minnit

whatever, the Captain is just steppin' oot of it."

I often wonder if the Captain wondered why
two blameless young tourists should have become

stricken with suppressed laughter when he met
them at breakfast.

Two soldier friends of mine, quartered here in

the nineties, had a wondrous experience seeking

for a lodging, though it was not in an hotel.

They had gone down the sleepy grey old

Shannon, with its shimmering mud shores, to

shoot duck, were caught in a violent storm and
forced to run for shelter late at night to the clan

side.

Leaving the man to secure the boat, they

tramped towards a house which showed light

and knocked at the door, to ask for chairs to sit

in for the night ; bed they hardly hoped for.

They had been out for two days ; they were

unshaven and muddy, clad in old shooting clothes.
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A respectable young woman opened the door,

looked, and banged it in their faces.

On renewed knocking she informed them that

she knew a moonhghter when she saw one, and

they could go to their Hkes.

Two officers in Her Majesty's pay, out on a

bitter autumn night, with no other house near,

and taken for moonlighters—they abounded there

—it was too much !

One of the two, a big man, simplified the matter

by walking in, sitting down, and refusing to move.

The other nervously explained his station in

life, to be calmly disbelieved.

" Officers, where are ye, a gran' pair of officers,

an' out ye go. Matty, let ye put thim out."

But the big man would not go. The son of the

house, ordered to remove them, looked dubious

and evaporated in search of the poHce. The old

man ranted threats. Mamma, refusing any variety

of refreshment, was the most difficult to deal with,

as she thrashed them with the term " moon-

lighter."

" Nayther bacon nor eggs, no bread nor tay.

Moonlighters ! getting dacent people into trouble,

dockin' cattle. Moonlighters !

"

At this point the boatman appeared, and of

course knew the family. All Irish people within a

radius of forty miles or so know each other, and

are generally cousins by marriage.

" MoonUghters !
" he wailed

—
" A Captain and
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Lefftenant—that he'd brought down the river to

be trated hke this."

They were fed then, royally. The best bedroom

aired and made ready, tea and bacon and porter,

all produced, and in the middle of the meal two

members of the R.I.C. arrived, very wet, to arrest

them.

Defrauded of captives, they had tea. Dying

now of sleep in the hot room, remorseful hos-

pitality baulked it, for the hostess sent for the

village doctor, who arrived with a filthy pack of

cards, and played ' spoil five ' with them and the

poHce until midnight. Pennies smelhng of porter

massing in the pool ; until the doctor had won
ten shillings, and declared irately that someone

owed him three-halfpence more.

At—well, never mind—it is a well-known

health resort—a lady who lives here, on a driving

tour years ago, arrived to stay the night, and

pulled up at Rafferty's Hotel, only that is not

quite the name. The place was very full, still,

the obHging proprietor said that one Mr. Dayley

from Dubhn had left that very afternoon and his

room was vacant—still he looked dubious.

" Was it a good room ?
"

" It was so . . . but-
"

" Big ?
"

" Oh, big entirely, but
"

They went up ; they sniffed and asked questions.

" Well, it was this way : Mr. Dayley from
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Dublin had meant to leave three days ago, and he

went around the country buyin' turkeys. Six he

had in a basket. An' he did not leave until this

blessed day, so the turkeys was above, since. . . .

But sure Mary Anne would wash the flure an'

welcome, so there wouldn't be the taste of a

smhell ... it was hours to the night."

Turkeys unfortunately possess other things

besides smells. Small things which creep.

The two fled hurriedly and prayed for rooms,

any rooms, at another over-full hotel, but where

they did not store turkeys in the bedrooms of Mr.

Dayleys from Dublin.

I went in to luncheon the year before last, after

a very long hunt which finished about one o'clock

near a village ; the hotel is an excellent one, but

still we had a laugh there.

I do not eat luncheon, but had to wait for my
car, so said I would watch the others.

My host, distressed, saw an omelette on the

menu and asked if I would take some of that.

" Yes, if it's a savoury omelette."

" Mary," he hailed the maid. " Is there an

omelette all right ?—^There may not be one," he

confided.

" There is. Major."
** Bring some to this lady. Is it a savoury

omelette, Mary ?
"

" It is, Major."

But he knew the place better than I did.

9
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" Is there jam in it ?" he asked sweetly.

" There is, Major—raspberry jam."

A man I know here went down to Dingle for the

week-end, where he insisted on finding an hotel for

himself, though he was warned that it would be

crowded.

He bargained for a room for himself, went out

happily with his party, and came back to slumber,

the others were at a bigger hotel.

His landlady met him smilingly to tell him they

were full entirely, an' she was sure he would have

no objection to sharin' his bed with a respectable

solicitor from Tralee.

He had, and left.



CHAPTER VIII

IRISH SERVANTS

WHERE has Bridget got to ? Why
is there no tea ?

" Several peals of

the bell and Bridget scurries in to

say she had to help Patsy take out the pony, ' he

bein' apt to make a rush before the sthraps is off

him/

Every Irish servant will do everyone else's

work cheerfully, the men come in to help the

maids to polish floors and shoes, and the maids

are quite wilUng to feed the horses if all the men
are out, to get the bran mashes ready by the

kitchen fire or to put by dinner for the pot of

flaxseed.

Their own work they are not anxious about.

That is done—after a fashion.

The first servant I remember was the boy who

used to waste his time attending to me when I

rode Donna Inez the donkey. His name was

Peter, he was big and fat and full of ambition.

Farm work had no charms for him, he was

unsettled by loping about most of the day shriek-

ing " Gan out of that," to Inez, or picking me up

with " God save us. Miss Dora, is it kilt ye are

131
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an' they'll be blamin' me," when I rolled off.

When the boys came home from school he ex-

pressed a wish to be allowed to valet them.

Pohshed and shining he looked after the things

with a new air of dignity upon him. I remember

quite well the shrieks of laughter one morning,

when the bath having to be mended he had to

take baths to their room.

One asked for a cold bath and one for a hot one,

and Peter went forth obediently to return with

one large bath-can which he dumped upon the

floor, with a " Here it's for ye now, Masther Frank

and Masther Arthur, hot an' cowld in the wan

jug."

He had carefully filled half from each tap.

One brother used brilliantine for his hair, and

it was Peter, cast into gloom by suspicion of taking

it for his own use, who nearly drove the kitchen

maid into an asylum.

For Peter suspecting her, conceived the brilliant

idea of filHng the bottle with copal varnish, and

the varnished maiden behind her wails and tears

took some three weeks to become unstiffened.

It was Peter, who when the housemaid picked

up a loaded revolver, left at full cock by my
criminally careless elder brother . . . and it went

off—the bullet grazing the old nurse's ear in the

next room, Peter remarked, he happened to be

going up with boots

—

** She has the gun let off. I towlt her there was
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bullets in it. She'll be apt to get a fright now."

He laid down the boots thoughtfully.

" Would ye say now it was old nurse or herself

that is dead ? " he asked. " They are both

bawlin' strongly."

Everyone else rushed to the fortunately blood-

less scene, where Anne the housemaid was scream-

ing as maiden never screamed before, and old

nurse having recovered her courage and also

found her temper was thundering vengeance at

the door.

Peter went to America, Ireland was too small

for him, and I beheve he made a fortune.

He actually once got on a bough to saw it off

sitting on the outside beyond the place he was

cutting it and was raked down just as he had a

" gran cut med," as he said regretfully.

Following Peter came the English trainer who

taught me to ride. He was a little mad I should

think but full of quaint expressions.

' A round of beef on a wren ' he called a certain

stout lady who hunted on a Ught-weight bay.

And * a wren on a round of beef ' his expression for

me on the big horses.

The old coachman who taught my brothers to

ride possessed a great contempt for military horse-

manship.

I remember shrieks of laughter one day when he

grunted out

—

" Sit still, Masther Frank, sit still. Don't be
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rowlin' about in ye're saddle for all the wiirruld

like an infanthry major on horseback."

Poor old John Meade, he used to hide me in

the oats bin when nurse in her black dress and

black cap with violet ribbons came flying out to

put me to bed.

" No, nurse, I do not see her. She was here

this minnit. Hid she is somewhere, maybe. Hid.

Childther is all alike, the craythurs."

Old nurse off round the yard, she never found

out our delinquencies, and John Meade releasing

me to step into the house.

I can only barely remember this old servant,

but I know he used to call my father Masther

Johnny, and tell him to be ** aisy, Masther Johnny,

aisy," if he was fussed by his master. " Children

and chickens is always pickin'," was another

expression of his.

We had no one particularly amusing after that

until a really genuine Handy Andy parlourmaid,

caught wild somewhere and foisted upon us here.

We had champagne for dinner one night and Kate,

having been given a bucket with ice in it, was

discovered wrestling with the wire to pour the

champagne into the tub.

" And ye afther tellin' me to put it in the ice,"

she said indignantly.

My mother told her to hand sherry round at

soup time, which she apparently did, but the
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gulping choke of one of the 3rd Hussars who was

dinmg did not look as if it was good.

" Neat whisky !

" he gasped, wiping away some

tears.

** The same shade of colour on it," said Kate

indignantly next day, " an' indeed, Miss, he should

be ashamed, a soldier an' all, that he couldn't

take it without the tears. Me own father'd take

three glasses without a wink, God rest him."

Kate said she thought she could never plaze

the quahty, and she went to America. She was

really completely wild in her ways and speeches.

Baths completely puzzled her. " A natheral

dip in the say she'd howld with but hated water

to chill ye for the day every mornin'. . . . God
save the rich in their foolishness."

" I often took dips meself, a great swimmer I am.

Miss," she told me. " Meself an' all the other Httle

bys 'd be out up till the time I was seven ; an'

thin I was taken to the Sthrand with the gerrils."

We had a very quietly witty soldier servant at

Kilkenny. We went out to the ice one day

and a very small boy came on with his skates.

He was dressed in very grown-up clothes, with

a man's tie and garters, and he began to tell us all

about skating and how to do it and how he had

skated abroad and so on.

Then " Put on my skates, please," in lordly tones.

Our man picked up a huge pair of man's skates

and knelt down.
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" Not those. Mine. Hi, mine are here," the

small boy held out his own tiny wooden things.

" Ah, ye take the small size, sir, but the big

ones 'd match ye the best," said the man very

gravely.

We took another Irish soldier servant to Eng-

land and tried to teach him to wait.

His waiting consisted of standing bashfully at

the sideboard drumming at it with his fingers and

going to attention with a shiver of nervousness

when " Cox " was called out.

He arrived bashfully, as he did all things, in

the drawing-room when I had been out all day,

with some cards grouped in his hands.

These he held out obliquely, he never did any-

thing straight.

" There was four gintlemen called, ma'am, and

they left these tickets."

He ended by losing his heart to Ellen, my cook,

whom I had brought from the North of Ireland,

and was quite the ugliest woman I have ever seen.

My first cook in England was also Irish, I got

her from Cork. I had rather a tall house joined

to another at Colchester, it was my first experience

of town Hfe, and apparently Mary, the lady sent

by the registry office had lived her life in small

villas.

She was a thin wiry Httle person with an evil

eye, and she got out of the cab to poise herself at

the garden gate as one completely disgusted.
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" Casstles." she said, disconsolately, " Casstles,

no less. Mrs. O'Soolivan said no word 'twould be

casstles, an' I takin' the place."

The impression Uved with her. The preparation

of dishes for those who lived in casstles was quite

beyond her, and after a flurried three days she

was despatched on her homeward road. She con-

sidered me far too young to mind any house,

though I was well over twenty.

" Young missuses that couldn't be knowin'

things," she said, '' ordering fliffs and fluffs that

I niver heard tell of."

I had one EngHsh maid at Colchester, she wore

spectacles and was commonly called the Professor,

but she was completely delightful.

Mehalah would do more work than my three

Irish put together, and she wept when I could not

take her away with me. She was the daughter

of an Ipswich tradesman who had failed.

I had quite forgotten my sojourn in the North

of Ireland. I sent all my Kilkenny servants up

there before and arrived to find them bewildered

from the 12th July, which was celebrated the day

after their arrival.

We had a big grimly ugly house there, far too

big for us, and I found my maid panting with ex-

citement waiting on the doorstep.
'* Well, Mary, how do you like this place ?

"

** Oh, ma'am, it's awful. They're all bad people

here. They're all Protestants."
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My own religion was completely forgotten.

But they had really been terrified. A miller who
lived at the gate was a Catholic and had had his

house attacked and his old mother of seventy

nearly killed.

My three had closed doors and shutters and

prayed for the south again.

They were quite happy there once the memory
of the 12th died out, though the north country

cook who afterwards was their dearest friend once

rushed up to say she '* could na bide five meenits

longer in the house wi griven images, an' Bessy

had twa be her bedside."

Bessy following her in, they engaged in a theo-

logical discussion of some heat in which one

vilified anything that was called a saint, and the

other quite held her own by affirming that the

poor ignorant Northerners were never likely to

know of anything so blessed, when all the rehgion

theyknew of was once a year with guns and banners.

A severe scolding sent both away in bitter tears,

resolved one never to endure the other, but as I

presently heard Ellen calling out to Bessy to come
** ta tea an' there was dreepin' toast, an' wud she

carry in a hot cup if Bessy had a headache," I

presumed that all was well.

My own habit of invariably beginning to hum
an Orange tune in the town troubled me greatly.

I could not help it.

I shall never forget the smell of the flax tree
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when it was washing time. A stream ran by our

lawn and distributed perhaps the most sickening

odour in the world. We got hold of a dear old

Northerner, dour and solid, but with the kindliest

trouble in his eyes, one William, who toiled in the

huge wilderness of garden, was southern in his

heart if not in his manner.

From Colchester I went on to Guernsey, where

I lighted on a landlady, Mrs. Wolfram, who made

lodgings a deUght. I wonder if she is still aUve ?

Guernsey I did not love. I always felt as if you

could only go a few miles without walking over

the edge of the world. It was so full of trippers

and char-a-bancs and glass houses, and a horse

would have had to be a good glass jumper to get

on there.

The coast was glorious, and in winter and spring

when every rock was not dotted with a tripper, I

used to love to wander by the sea there and see

the green and brown hghts in the water. I came

to Guernsey three days after the Stella disaster.

There were dead people still in the sea when we

thrashed over in a raging storm, and there were

two other wrecks while I was there.

Some of the old houses covered with pink

geraniums are quite lovely. The Guernsey country

people are supposed to be descendants of the

fairies, who killed all the men folk and came to

inhabit the island. I tried to learn the patois, with

scant success ; the people are charming.
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Directly I got a house I meant to import Irish

servants again, but in the lodgings I got a German

maid who did not know a word of EngHsh, nor I

many words of German. Wte heisst es, was about

my stock. I had tried before this to pick up a

little from a German governess of a friend of mine,

but she knew too much English. I remember one

cold day she told us that she did " not hke your

EngHsh fire. He make you hot before and cold

be'md !

"

So Anna got off the boat dumb to my language.

I wanted her to teach the children when they came

across, and my stock of her tongue was very

limited.

But in those days I was blundering along in

German and she had only got hold of day and

night, and table and chair, and she generally got

them wrong.

In a week she improved a little and I left her

sitting at the dining-room window working.

With beaming face she rushed out to meet me
when I came in.

" Ac/i gnddige Frau. EengHsh. Eenglish learn,

gud Eenglish. Man pass. I hear. Damn fool,

damn fool. New English. Gnddige Frau."

Off she went to the post ofhce after that and

demanded a pennee sthamp and a half-past stamp

and was quite offended when she did not get the

latter.

" Stupid official," she declared in German.
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Another day, quite unable to ask for a darning

needle, she picked up her dress, and calmly made
the motion of darning her stocking to the pink-

cheeked confusion of the shopman.

Anna was the merriest of servants, but she did

not like Ireland at all when I brought her over.

The easy-going ways of the people were beyond

her, so she went off to England to teach a child

there.

The two Irish servants whom I imported to

Guernsey were a droll and worthy pair, one a

groom, whom I had had before, the other a cook.

Both were excellent, but not amusing.

I left Guernsey when the war began and came

back to Ireland for good, taking soon after my
arrival, the man who has been with me ever since.

He is probably one of the best grooms you would

find. His horses are fit and big and blooming, but

how they arrive at it I have never quite realised,

for his methods are strange.

" You should niver be clanin' a horse an' he

cowld," is one, probably an excellent, maxim,
" Rub him afther work, that's when it do him good.

Isn't it as bad as to be takin' a bath out of doors

to strip a poor horse in the mornin' an' be at him

an' he shiverin'." But strange things have to be

contended with and looked after. A remedy used

for one thing is supposed to be efficacious for the

next.

A hunter gave himself a sUght strain, the ever
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useful Elliman being applied to cure it. I then

went away for a week, and came back to find the

trap mare with a red-hot foot limping round the

stable. She had run a nail right up into her

foot.

" What did you do for it ? " was the frantic

enquiry.
** Sure I rubbed a taste of ElHman's to it,

ma'am, the same as we did to Jerry."

The shoe off and a poultice saved disaster, but

he was with difficulty restrained from poulticing

the next strained leg in the stable.

He has the most extraordinary influence over

horses, the worst tempered brute growing quiet

with him. " Woa, you little fairy," is the only

answer to a vicious kick or bite, and after a month

no horse will touch him.

I have one here now that was a demon in the

stable.

" Cherry Boy, ma'am, is after kicking me agin,"

he said cheerfully one morning as he Hmped across

the yard.

" Has he hurt you, Cuthbert ?
"

" No, ma'am, sure he had no bad maning in it."

Blackie, my treasured old black, was a confirmed

buckjumper and threw Cuthbert at his leisure.

" That fairy of a Blackie is afther throwin' me
agin," I would hear. " He med a ball of himself

in the field."

There was never a reproach or a blow. Cuthbert
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cannot bear to hit a horse, and when the old

fellow was fresh he used to play it as a game.

He used to throw Cuthbert and stand placidly to

be climbed on to again.

Cuthbert is now quite a judge, but when he

came his taste was singular.

" There is a man abroad, ma'am, with a nice

breedy soort of a horse that 'd match ye well,

ma'am."

A large bay or brown cart-horse, whose weight

would be useful to his followers in the wall country,

would wait at the door.

He's a cart-horse !

" Well, he has a breedy eye on him I'd say any-

ways. Run him down there for the missis to see."

The large beast would either fling its legs up

spasmodically, or shuffle so that our old coachman

used to say,

—

" He'd kick a sixpence from here

to Limerick."

" Gran' action, ma'am, see the way he can

throw them foremosht legs," or if it was the six-

penny variety, " Isn't that the true ways of a

breedy one, low down to the earth."

Now nothing but thoroughbreds please him,

and he knows the right sort to get too.

His speeches, if one could remember them,

would make a book by themselves. We were out

in the stone-waU country one day and I stopped

himting at Dromore. Hounds were going on to

Clorane, four miles on. Cuthbert was passed on
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his way home by some of the people who had tried

this last draw.

"Didyou hearwhat they got there? " I asked him.

" The only thing they got there, ma'am, was the

jog they had to it," he said contemptuously. He
had advised me to come home.

He has a tremendous faith in Mr. Delmege, and

some years ago hounds got away from Ballycahane

and ran very fast into Kilpeacon, leaving most

of the field behind. They put to ground at Kil-

peacon, where Cuthbert was out watching. One

very hard rider, not knowing they were to ground,

naturally galloped for all he was worth to pick up.

Cuthbert noted and made comment.
" That Uttle Captain , he hasn't a sthim of

sinse," he told me, " he batin' the sowl out of his

mare an' the fox to earth in the covert before him."
" But," I said mildly, " he didn't know that."

"If he ruz his eyes couldn't he see Misther

Delmege on the white horse standin' cool an' aisy,

an' shouldn't that be enough for him."

Anyone who does not go very hard is a shy, or a

terrible shy man to hounds.
" There's nothin' troubhn' him now but the

turrns," is a rather apt expression of his for the

man who has taken to the roads.

This reminds me of a good and true story which

does not relate to servants, of a meeting held by a

certain County Council to stop an unpopular

member of a neighbouring hunt.
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He was to be stopped at once, why not.

But one old man shook his head. " Ye cannot

sthop him," he said placidly.

" Why not ? They could stop anyone they

chose. What did Misther Dempsey mean ?
"

" I tell ye ye cannot sthop him."

A perfect chorus now and a wrathful one.

" And why can we not sthop him ?
"

A pause. " Ye cannot. . . . Because ye have

no conthrol over the King's high road."

The County Council gasped as they remembered

that the gentlemen in question never jumped a fence.

Concerning second horses I often believe that

the good people must help Cuthbert. I tell him

one covert or cross-roads. We run out of that

country and find ourselves somewhere five miles

away and there is Cuthbert. He has seen the

crows circlin', or the neighbours runnin' over the

hill. He never makes a mistake.

Other people's second horses may never be found.

Mine never fail me.

The grooms all watched the hunt from the rail-

way bridge at Bruree and Cuthbert tells me gravely

that *'
if ye do not hurry on at the commencement

ye will not be there to hurry at the tail of it,"

which is quite true.

" I could see Sandy goin' away and he spinnin'

with the pace." This is my fretful httle chestnut,

whom it would take a cleverer person than I am
to stop, " hurryin' in the commincement."

lO
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I am not fond of hunting in frost, but I have been

ruthlessly sent out when it was far too hard to be

pleasant.

" There is a gran' softness outside," Cuthbert

announces at the dining-room door, ** an' the frost

meltin' like buther. There is nothin' to sthop

the hunt."

So I go out either to sUp or slide, or riding in a

squelchy slippery thaw and perhaps forget it all

when we have a hunt.

" When me heel went into the ground without

hittin' me elbow, didn't I know it was right,"

Cuthbert announces triumphantly in the evening.

This is a free description of the ground not

jarring him.

He loves dogs as much as horses and is as patient

with them.
" These little fairies of hunt puppies, they

haven't left me a sponge or a rubber," he says

patiently. " Ah, ye httle vilyins," and he de-

taches the remnants of a stable rubber from sharp

teeth, merely patting a soft little head. He never

forgets anything, according to himself.

" Did you give that mare her dose, Cuthbert, or

burn the tar ?
" this when some horse has a cough.

" Wasn't it better not be worryin' her an' she

improvin'."

"Why didn't you do it?" knowing now he had not.

" Someone whipped the owld bucket from me
that I puts the tar in."
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" You forgot it."

" I did not forget it, ma'am," with dignity,

" but it went out of me head this momin'."

He gardens in summer, in a manner as strange

and successful as his ' caring of hunters.'

Only yesterday he was looking at the tomato

house where the fruit was ripening well, and he told

me confidently that sure that was the showery

weather that heartened them.

I looked at the glass roof and suggested the

showers did not come through.

" Well I was towlt it was good," said Cuthbert

blandly and still of his own opinion.

When he fills a box of delicate seedlings and

they get the pip and turn over in battahons, you

find that he has gathered some very hot manure

for the bottom of the box so as to " hearten the

bits of plants."

My horses are his horses, and always spoken of

as such. Three years ago I lent two to a lady who

came to stay here who was short.

Any tips are always confided to me immediately,

and as I got into the trap at the end of the day

and waited while he put a man's saddle on one

horse I thought he looked very much put out, so

enquired delicately.

" I would ask her to give me a penny," he

burst out, " an' she did it, but she never even said

thank you for me two horses."

The next morning I guessed that I should be
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solemnly told that another ride by that lady and

m}^ horses' backs would be hurt. " The queer

little class of a saddle she had," said Cuthbert,
" that was only med for ponies."

That " Lady Roche had married the master
"

is still talked of with fervent enthusiasm, for she

got the brush riding old Blackie when she had a

ride on him.

Cuthbert regrets deeply that she never wants a

horse now, having many of her own, for she was

the lady he liked to lend his horses to. " The one

that could ride thim."

I have got another man now who came for a

month and will probably stay for ever. He is

learning to garden and absolutely joys in it,

but the names of the flowers are quite beyond him.

A pellarbegona is a geranium at present, a

beUagonea a begonia. Astrums he says proudly,

and thim daisies, an' carnations, pinks and other

things. Nothing which does not flower interests

him. He looked at his raspberry square about a

month ago and asked me what kind of flower grew

on thim.

" No flower, fruit," was explained.

" Good fruit, ma'am ?
"

" Yes."

A pause. " It should be good then with the

gran' corner of the haggart that's taken up with

them."

Poor ground he calls hungry. Yesterday there
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was a rumour that the German fleet was off Bere-

haven and all the available regiments had dashed

down there.

Seeing Cloghessy in the garden I told him.

" "WTiat war ? " he said magnificently. " I never

mixes meself up in thim things, ma'am, at all."

Later when I had persuaded him that we might

all starve he was faintly impressed, but not much.
" With two sacks of flour in and a pair of

bonhams^ below in the house, what could war

mather to anyone," he decided at last.

I had an understrapper some years ago who
was very dark and never looked trim going out

with the horses, so I directed Cuthbert to see to it.

" Is it Michael, ma'am ? " said Cuthbert. " Sure

you might be washin' him an' washin' him an'

he'd be the same colour still."

My cousin once had an extraordinary groom

whom we always remember as the cheerful man.

We were all at dinner with a flood of melody

to be heard from the kitchen regions whenever

the door was opened, so she told the maid to ask

Birmingham to be more silent.

After dinner a note was brought in. She opened

it. From Birmingham . . . what has happened ?

** Madam,
I regret that my desire to be cheerful should

have offended you. Through Hfe I have been of a

cheerful nature, pleasing all those around me by it.

^ Young pigs.
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I whistles an' sings wherever I am, so with deep

regret, Madam, I must find another place."

If he heard the absolute yells of laughter which

greeted this epistle he would not have accused

all of us of being gloomy.

He left to go some distance to an aristocratic

family and wrote to tell my cousin how he got on.

He was, I fear, quite mad.
" Regretting my place with you. Madam, for

the lady housekeeper here no one could agree with.

There is four horses what I has to have lookin'

well, but Mrs. she won't give the oats. The

Countess she wants style but would give me the

oats, but Mrs. she says style an' no oats, so I

cannot see what is to be done between them."

The cheerful man has faded from our sight and

my cousin's horses, fortunately for themselves,

know him no more.

Quite a short time ago we were coming out of

Limerick and discussing the war. Someone men-

tioned Marshal Foch.

" Great fellow," was the comment.

A local magnate leant across gripping the

speaker's arm.
*' Great !

" he said. " Haven't I called my grey-

hound pup after him?"
Higher praise was impossible.

Another story I must tell of a well-known

sportsman, one time M.F.H., and a lover of prac-

tical jokes. He and a party were asked to stay
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for a meet with a rabid teetotaller who had just

come to the county. They went ; temperate

men, but Hking something, and lemonade, ginger

beer and soda water was aU they were given.

Mr. showed nothing, he asked the T.T. to

stay with him at K for a meet. The stranger

came. At dinner sherry. Hock, champagne, port

went round. Unfortunately the water supply

had given out, and the soda water had failed to

arrive. Milk, none until the next day. Black

coffee laced with brandy. The unfortunate's

flight to his room revealed his bed-room jug filled

with whisky.

A sad teetotaller took it well, waited parched

for his morning tea, and asking them all back

allowed them to have alcohol in his house.



CHAPTER IX

SOME GOOD HORSES AND SOME FRAUDS

FROM two-legged servants to four ; to the

collection of horses which I have ridden in

my time.

From Topsy the black pony, a little beast which

could carry twelve stone to hounds, to the present

stud which may be carried off to go to the war.

Following Topsy was a grey jennet, it had no

shoulder and no middle, an extra girth had to be

put far back to keep the saddle on. It kicked like

a fury and had no mouth, but also no fence could

stop it. I have seen it on grass with its wicked

head just over the top of a five-barred gate,

simply hop over if anyone came to catch it. It

cleared five feet with me once, a wall which we
neither of us could see over.

My mounts in my schoolgirl days were anything

which I could climb on to or borrow, we had no

horses then. A trapper which checked at every

fence with an air of astonishment ; oftenest of all

a yellow pony belonging to Harty the trainer,

which I used to run down for on the morning of a

hunt. A twelve-mile drive the day before, and the

bitter certainty of another that night may have
152
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improved the yellow pony's wind but not his

courage. Anything he could not climb over he

dived into, to be pulled to his legs by an undaunted

girl in a bundled-up habit, and urged on ... as

far as he would go. . . . It was never far, and big

fences he simply ate grass off, so I ran no particular

danger on him.

My first real hunter was a blue roan called

Dandy, perhaps one of the best and most evil-

tempered beasts in Ireland.

He was a great raking three-cornered horse with

a narrow chest, baker-kneed, and with wide ragged

hips and he reared and fell back for his own amuse-

ment. He had to be ridden in a rearing bit to the

meets, with his evil eye set sullenly as he recognised

defeat, but once hounds went away he took his

own time and was fast as a race-horse. I was a

passenger. He was really no horse for a seven-

teen-year-old girl, and when he had crashed back

with me three times my nerve went.

I sold him to Mr. Donovan of Cork and he

changed hands four times, eventually for four

hundred ; he must have been almost in the book

and was up to fourteen stone.

With my capital I bought a brown mare on the

common side, a lady with curbs, sold to me as

quite quiet, but as it turned out a well-known

runaway. The first day she saw hounds it was

with Thady Cooney's deer dogs. She bolted,

narrowly escaped crashing into a high brick wall
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and ended her career by flying over a drop on to

the road and dropping me into obhvion. She

struck the foot-path at the opposite side of the

wide main road, turned upside down and got up

unhurt. But she never ran away again. She was

the gentlest of ride afterwards, slow but a wonder-

ful fencer.

Following her I had two four year olds, not my
own. Mr. White lent them to me—one a perfectly

wonderful animal and the other fast and free, but

a horse who never failed to hit his walls and fly

his banks and yet was so active that he never

actually fell. He crossed to England, where

having nothing to make up his mind about—he

was never certain in his own eager heart here

—

he went splendidly. Poor little Sparks. If you

had turned him at an iron front gate he would have

tried it, but until he rose he would not have been

quite certain whether it was a fence to charge or

not. We find something to like in every willing

horse when we ride it, despite its faults.

After this I had nothing until the Little Witch

was given to me. She was a compact bay, fast,

and did not know how to fall, very gentle and light-

mouthed, in fact, almost faultless, and too good

for me to keep, so she went to Mrs. Kavanagh of

Bonis. With her I had a grey cob which I raked

from a baker's cart at the door, thus delaying the

delivery of the day's bread.

She was a mat of white hair and I bought her
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for £19, but she clipped out a typical Arab, and a

beauty. I rode in a non-safety habit then, and I

can remember the agony of being hung up when

once Nelly Grey fell. My head was swinging

against her rather ready heels and I called to her

to stand still.

Mr, Langrishe was quick to stop anyone jumping

the fence, and came over on his feet to help me,

but I never rode in a non-safety again.

Victory my next purchase was a big weight

carrier, a good fencer, but in her later years given

to refusing. She only died last year, a very old

mare, kept on clover in her old age by the cousin

who bought her from me. With her I bought a

trap mare, Sally, a bay without a single good

point, which my husband looked at and said dryly

that at least we could not teach that thing to

jump. He referred to my groom and myself, as

so far all the trappers had become hunters, and

there was never anything to drive.

Sally could trot her fourteen easily, she had a

mouth of lead and a vivacious spirit and she did

her first hunt in two months.

No one could hold her and no fence could put

her down. She was as fast as a thoroughbred and

stayed for ever. I had her in Limerick for one

season, and when I was not * circUng round fields
'

trying to avoid kilhng someone, I was brilHantly

carried. We tried every bit made, vainly ; nothing
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could hold her. She lived to twenty-two, given a

home to do light work by a friend.

The days of screws was with me then. I had

Jerry, a little thoroughbred with a broken bone

in his hock which had mended, with no forelegs

but an undaunted heart. He came from England

and flew every bank he conveniently could unless

the weight of years stopped him. He never came

down, and he was very seldom quite on his feet

over any fence, but he was fourteen when I got

him and gave out in two seasons. Nothing but

pace took his weak hock over a fence, and a jump

was flash and a thanksgiving as he staggered

to the far side.

My dear mother had always promised me a

horse when she came into some money which she

expected. It came, and I got fifty to buy some-

thing young and good.

With my fifty I bought a very handsome bay,

a slight whistler, a raking very well-bred horse

but ... I think a greater brute never looked

through a bridle. He galloped with his head on

the ground, and he never took one single fence

right from the day I first rode him. He got over

somehow until he gave me an absolutely crushing

fall just outside Fedamore gorse because he would

not look where he was going to at a tiny httle

ditch. Then in his flurry he rolled over me three

times, and if the mud had not been soft I should

not be here. As it was he crushed the bone of my
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elbow out through the flesh before he got clear

—

the third roll the horn of my saddle grazed my
nose, and I could not stir to get away.

I was dreadfully shaken, but out again in about

three weeks in the stone-wall country, where the

brute kicked back at a double stone wall, missed it

and turned over. This was an easy fall apparently,

but he hit my head against an ant-heap and after

I had got up, I fell off again unconscious with bad

concussion.

That bay hunter broke my nerve completely.

He was always on his head or his side, always

floundering until he made me hate to ride at a

fence. I lost interest in hounds. I was always

wondering when the next fence would come.

Fortunately I sold him before the next season,

and I beheve he did quite well in England over a

small fly country and won two point-to-points.

I bought the horse of my life then, old Blackie.

You can see his picture. He crossed his legs as he

galloped and no one would buy him, also he was

a savage in the stable and a notorious buckjumper.

Poor old man. I hired him for a day and then

for a month, and paid twenty-seven pounds for

him. Up to fourteen seven, the fastest cocktail I

have ever ridden and after a year absolutely

gentle and perfect mannered. Always on his toes

after the longest hunt, and falls were not part of

his world. High or blind it was all the same to the

old man. He used to bite us all in the stable at
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first. I remember once when I rode in early from

hunting and the men were out I got him his mash

and drink, the cook coming with me. He allowed

me to take off his saddle and rug him, and to

bring in his tea, then he cleared us out with his

teeth bared.

Afterwards he would whinny for me and try to

prevent me leaving his stable, and run to me Uke

a dog when he came in from grass.

There ^vill never be another Blackie, with his

accuracy and power and generosity, and, referring

to that, a very curious thing happened once. I

dreamt that we found in Ballybricken, ran out

west and came to a very high dry bank in a corner

which we jumped. Blackie was killed, and I

was badly hurt. I told this of course to Cuthbert

and several other people, for we were to draw

Ballybricken next day.

We ran out the line of my dream, which I had

forgotten all about, then we came to the high

bank.

Out went Blackie's forelegs, a horse who
never refused in his life. Jump ! not if I killed

him. It was high but perfectly easy, and he would

not go. I remember Mrs. Wyndham sweeping

past me ; a dozen horses. I lost my temper and

broke my hunting crop over the old man's neck.

No . . . not he.

As I sat panting I remembered the dream,

hounds were swinging for Grange. I turned away.
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The black stretched out well with his powerful

stride, hopped me over a ragged ditch, took a

horrible stone-faced place with his ears up . . .

and ... it was his first and last refusal.

Believers in dreams may see something in it.

My old horse got laminitis, hunting became a pain

to him, but I could not bear to shoot him, so he is

doing very gentle work for Mr. Arthur White, and

showed the old Adam was not dead by jumping

the high palings last winter at Fort Etna.

Ten seasons without a fall, with only one mishap

when he caught his foreleg in a root and I had to

jump off . . . and he was on offer here for twenty

pounds and no one would buy him.

" He'd take off from a bramble bush and he'd

clear the Shannon in flood," Cuthbert used to say.

Never sick or tired, ready to hack out sixteen

miles if he was wanted, doing long days. I had no

second horses then. With Blackie in his later days

—good and bad things always come together

—

I had Miss Magner, a bay mare bought from Con

Magner, a very hard riding farmer. She was

another screw, supposed to be a whistler, but

really quite sound, and carried me for eight

seasons without a fall. A very hot mare, taking

her fences fast, and she could give you the ride of

your hfe, and as bad a one as you could think of

if her temper was put out. She has made mistakes

with me at five fences running—never falling

—

but if you came to a really bad fence, she was
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wonderful. No stone wall was too big, she had a

mouth of silk and could be twisted like a pony.

It was Con who said he got no prices for his horses,

never a price, and who grunted out when I told

him he did not trim them up.

" Don't I thrim thim up to hounds ?
" he said.

I saw Miss Magner once refuse, hurl herself

against her banks, buck like a fiend and really do

her best to break her own neck. Major Sweetman

was riding her. We both missed the hunt and

were tr5dng to make up, but she was too dangerous

to go on.

That evening I found that the stuffing of his

saddle had come together in the middle, and taken

a clean piece out of her back. She was a very

fidgety mare and would not go if she had anything

wrong with her. She is pensioned now, though

only thirteen. She got enlarged hind fetlocks,

and though she went her hunts last year, she had

lost her dash and fire, and suffered terribly when

she came in. And a fall over wire with the Black

and Tans with Major Sweetman finished her.

He loved her and once pounded a whole field on

her.

Little Barry was another very good horse,

fourteen or fifteen now, and as lively as ever.

A few real frauds I must mention, and queer-

tempered ones.

Beggarman, a seventeen-hand brown not trained

until he was six, who in his first experiences always
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lay down in it when he saw water in a ditch. I

tried to keep him from the stone-wall country.

He could jump any height, but even there one finds

water. It was pure nervousness. Everyone

somewhat naturall}^ whacked and spurred him
from his bath, until one day near Russ I was left

with a watery trench between me and the pack.

Beggarman went to ground promptly, but I only

petted him and he came out shaking his head,

went in again, was soothed, came out, jumped,

and there was never a better hunter. We ran

along under Knock Fierna when he scorned a

dozen trenches, and in the evening we crossed a

nasty country near Tory Hill, and he carried Mr.

Osborne faultlessly. He went to a man in the

Rifle Brigade, who told me he was delighted with

him.

Quadroon, a black, was the handsomest horse I

have ever had and the greatest fraud. He was a

real Napoleon the great, but he would stand as

the picture of a fourteen-stone blood hunter. (He

won several cups in English shows.) He would

stride across the first field, a perfect mover, and

then ... he would die. I never knew what it was,

as well hope to see a hunt on a good donkey.

Plod, plod, slower and slower and always jumping

gloriously. I whacked him one day until he

galloped so that I really believe he could have

gone on if he liked to. I had a curious experience

on him once. I used to take his valuable and
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beautiful person to the stone-wall country because

I could get on somehow there, and he bolted with

me. He could go faster than I wanted to. He
scuttered and stepped across sheets of crags

before I stopped him. Later on he repeated the

amusement and carried me down a steep place,

not into the sea, but a bog from which I emerged

wrathfully and went home. This amazing develop-

ment required explanation, and Mr. John Ryanwho

had ridden the horse told me to look at the horse's

teeth, that horses will bolt if they have toothache.

We found a back tooth hopelessly decayed and

pulled it out next day, and he never went so fast

again.

A broken-hearted horse is a sad thing to ride,

and I have had two, both almost thoroughbred

;

one a mare, Vixen, who was overridden as a three

year old and could never get beyond a mile when

she would absolutely stand still, the other a bay

which was quite broken-hearted. He would kick

you off when you landed in the saddle if he could,

but that was from an old sore back and then, poor

beast, he could not go, he would drop from canter

to trot and from trot to walk in the most hopeless

way.

A runaway is an unpleasant species of fraud.

I had a perfectly magnificent-looking bay, which

indulged in this amusement. Cuthbert says he

used to " swally his bits and make off." He used

to do it at the oddest times, on roads, with hounds
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he was a puller but quite rideable and simply went

along as he chose. He was a glorious hunter and

went to what the farmers call a brave young officer,

Colonel Gabbett, who managed him and won races

with him.

A determined refuser is another of the worst of

the frauds. Out go the forelegs, back go the ears,

the hunt melts away as snow before the sun, one

whips, whacks ; country people arise from no-

where and whip and whack until hot and worn out

one gets across one fence and waits with set teeth,

waits bitterly for the next stop.

I bought one black brute called Handy Andy,

because he was so handy with his heels in the

stable, a big very good-looking black full of quality.

He jumped amiably enough in the ropes and would

always take stone walls if rattled at them later

on, but I took him to Ballygarry one day and

plumbed the depths of his currishness.

Hounds of course crossed the valley that day,

I could have scrambled along on the hills. Mr.

Handy Andy took two banks with a zeal which

led me to think that I was on a hunter. Then we

came to a small ditch. No power of whip could

get him over. He used to look down and I believe

he grinned. A very small boy who rode a pony in

that country also refused, but from discretion.

As I rested worn out from whacking he hailed me.
" This is too big," he said, " for the likes of us,

if ye folly me on I will show ye a way round."
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Meekly I " follyed him on " to pick up the hounds

on the next road and discovered that Handy
Andy as a hunter was a thing to abandon.

He went quite well afterwards in the stone-wall

country, but he was sold to go between shafts and

not to " folly on " little boys through gaps.

Some horses, on the other hand, will not jump

in the ropes and yet go brilliantly to hounds.

This was the case with King James, a big chestnut

now happily carrying a pretty girl here. Nothing

would get him over a fence and nothing stops him

now if the pace is not too fast. He is the boldest

of hunters if a little on, what Mr. Browning calls,

the agricultural side, a very clever description of

a commoner.

One horse, or rather pony, not my own, I must

mention. His picture with his gallant little rider

up is in the book. He is little Majorie Watt's

Blackbird, thirteen hands, ridden here this season

(1914-15). He is a fifteen-stone blood hunter in

miniature and no fence is too big for him. I saw

him get right on to a bank near Ballinacura which

was too high for some powerful hunters ; and his

little owner, who was only twelve and stood five

stone, could walk him under timber and then ride

him back over it. She followed her father, who has

been stationed here with the South Irish Horse,

and is one of the best-known men with the Meath.

I asked for Blackbird's photograph, he is so

extraordinary. Little Miss Majorie herself knew
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as little fear as the pony and saw every good

hunt she came in for this year. Amongst other

jumps the pony cleared a river which everyone

was walking in and out of.^

Of the dozens of horses which have come and

gone, only one has proved unrideable, a light-

weight thoroughbred, Torpedo, which so frightened

my grooms that I had to give him up and he broke

his back, poor beast, racing.

I come down to my present stud of four, two of

which are going—to Sandy my chestnut, so called

because he is alwa3^s straying, a funny excitable

little horse, taking infinite patience to ride him,

yet without an ounce of real temper and a perfect

ride when hounds are going. No one could stand

his fidgety nonsense until he came to me, and he

used to pull. Now he pretends to. . . . He hunts

two half-days a week regularly and when he fell

with me (he was in too great a hurry to notice that

a lane was not a ditch and tried to clear it) , he put

his nose down and whinnied and regularly picked

me up. Poor Sandy, he has no forelegs, and only

one hind one, but he scutters along as if they were

all iron and never carries anyone except myself.

Personally I believe that horses think things out.

My little niece used to come up to exercise horses

and both the quiet ones had been out. There was

only Sandy, who will carry Cuthbert sometimes

^ Since writing this little Miss Watt has died, regretted by every-

one who knew the gallant child.
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with dubious quietness, but always ready for a

plunge and a gallop.

The child was bitterly put out. I looked at

Sandy, and said he might try with the man at his

head.

For an hour and a half she trotted and cantered

and walked the little monkey, and he never stirred

with her.

" Auntie, he's lovely," was all I heard as I

circled round terrified, for he never loves strangers.

Cherry Boy, another eccentric, is my second joy

now, a big bay weight carrier, once a very hard

puller and with a will of his own, now the most

good-humoured of rides and the best hunter, next

to Blackie, I have ever had.

Sandy flashes to the end of a hunt, accurately

or inaccurately as it pleases him. Cherry Boy
very seldom puts a foot wrong, and now he has a bit

he likes, a child could ride him. But he has his

ideas. He took a friend of mine through a twelve-

mile hunt and he declares he never got a pull

until they killed. He was also a demon in the

stable and is still to strangers. He has got an

extraordinary unsoundness, a stoppage I imagine

in the nostrils, because he neither whistles

nor roars but makes a noise at a trot, blowing

absolutely clear directly he is extended. But for

that I should not have him as he was twice sold

for high prices and spun.

My big brown mare is going off for a charger,
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but there is so little prospect of hunting as I write

with all Europe in a blaze that I do not want to

keep many of them.

They said they might even take my pets. The

man who chased enemies on Sandy might find

himself in their camp before he could stop.

One four-legged servant, not my own, was almost

a personality. His master, Major Sweetman, lies

in Mesopotamia now. Past fifty, there was no finer

man to hounds, enjoying his hunt with a schoolboy's

zest and absolutely fearless. He hunted here with

me for nine seasons, and he would fight when the

war came. Nothing else would content him.

Wounded once in France, he went out again to lose

his life leading his men hopelessly at Ctestiphon,

where there was never hope of winning through.

His old horse, Loco, a low powerful brown, was

his favourite for years. A weird beast, always

fidgeting : when hounds went the best hunter in

the world, with a curious habit of propping on each

bank and looking down before he got off, but if

Loco thought that he was being jumped un-

necessary and away from hounds I have seen him

fall quite dehberately. Once he did it under Garry-

fine when he was right and his rider wrong and

there was no hurry to jump out of the field. He
simply folded himself up on the bank.

Another time was near Athlacca. Hounds

crossed the river and Loco thought that he could

follow. I was watching them when I heard a
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crescendo of enraged language and looked. There

was Loco quite deliberately falling over a two-foot

stick of timber, slowly decanting Major Sweetman

into a muddy gap. This something something

horse. He didn't want to go—was almost a

wail.

But he always saw the humour of old Loco's

falls. I had many rides on the horse. He never

dreamt of pulling me down wherever I took him,

but he took complete charge of me and went

exactly as he chose, over wire sometimes I am
afraid. It was a regular outing for the old fellow

and he took advantage of it. He had a mouth of

iron.

There is no habit so fatal for a poor person as

keeping on old hunters until they are past their

work, but I am so hard to please that when I get

one I like he remains until the hobble and cripple

of old age set in. Two old friends have gone this

year, Blackie and Miss Magner.

About forty in all have come and gone, I

have their hst, and I have ridden perhaps thirty

others, mounts given me. I used to like riding

youngsters and have even been rash enough to

take out things which had never jumped—but

only in the wall country.

Clumsy was one of these. I remember his

hurling himself across country absolutely loving

it all, and being bought on the strength of that

hunt. Another, an enormous grey up to seventeen
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stone which I used to jump some banks on in fear

and trembling.

One word of advice to womenkind beginning

to hunt. Don't let the saddlers persuade them

into a small saddle, it looks smart and weighs

light, but a few pounds is nothing to a horse's

comfort. Have big saddles and leather girths, I

myself always use a leather saddle-cloth, and sore

backs are unknown ; also don't girth tightly.

Grooms love to pull up the girths of a side-saddle

until a poor horse is squeezed in two.

My saddles are very big and fit any horse ; they

are Owens. A very long girl on a little saddle, even

if she rides five pounds lighter, never looks well and

her horse can never be comfortable. A woman has

such light hands that I believe in double bridles,

but I never use a curb chain ; there is nothing more

annoying than crashing into people at a gap or

being dragged at all through a hunt.

And another word of advice. Beat a kicker.

Hold him and thrash him. Horses are quite

clever enough to know what they are being

punished for. I think I can almost say I have

never had one, but then I've rated them as young-

sters if they did lash out. Only this season with

horses all fresh on the road I got badly kicked and

the owner merely remarked, " Oh, she'll kick if you

gallop into her," without even scolding the mare.

I was so far away that it meant a fortnight's

rest before my horse came out again.
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Take the silly old cavalry drill as a motto with

the gallant friends who struggle through deep

going and face blind places and never fall if they

can help it. Make much of your 'osses, with or

without the three inane pats accompanying the

words.

Horses go quite differently for people they are

in sympath}^ with, and a word of encouragement

goes farther than a spur. Personally if I had a

horse which needed one of the spikes some women
use, he would be someone else's horse in a very

short time.



CHAPTER X

HOW SOME PEOPLE BUY THEIR HORSES
AND HOW SOME ARE SOLD

" The ways of a man with a maid be strange,

But simple and tame

Compared to the ways of a man with a horse,

When buying or seHing the same."

"^ '^HERE is a horse outside, miss, waitin'

I on ye. I'd say he'd match ye welL"

JL An equine treasure stands at the door.

Someone young and fooHsh not aware then that

the man who has to sell has many things to say,

rushes to see it.

A big brown mare, upstanding, and on the

common side—we rode commoners in those days

;

it was my first purchase—^with two raw places in

her hocks.

Curbs of course were dimly known of then. I

was seventeeen.

" What's the matter with her hocks, Ryan ?

—

fearfully, because I wanted the mare so badly."

"She skelped them, miss, agin a bare board in

the stable."

Prompt purchase of the brown. She was the

runaway which I spoke of, and the clever dealer

171
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had laid two healthy curbs open there so as to

look as if they were cuts, but she was a good slow

hunter.

A friend at Adare who sold me another bay with

sidebones only ten years ago too, when I ought

to have known better, was foolish enough to

warrant his goods and to tell me them bumps
were nothin' when I noticed them. I had never

encountered sidebones.

This led to litigation, the hardest of swearing,

and the sale of the horse in dispute for about

fifteen pounds. There are so many tricks in the

trade that almost the best one can do is to tell

the seller if he is at all straightforward that you

are going to take his word, for even the best of

veterinary surgeons can be hoodwinked.

Only this year a dealer I know of gummed hair

on a horse's knee so cleverly that it was not

noticed. When the horse went home and the gum
wore out there was quite a conversation on the

subject.

Go into a dealer's yard. They are all treasures

and all sound. One is galloped past you very fast.

. . . Listen to that one and suggest gently that it

should be cantered and come closer.

Then the whish of the sharp intake of the

whistler is too apparent.

" Whistler. Not at all. A touch of a cold he

has. Take him in, Mike ; that horse is the soundest

horse of his breed in Ireland, but he was coughin'
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only last night. Rub something on his throat,

Mike."

Mike knows that something will be put, not on,

but into the beast's throat shortly.

Treacle mixed with his oats will, they tell me,

pass a mild whistler for a day or two, or gun-

powder and butter. What effect it can have I

cannot think, but it is a common remedy.

Worse than that there is a certain concoction of

arsenic known as The bottle, which will really

get them sound for some weeks. The secret

of this is very jealously guarded, though its

effects are well known. It has, however, the

effect of making a horse dreadfully thin and

poor, with his coat staring, so that if a whistler

which has been spun and is now offered as sound

looks badly, men who know shake their heads

wisely, and it is just as well to avoid that animal.

I bought a very good-looking youngster myself

last year which passed an examination, and was

roaring in six weeks. What happened there I shall

never know.

If a certain leading dealer's wife clasps her hands

and says smiling, " In the name of God now, Mr.

Vet., I hope you'll find this one sound, for there

isn't a thing wrong with him," that vet. knows

that he is going to look at something very wrong

indeed and smiles softly.

He is a man who would spin his best friend's

horse if he thought it was wrong in any way.
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A hard riding farmer friend of mine has a keen

eye for the defects of other people's horses but

none for his own.
" Is he sound," we'll call him, " Dan ?

"

" Sound as a bell, Major, sound as a bell."

"What's that on his hock, Dan?" as an ag-

gressive curb or spavin catches the eye.

" A little knock he got out hunting, Meejor,

last week, an' we beltin' over the crags."

" High up to get a knock, Dan," this sweetly

and with tact.

Reproach in the eyes meeting the Major's.

" He slid down on his hindmost legs, Meejor.

God's thruth is it. Mick here could show ye the

place, but if he doesn't match ye, well an' good."

You go to look at a horse belonging to the same

man, one you have not seen out hunting, but have

been counselled to look at at home.

It comes out on three legs.

" Lame, Dan."
" I declare there's no luck about that horse.

To catch his leg lasht night on a hook in the

sthable, so he did. He that was never lame . . .

never. Let ye take him a hunt and see now.

Haven't ye seen him sound many a day ?
"

True, but when he was warm. This is best not

to mention.

Dan's horses never whistle. They make " quare

soorts of nises from their noses," but take his word

for it they are not wrong.
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He had a very good little mare some years ago,

a brilliant huntress, but always just gone out if

you went to see her at home.

Eventually her jumping tempted someone, who
took her home and found that she was a complete

crock, taking an hour to warm up, and also a vile

feeder.

A heaver, one of those horses which make a

double heave in the stable, was passed off into a

friend of mine's stud the year before last.

I helped to buy it, but we only saw it out, it was

a fine mover, and foolishly taken without an

opinion. He fed the hounds eventually.

" Good morning," the dealers say if a horse is

lame in front, and " Good night," if lame behind.

It is a simple way of preventing the torrent of

denial which would pour out if they called the

animal lame.

A farming friend of mine who deals a little

himself and is somewhat crudely honest, told me
a tale of a horse at a town in the west of the

country.

" I seen a gran'-lookin' horse an' he with two

stranger felleys, an' they but axin' twenty-five

pound for him.
*' Up I lepped on him an' I likes him well and,

says I, ' I'll give ye twenty,' says I, ' if he matches

me.' But says I, I biginned to think thin. ' How
is it,' says I, half to myself and half to thim,

* that the Daylys wasn't at him ?
' says L
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" So I trotted on an' he did it well, but the

thoughts was at me.
" ' No one seen him but yerself,' says wan, * We

is only jusht in, we are from ListoweL'

" So I canthered him an' he did it well, but I

seen they were eager to sell, and the thoughts was

at me. Thin I clapped me eye down the sthreet

and I saw the door of the Daylys' yard, ' an' I will

throt him agin,' says I—an' I did, apasht it.

With that he med a whip at his bits to turn in.

' An' good day to ye,' says I, ' with ye're rough

coat an' ye're strhangers,' says I, * for now I knows

where ye come from,' so back I pasted, ' an' here's

he for ye,' says I. 'I'm glad to think,' says I,

* that the poor craythur will not have such a

great walk back,' says I, ' to where he is used to

being sthabled.' An' I left them there an' they

cursin' me."
" Somethin' nice and wrong with him," said

Johnny, contemptuously, " to be out of that yard

an' two sthrangers wid him to sell him."

" That is a curious class of a swellin' he got an'

he to dhraw the leg an' he clearin' Andy Cassidy's

gate," I heard a man say when a bog spavin was

pointed out to him.

They are all clever enough to pull a horse's

head over to them if he is lame so that he will go

crooked and it will not be noticed.

" Loose his head, will you ?
"
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" Glory be to the hivins, isn't it trailin' on him ?
"

puUing the bridle closer as they speak.

" Well, I will not teU you a lie in it."—This

when a horse roars, or is on three legs and some-

thing must be explained. " He does blow a little

loud, he does surely, but as ye huntin' ye'd never

notice it, with the barkin' of the dogs an' all ye'd

overlook it entirely." Or " He is a bit short."

Or " Devil a lie in it. He got a touch of rooma-

tissm an' me an' he out in the rain last month the

day Marty Dayly was buried."

In all innocence I asked my aforesaid friend

Johnny, why all the horses belonging to one man
carried their tails so beautifully.

' "If ye was to say ginger nuts to him ye'd see

the eye he'd throw on ye," explained Johnny

dryly.

I did not say ginger nuts to the dealer, but I

felt more resigned to my own horse's less banner-

like tail.

The man who might not like to speak of these

biscuits was one of the prettiest horsemen I have

ever seen. He could buy a perfect brute, something

you have known as a brute, and shave it, every

hair of it, and trim it, talk of ginger nuts to it

;

give it condition stuffs and bring it out so perfectly

handled that he almost persuaded you it was not

a brute. He could adjust a saddle so as to make

any horse look as if it had a shoulder. I have seen

him on hackneys and real fiat catchers, beasts
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without bone or middle piece and a certain spurious

quality, principally due to their shaving, yet he

made them look so well that men who ought to

know better have bought them, to reflect bitterly

when the commoners did their high actioned best

for three or four miles, and then either rested in a

ditch or died away to a wide and crumbling canter.

Also the surprise of being regularly hunted is a

shock to those fattened up beasts.

From another man I know you may get some-

thing unsound, but it will have been ridden hard

to hounds. You will see this dealer dashing

along three hundred pounds' worth as if twenty-

five compassed its value. Flash over gates, wire,

anything to be with hounds.

We have an old dealer here who has bought

and sold more horses than perhaps any man in

the country. Ill luck has dogged him, and he is

a poor man now, ruined by taking to racing, but

in his day he has seen some big deals.

He has got a particularly gentle low voice and

is deaf when it pleases him.

Down at Listowel Fair one day he saw an old

gaunt horse dozing drearily in a doorway. " How
much ? " Jim queried.

" Five pound."

The old beast had points. "I'll give ye two."
" I wouldn't wake him for that," growled the

owner proudly.

At Puck Fair he spied a perfect skeleton coming
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along and eyed it sweetly. The owner, scenting

a purchase, stopped.

" Hum," said Jim. " Hum. How much ?
"

" Twenty pound."
" Hum. Have ye a licence ? " he asked.

" A licence ... for what ?
" ejaculated the

owner in astonishment.

" For the sale of spirits," murmured Jim very

sweetly as he strolled off.

Another very thin beast attracted him, and after

some parley with the owner he got to the far side

of the horse and stooped down, leaning against

its hoop-like ribs.

" Come close up," he said. " Close. There.

Can ye see me now ?
"

He took a lot of cabbers to London in the days

when the trade was a flourishing one and was

leading some of them through Tottenham Court

Road when one broke loose and charged straight

through a jeweller's window. Jim and his assistant

saw the brute vanish with a splattering flash of

silver and light jewellery. He did not stop but

hurried on with the other six, as hard as he

could.

" Leave him there," he whispered. " He is not

worth fifteen pound, and seventy would not pay

for that windy. Leave him. He has no halther,

an' the Lord might sind they cannot thrack him."

That horse was never heard of again. Whether

he put rings on his fingers and bells on his toes, or
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was cut to pieces and made into sausages we never

heard.

I have a soft spot in my heart for the old man,

for when only seventeen I went to his yard and

saw there a lovely grey mare, for which he asked

me twenty-five.

As it happened I had the money and bought

her, immediately put her in as wheeler in my
tandem, and drew her out to a picnic. She went

quietly though uneasily and when we got out

everyone admired her. Fifty to sixty, good

judges told me she was worth.

Next morning there was no grey mare in my
stable—the old man came, murmuring apology.

He had found out that she was a demon and sent

her off to cab—though I begged to be allowed to

try her.

If "a pedigree," as one of my friends says, "is

but a twisht of the tongue," if you buy a horse by

a certain sire and like it, everything in the stable

you took it from will be the same breeding for

years.

** I have another gran' horse be Tipperary Boy

or Cherrystones as the case may be. Come out

and see it at onst."

A lame groom is worth a fortune to a clever

horse dealer ; as he runs limping, the horse's limp

probably passes unnoticed.

" Back and quarters are a necessity. Shoulders

are a luxury." Tom Donovan, the well-known
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Irish horse dealer has said to me, "' but they'll

go in all shapes. ' No 'ocks no 'unter,' Jorrocks

says, and there I am with him, but myself I do

like a middle piece. No tummy, no stayer, would

be my verdict. When I get off one horse and have

to pull up the girths three or four holes on the

next, I am not inclined to buy."

There are fell diseases which are little known.

One is weed, when the hind legs fill and swell until

the horse can hardly move.

I was walking down Limerick one fair day when

a very smart cob trotted by, up to fifteen and

sixteen stone, and Donovan hailed the man. The

cob belonged to a man who smilingly averred

it a good hunter and quite sound for hunting.

It was blemished on the off fore. The price

was low and Donovan said he would take it,

stopping me to ask me if I would stable it for the

night.

It came up, but next morning could not move

and had to be almost pushed to the train. Five

hours' exercise must have been necessary to get

the leg down to do an astute dealer.

But the man who treats you fairly is the man
you go back to, so it reaUy pays in the end for a

man to be moderately honest, except in a fair

where the buying world is fair game.

A very common trick is to mention a fictitious

fault to take off the real one. A friend of mine

always bought horses which had a fault, hard
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pullers and so forth, as he could not afford the

perfect and made conveyance.

He went to see a very good black, reported to

be too flippant and the hardest of pullers. In

galloping and trying he was taken up thinking of

the horse's mouth, but the black proved to be a

temperate and a fine hunter . . . but the worst

ankle wiper in the world. He beat his legs into a

species of jelly when out.

Only a short time ago I went out to look at

some horses for a friend and wanted one myself if

I saw anything I liked. We saw several and one

was brought out just to be seen, but the dealer

sighed.

She pulled, was difficult to mount, was worth

two hundred only for her tricks.

" She might go quiet for Mrs. Conners if she

wanted a horse."

The other people bought. I have a foolish idea

that I can manage pullers, and I knew that Cuth-

bert would get her quiet mounting, so I ' bit
'

immediately.

The price was very low. I tried her. She did

pull, more than a little, but was quite quiet.

Followed by her owner warning me that she was

really bad-tempered, I forgot all about possible

unsoundness and took her home, to find her the

most sweet-tempered and generous of hunters,

and with a perfect mouth in a double bridle.

Very fast too—I sold her at the end of the season,
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to find when she was examined that she was

hopelessly unsound.

This was quite clever.

To go to an Irish horse fair is a joy. Extraordi-

nary beasts are being pounded at a gallop up and

down the streets, groups of men are gathered round

some wretched beast while buyers and sellers

haggle for five shillings.

" Split the difference. No. I will not. Good-

bye to ye then. Split it, Andy. Don't make a liar

of me."
" Put it there." A hand held out for the ratifi-

cation of the bargain. *' Put it there now. Nine-

teen ten an' five shillin' back for luck. No, I could

not give twenty. Twenty pound I give meself,

Devil a lie in, an' I at a loss with him now. . . .

Put it there, sir." Smack ! the hands meet.

The horse j oins a string for the train and the seller

proceeds to disburse the luck penny and more in

drinks.

Someone in wondrous check breeches rides

something with a head and tail, no middle and

no legs, up the street. A large rusty " curb " bit

marks that this is a hunter.

*' Trot him down—nodding," whispers the

dealer. " Lame is it. May be he skid on one of

them rocks the Corporation scathers. Lame. He
niver wint a lame step in his life. Lep is it. The

grandest hunther ever looked through a bridle.

He'd blind any horse in the fair. And I afther
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ridin' him from Fynes/ and I never to touch

macadam till I near the town."
* Fynes ' is only eight and twenty mile from

Limerick, with, amongst other obstacles, a creek

from the Shannon, a tidal river, and a collection

of unjumpable bog trenches. It was a fine state-

ment. Someone would buy the leggy, useless

beast, fatten him up, and show him littered to his

hocks to some guileless youth as a fine stamp of

Irish hunter.

Rings of dejected hairy beasts began to con-

gregate near the public-houses, there is little sale

nowadays of the 'twenty pounders.' Good-

looking, loose-limbed two and three year olds

pace wearily by, the best hunters are not out in

the fair but standing in the yards. Something

worth looking at walks up, compact, powerful,

well bred.

" Trot him down "—He roars sibilantly.

Another, a lashing big mare. " How much ?
"

" A hundred and fifty." A look, the mare has

curbs and sidebones.

" Hi, Mister, I'd take less. Thim is two cuts she

got on her hindmost legs agin a bar, and thim in

front, that's ploughin', no less. I'd take a bit off,

sir." He knows he will be lucky to get twenty-live

for the mare. The ploughing is not altogether

wrong as horses get enlargements resembling side-

bones from going so close in the plough, and

stepping on the sides of their own feet at the turns.

* Foynes.
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Small corky ponies dodge in and out of the

crowd. Everyone hopes to sell. The dealers,

with the cryptically reserved look without which

no dealer is complete, stroll up and closer look-

ing for good horses, or for bad ones which they

can make look good. It is quite a common thing

to see a horse sold on from dealer to dealer in

a fair going perhaps from sixty to a hundred

and twenty before he goes off to be sold on pri-

vately at another big profit.

The amount of flat catchers which are bought

and sold makes one wonder where they go to.

The animal which had not touched macadam
from here to Foynes would not get far over Bruree

country.

Limerick takes a big hunter and a well-bred

one, there are so many places where a horse must

stretch himself. Some little horses will do it, but

they are not, as a rule, much use here. Some

horses jump quite naturally. I bought one. Little

Barry, and understood it had been hunted, so

took him out. We had a fast hunt from Kilpeacon

in which he cheerfully ran away but fenced per-

fectly. I found out that he had never seen a

hound or worked out of a turnip cart until he

came to Limerick.

The self-satisfied man who comes over here

believing that he knows exactly what will go across

a country often goes away sadly. " Little light

horses," I heard one soldier say, " only thing for
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any country." When his hat bill had reached a

sum which he had never considered, he began

sulkily to mutter that he'd better get rid of the

brutes. The ponies used to try to get over by
pace and if they did not quite do it the fall was

what the men call la^-mentable.

Everyone has a real good horse to sell you when
you come to a strange country, which for some

reason they do not just want at the moment.

One of the best hunters I have ever seen was

bought at Bartemley Fair by Mr. J. Barry for

fifteen pounds. He was something like a centi-

pede, 16.3, with ' two great ends ' on him, as his

purchaser told me. His rider was clamped some-

where in the middle of his hollow back and

pounded to a jelly by his action, but he could

gallop and stay and jump and became his next

owner's most precious possession. If I could have

endured the hammering of his action I should

never have parted with him.

Never judge a shoulder until you get on to a

horse, the lumpiest looking may give you a perfect

ride and a horse which looks perfection may use

himself all wrong. A touch of hackney blood

gives a shoulder which looks just right but which

just fails you at the first mistake. A horse with a

bad shoulder turns over like a shot rabbit. The

one who uses himself really well " will be fallin'

till he knows where he's fallin' to," as Cuthbert

says. I hate sitting on a horse's ears, and would
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never buy a horse short in front, but I've seen a

pony with no front at all carrying a thirteen-stone

man absolutely top of the Hunt, and never making

a mistake. I won't buy spavins, but I like curbs.

I only buy screws with a big " if " in them, as the

stamp of thing I like is worth what I could never

give, so I try to get the stamp, very much post-

marked by fate. Slight whistlers I find often

come right or never get worse, it depends on

whether they improve when they gallop on.

Never buy a whistler which begins to choke after

a mile or two. Pullers almost all have their bits,

a very long double bridle and no curb chain is my
patent. I find the curb chain frets horses, and is

useless.

You may buy an affable-looking beast in a fair

and find that it folds up like a hammock chair

when it is tired of going on, and only fire will stir

it. Johnny had a mare of this description.

"Black mare gone, Johnny? " I asked.

" She is so. A young gintleman bought her at

Cahermee, the craythur. Sure she might be

tirened of sleepin' now." The ' craythur's

'

owner was probably even then collecting furze

bushes to make Colleen get up.

Another playfully rubs your legs against walls.

We had one like that at home, Nancy, she nearly

ground me to powder once. The horse which

crosses its legs on the flat is to be avoided if you

can find it out, before it kills you.
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'* The property of the late Captain So-and-so

or of Captain So-and-so who is laid up by an

accident " tells you nothing in a catalogue, nor

if Johnny or his kind has the sale, neither does

that " Captain Green ownded him, he rode him

reg'lar. He sent him in he bein' dead." I have

known very good-looking frauds which had this

hopeless trick.

Bridle lameness is a variety of disease which I

have never fathomed the meaning of. Some
horses are supposed to go sound in the ropes and

lame when they are bitted. I have heard that they

do, but I would rather let someone else put bits

in their mouths. I have never seen a crib biter or

a weaver, and wind sucking seems to be defeated

now with this new French strap, it even cures it

if regularly worn.

A friend of mine sent a crib biter to a fair,

telling his boy not to warrant it any way, but the

desire to sell was too deep for the groom, he pro-

nounced his beast sound, and it cost him sixty

pounds. There was a splendid-looking horse here

offered to me by his owner for ten pounds.

" Because if you put him into a stable you'll

have to knock it down to get him out," he said

gloomily. But the intrepid hotel-keeper at Croom

chanced the demolition of buildings and made a

hunter of the horse. He was bought from his

original owner for eight pounds and sold for a

fortune.
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" I could sell him twenty times over, but an' a

sthranger gettin' up he'd make a squeak an' a

kick," I heard one man say disconsolately.

" He doesn't do it with you, I suppose ?
"

" No, but a groan he makes thin," still gloomily.

I don't believe that terror will permanently

cure a vicious horse, and I also believe that the

system of breaking by tying up too tightly and

flicking whips ruins many young horses' tempers.

They don't know why they are suddenly put to

pain and beaten if they do not twist and turn

directly the bit presses on their sore mouths.

The country people's youngsters take their burden

without a tremor, someone jumps up barebacked

and rides them carelessly across the yard. I have

a dear horse here now which would not let people

up and we found it was only if you held him. No
one at his head and he stands like a lamb.

That it is not good to quarrel with a vet. is a

sound axiom. A lady who deals rather largely

soundly reproached one of the best known vets,

for spinning a horse of hers for whistling.

" He's absolutely sound," she said angrily.

Now the horse was not sound and got worse.

He went to a Horse Show in the South soon after-

wards, where he took first prize. Examining for

prize-taking is generally more or less an easy

affair, but to the lady owner's horror she saw her

horse sent on a stretching gallop and kept going

on.
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" Gallop him on, boy, gallop him on."

" I say, there." The whistle was only too

apparent now. She ran to the veterinary surgeon.

" Stop him, everyone will hear."

"Ah, yes," very sweetly, "gallop on, boy.

You said I was mistaken before. I must be really

sure now. Make no mistake. Gallop on, boy,

gallop on."

The unsound pipe deepened almost to a roar

as the distressed beast galloped on.

But I saw a mare of my own spin as roarer

by a vet.—She pulled hard—and passed next

day by Phelan of Cork, and afterwards by two

other big vets. She was absolutely sound

—

but I think she frightened the old man here and

fought as he tried to hold her.

The best of veterinary surgeons make mistakes.

The soundest horse may go wrong in a week. I

am happier now that a couple of long hunts is my
trial, and the only unsoundness I am afraid of is

one which may stop a horse's work.

My handsome black who ran so much would

have passed a dozen vets., but every horse out

hunting could pass him also.

One word of the man who hunts in every county,

of some of the types which are to be seen at every

meet.

First there is the covert side thruster. He
generally wears smart ratcatcher or sombre black.

He sits easily on a commonish flat catcher, turned
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out to perfection, and his voice rings above the

din.

Low voices discuss the possible Une as hounds

crash through the gorse with a bloodthirsty

chorus echoing gloriously, " If he crosses the road,

we'll all get stuck in that beastly bog, there's one

awful ditch there."

" Hoic ! Hoic ! Hoic !

" the Master's neck

pivots slowly. The covert side thruster flings

shame in the face of him who thinks of such bare

things as obstacles.

" Ride at it, man. What's a trench if there's

a hunt ? Throw your heart over. This horse of

mine will enjoy it."

Hs'sh ... a little red thing peers over the

bank and drops back swiftly.

'* Hope to goodness it won't be that line to

Ballinagarde, all wire
"

" I tell you I jumped wire in the Black and Tan

country, it was the only way to keep with 'em."

Strangers listen impressed. The fox slips away

over a good line and when the first rush is over

where is our booming friend ?

In a slow hunt he is there, talking loudly, scoffing

at those who are picking places in the next fences.

" Ride at 'em !
" he says.

But somehow he melts away, galloping in full

evidence for a field or two, and then unseen again

until the always over-loud voice is heard telling

someone too meek to reply, how So-and-so funked
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the big bank in the bottoms, and how he himself

riding too wide, had been wired up.

His intense behef in himself makes many people

believe in him for a time, though all his thrusting

is done while hounds are in covert or hunting

slowly. There are two or three of him as a rule

in every hunt.

Comes another loud-voiced type, the man of

excuses. He generally comes out in pink, and

almost always on a big common horse, one of

that old-fashioned sort which can jump but must

not be pressed. It is a worthy type missing few

days, an honest supporter of fox-hunting, and

very often a man who once went well. He jostles

you horribly—if you go near him—at the first

gap, he rides like a demon up the first field and he

is gone, gone until at a check or at the end he

turns up blown and cheerful and tells everyone

what happened.

Gad, he was fairly away and hounds swung

from him. Or he met that cursed strand of wire

on to the road and had to go back and round. A
someone fell just under his nose and there was

his hunt finished and over.

He too believes in himself. Believes, or perhaps

only tries to believe, that he means to ride every

hunt and only bad fortune holds him back. At

home he enlarges on it, his grooms listen respect-

fully to the oft-repeated tale, or to the happier

accounts when hounds run slowly, and the man of
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excuses can nick and skirt and yet be there, pulling

his horse into a stand at each fence ; why does

failing nerve bear so hard on the bridle and not

seek rather to get over quickly ? Once clean keen

courage is finished with you may notice how men
will jump big places, but from a stand.

When the man of excuses rides along a road with

the wordy thruster they are worth Ustening to.

Then there is the man who drops into a hunt

from nowhere, too few of him, but still one or two

in each hunt.

Silent at the covert side. Silent, his keen eyes

alert, eager. Silent as people speak to him and he

watches hounds dash out. No sign of him in the

first mad jostle, unseen as the hard riders fan out

looking for a start, no word of reproach ever upon

him for pressing hounds. And then . . . there

he is, quite part of his well-bred httle horse. He is

generally a light weight, out right or left quite

alone, his eyes on hounds, his face alight now, his

hand moving slightly sometimes as hounds swing.

In a slow hunt he is a thing unseen, picking an

unambitious way somewhere to one side, just near

enough to be ready, taking the easiest places,

sometimes earning loud-voiced comment from the

talkative thruster to the effect that " he never

could see anything wonderful about So-and-so."

Last type best known, and we may hope

after this awful war many of him will stiU be seen.

The fearless keen young thruster. The boy who
13
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wants his gallop, who goes gloriously for the

blackest place, who has not learnt to watch hounds

yet loves them because they give him his sport.

With joy shining on his keen face, with clean

courage in his eyes, bang over everything and the

bigger the better. He must have blood horses

between his knees, no commoner would see him

out. Many, too many of him, have dashed to

death with the same joyous courage out there in

France or on desert sands, but when fox-hunting

is for hunting once again with the gloom and fear

of loss gone from the field, a new generation of

him must be there to bring a smile back to sad

lips as one watches the fearless thruster sit down

to ride.



CHAPTER XI

SOME HUNTING STORIES

WITHOUT mentioning names I must

tell a few tales which happened when

hunting with different packs.

At one time we had a man hunting here who
made the answer at the moment which other

people would possibly think of next morning in

bed and wonder " why I didn't say that."

In a jostly checking hunt, with spurts of pace

which excited ambition, an over-anxious stranger

collided with our ready friend—riding at his

picked place in a fence.

It is a close thorny country there with only a

few open places in each fence. The first whack

was endured in silence, but at the very next fence,

hounds dwelt in the middle of the field, the stranger

repeated the offence. Some language ensued

and when at the very next place the stranger

did it again even a milder man would have given

way.

Hounds checked, and a storm fell upon the

stranger, who, coming from a county where perhaps

one took a place where one could, looked be-

wildered. -

195
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" Why the . . . Where the . . . etc. etc.

Taking my place, sir . . . three times . . .

manners . . . etc."

The worm turned.

" I don't know what you're talking about,

sir," he roared out, belligerent now himself.

" Don't suppose you do, sir. I was talking

about fox-hunting," and away elbows up as

hounds hit off the line.

Another reply to an M.F.H. who was unneces-

sarily rude was almost too ready.

This Master, having lost his fox, was in the

peppery mood of a thwarted man when the ready

one galloped up to say that he had just seen the

fox and pointed to the left. Now the Master had

made up his mind that his fox had gone in the

opposite direction.

He thundered out bitterly that he did not wish

to be instructed how to hunt his fox by—well,

clever men were not his words . . . and went his

own way.

Pat came the answer.

" Well, you've been at it for seven years and not

learnt how. High time somebody taught you ! . .
."

and the adviser rode away with the honours of the

verbal tussle.

I was once among the most disconcerted group

who ever abused a Master.

Wrongful blame had fallen on one sportsman,

who sat gloomily thoughtful ; the Master was
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making a circular cast. . . . Finally he broke

out stormily.

" He is light in his head," he said loudly.

" Light in his head. If I didn't knock the wall

into the field he was in, another would have done

it, an' so why would he be blamin' me for the row

I made. Light in his head he is."

The maligned head, crowned with a hunting

cap, and with two flaming eyes fixed on the

grumbler, rose slowly above the wall. Our Master

had ridden along on the far side and was within

three yards of us.

Without a word he jumped over the double wall,

stones falling thunderously as his horse charged
;

with a quiet glance he passed on, but for the rest

of the day all that group came in for it wherever

they were.

" If I sthayed behind the last man in the hunt

he'd cast backwards so as to say I overrode

them," remarked the chief offender philosophic-

ally before he went home.

A keen young soldier and hard ridden made a

delightful excuse to one of our M.F.H.'s. Hounds

got away with the keen one close to them. The

Master knew him as a bad offender, one who

would be in the middle of hounds at the first

check, so he galloped hard to pick up. Just as he

got within hail, hounds threw up their heads on

the far side of a low stone wall.
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The man who had got the start looked back,

hesitated and jumped slap into them.

The thunder of language which rumbled across

the green fields reduced him to quiet at the time,

•but evidently he thought it over, for next day a

letter came to the Master. Of course he was very

sorry and all that, but he really did not think that

he deserved so much abuse for . . . must acknow-

ledge that when a fellow got away alone like that

and hounds threw up their heads it was hang

hard luck I

Wrongdoing out hunting is almost inwardly

followed by a check and retribution ; it is only

once in a lifetime that one sneaks away with two

couple and they go on. Out of Russ in the stone-

wall country, two and a half couple streaked for

Adare and two men streaked after them ; their

glory was short-lived. In three fields heads were

up and the two looked for covert. As close

to a high wall as they could, but a head peered

over it and a remorseless silky voice spoke to

them.
" Now, gentlemen, if you've quite finished

making your cast, perhaps you'd kindly tell me
where my fox has gone to."

One tells it as a good joke against himself, the

other was hurt and offended.

The most eloquently patient look I ever saw on

a Master's face was some years ago, when a

very young girl and he reached a wired fence at
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the same time, and he asked her to hold his horse

for him while he cut the wire.

She did so proudly, but directly it was cut, she

let the reins go and drove her hunter at the bank,

leaving the Master horseless and murmuring

thank you as she left.

" Dear me," was the only remark he made, as

he watched the girl gallop on.

I went away too soon myself at Knockeyne one

year, galloping on with a division without even

seeing if hounds were out. The whip waiting

quietly, soon stopped us.

Some of them got back before I did, but of

course I met the Master.

" Have you seen the hounds ? " was his only

comment, as I fled to hide myself. The tone was

enough.

And the man who rode beside me thought that we
were not being scolded and said, " That's all right,

he asked us if we'd seen them."

Masters have many things to put up with. Once

hounds disappeared into covert and seemed very

busy about the centre ; they did not work at all

through it.

The Master wondered what had happened, no

tongue had been thrown.
" He should be there anyways," said the grin-

ning owner, "for I put a sheep that died in there

last night."

The hounds, full of mutton, were gradually
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got out and taken home ; fortunately it was late

in the day.

Another sportsman had been given fox cubs to

put down and made a pet of one. It came to his

whistle, poor little beast.

When hounds came for the first time he basely

whistled to poor Panza or Sancho and saw him

chopped without a tremor.

" They killed little Sancho but they wouldn't

eat him," was his only comment.

Mr. Browning's man had a pet fox which he

called Micky, it used to feed with the terriers,

but Micky was the hero of many hunts.

I don't know what the name was changed to

when in the spring Micky had a litter of cubs.

Some of the claims which come in to the men
who keep their respective bits of countries are

curious things.

In the western part one old lady declaiming

and protesting, swore that if justice was not

immediately done, she would pison and trap and

I know not what.
" Bodies, the sorra a body for they whipped

those on her, but she had all the feathers that they

left an' they wrastlin' for their poor lives."

She was paid twice for many chickens, the man
responsible glancing irritably at the feathers and

deciding that it was better to capitulate than risk

mischief.

Mrs. Keane's house was, so to speak, "off the
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thrack of the foxes," and a covert keeper calling

about some fencing saw her trotting off with her

money, and wrinkled his nose thoughtfully. Then

he gave soft advice.

A fortnight later Mrs. Keane lost another com-

plete flock of hens and chickens. " Roona3rted

she was." The bodies ? No, but here were the

feathers off them an' more at home, thrown

around the border of the hunt's path. The investi-

gator took them up this time. " Sleeping well,

Mary ? " he asked gently. He smelt the feathers

hard.

Mrs. Keane wished to know if his honour the

Captain was funnin'. It was hard to sleep an' she

trubbled.

" Put them back in your bed, Mary Keane,"

he said genially, " and your good night's rest will

make up for the foxes. And get fresh ones next

time for me."

A sniff had revealed that the feathers were even

musty and too clearly reft from the lady's feather

bed.

One man writing to our cheery secretary here

Mr. Power, put in his letter :

" Bring the black mare for the yellow islands,

for the country is very deep and you will need an'

ondipindant horse." ^The black mare was well

known.

Another asks for " Compsation for my ii hins.

Even old Mrs. Bennet thats is moldring in her
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grave now often asked did ye evir compsate me
for me hens an' the answer no, it trobbled her

very much as it is she who brings me the breed

an' they are not ornery hens so I trust you will

give me beyond the ornery rates of comensation."

Mrs. John .

P.S.—Hoping you will be kind enough to attend

to me and my wants."

Another writes to say that she will have no more

of it. " Didn't Mr. , the M.F.H., cause her

the loss of sixteen geese killed by him." Later on

she remarks that " foxes they are continually

here, or persued by neighbours."

The keeper of the country replied courteously

that perhaps dogs and not the Master of the Fox-

Hounds accounted for her sixteen geese.

Another spells well.

" I'm destroyed entirely by your foxes. Since

November up to the pressent day i- hins 2. guise,

an' three doocks. an' gazelings. 5 ! !

"

Some of them write angrily, as one lady who

remarking that she had been paid no attention to

goes on to say that the " geneelmen of County

Hunt Club cannot blame her for to take another

coarse, for I will not feed these vermine of the

woods for the pleasure of any. An' so if not

comensated will give the cubs a safe covert for the

season where no horn will disturb their rest."

A certain old lady who lives near a gorse here
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lying not far away from one of the chain of hills

which cuts across our flat country made matters

very hot for the keeper of that portion of the

country. He was a wise man and knew that he

was being cheated, but against this Mrs. Cassidy's

farm was just by the covert, she threatened poison

and it was a delicate matter.

She was a very stout old lady, with a fiery

complexion and a determined mouth.

Claims which commenced mildly with one or

two hens, leaped to hugeness. Geese, goslings,

and then worse still. Apparently she commenced

to keep prize fowl and her demands became

enormous and impossible to cope with.

It came to this as the harassed man said,

"if I go on paying the old villain, everyone else

wiU want as much and the hunt may as well shut

up shop."

At this point up rolled Mrs. Cassidy in a jennet's

trap and her Sunday bonnet, demanding' one

pound for a Rolling Red cock purchased by her

for one pound five, but she was letting the hunt

down aisy.

His corpse was inside in the trap.

For once the payee stood firm. He would not

do it, not even for this free translation of a Rhode

Island Red. " Why if I did," he almost wailed

coming in to get away from her, " every woman
in the place would be keeping Rolling Reds and

Howdangs an' Orpinntons, buying the eggs and
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hatching them out and coming up for a pound or

so for their freshly killed bodies."

He offered five shillings to adjust matters.

Mrs. Cassidy lost her not too seraphic temper.

Her voice rose as the waves backed by wind and

tide. There was item, the Rolling Red^ cock, and

items, a variety of prize birds with combs roasting

off them ready to lay ; there were the colds which

she had caught leaping from her warm bed to

stop the divil's vilyin, the fox from whipping more

of her poultry yard.

It was all for nothing, five shillings she had no

use for. A lone widdy woman had driven six mile

to explain things thoroughly, and, her voice

dropped as she delivered her ultimatum, " if she

was not to be paid maybe the Hunt Club would

find more dead in the covert than innicent hins."

Firmness had to be kept up, but with a sinking

heart. The gorse was close to other good coverts.

Worse still ! what if the direst thing which can

wring a good Master's heart were to occur. . . .

If hounds picked up anything and fell writhing

and tormented because of this. Threats could not

be given in to—but . . .

It did not give rest to an uneasy mind to drive

over the covert, root out the covert keeper and

be told by him that " the wickedness in that loud

one would nearly pison the foxes of itself."

" Didn't her poor man an' he dyin' whisper to

» Rhode Island Reds.
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Father Pat not to be too anxious to get him quit

of purthatory if it was there that herself was sure

of goin' sthraight to Hivin."

The old covert keeper had other things to say,

one of them that Mrs. Cassidy was sure to purchase

the stuff in the local village close by, because she

had a running account there and the owner of the

shop would not dare to refuse her.

This hint brought an idea as brilliant as a

diamond into the unhappy country magnate's

head. The man who would sell Mrs. Mary Cassidy

the poison, hunted himself whenever he could get

out, was a well-known friend to fox-hunting and

an obhging man.

Mrs. Cassidy did not receive a cheque for one

pound. Mrs. Cassidy rolled into the little shop

demanding " strycneen to pisin rots with." Her

expression a truculent one. She was served quite

readily. A paper package labelled poison was

handed to her very quickly, and full directions

given.

" Sprinkle it on tastes of mate, etc.—an5rthing

she had
"

The now odoriferous corpse of the Rolling Reds

and some scraps of bacon were easily found as bait.

Mrs. Cassidy, carefully watched by the covert

keeper, was seen to leave her home in the dusk

and march towards the gorse. She really meant it.

A watcher heard her grunting as she failed to

undo the gate and had to scramble over a bank.
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He saw her engulfed in the sea of prickly green,

and then he went home, slowly and unhappily

... to go early in the morning to give warning.

But next day the Hunt came to the gorse. It

was a lovely day, a pale blue sky, cloud-flecked,

with a sun making the country look too clearly

cut for the fine weather to last.

Old Mrs. Cassidy had again left her house.

She did not wait with the rest of the onlookers

close to the gorse, but had poised her unwieldy

self on a stumpy green bank, which was generally

the first fence to be jumped out of the covert.

Absolutely sure that there could be no hunt,

she waited for the yell of some poor beast in torture

or the carrying out of the stiffened corpse of her

enemy the fox and the subsequent excitement.

The Master eyed the old lady and swallowed

what he meant to say to her at a whisper from a

man close by.

A whimper rose from the gorse. Mrs. Cassidy

stood up well pleased. It deepened, was echoed

and confirmed. Came the chorus of hounds close

on a fox, and glimpses of pied heads as they leaped

through the close furze.

A big dog fox shpped out, eyed Mrs. Cassidy

with complete contempt, and loped past her over

the bank . . . one note on the horn scarcely

needed, and hounds simply poured out, dwelt

for a moment and were away on a red-hot scent.

Yow ya yap. They charged the bank.
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Mrs. Cassidy was old and stout, she was not at

peace with her god. She saw the hounds charge, and

her yells almost drowned the bloodthirsty chorus.

Hounds were bad enough—but they flitted by

and were gone. It was the horse's turn.

The man who kept the country has whispered a

little more. Now even to a brave and active

person a horse's head coming straight at you is a

terrifying sight. This was half the field, and their

coming was emphasised with thudding hoofs,

galloping hard.

Out came Mrs. Cassidy's beads, down she flopped

on her knees, with " Holy Mary protect me,"

and prayers offered to the gods who protect foxes ;

also oblations of any poultry they might select.

Thud and whack on and off went the horses, the

riders merely telling her to sit still.

Past her a dream of death, flitted the man who
had refused her the pound, and he called out

:

" I knew you were too big a sportswoman,"

quite pleasantly though his boot almost brushed

her as she crouched and yelled.

At last a scarred bank marked the track of the

hunt and a stout old woman tottered homewards

her face clay colour.

We had a fine hunt that day, and were beaten

by the hen-fed fox ten miles on. The man who
had quarrelled with Mrs. Cassidy rode home past

her house and pulled up to offer her . . . five

shilhngs.
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She took it meekly. She made some remark

concerning magic and foxes and she went in, merely

turning to say that she'd thought better of any

mischief.

It was quite some time afterwards before the

shop-keeper in the little town showed his books

to a favoured few.

One item runs

:

Dec. i8th : Mrs. Mary Cassidy. i lb. Epsom
salts, labelled poison, as per order Mr. .

" Great things to put a fox in wind," said the

man who had thought of the plan.

Real poisoners existed here long ago in Mr.

Nugent Humble's time, and I have seen the horror

of hounds staggering and dropping down, but it

was all traced to one man and stopped by the

gentle expedient of sending him to jail for some-

thing which he was possibly innocent of.

How many weary watches the man who thought

of the Epsom salts spent trying to catch this

hound murderer. Vigils in wind and rain on a

bleak hillside, but never successful. Someone

always spied and gave the poor watcher away.

A Master of Harriers here gave me this letter

which he received when he began to hunt.

" Dear Sir,

" You may require some drafts on account of

next season and I write to say I have hounds to

dispose of.
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Challenger 6 yrs, pedigree inside.

Flighty 6 yrs. Beauty 6 yrs. Handsome 2 yrs.

Leader 3 yrs.

Never hunted anything except a fox or hare.

Leader is one of the best hounds in the world if

a bit small. He strains back to Pytchely Forager.

Challenger always leader up to end of last

season. May be a bit slow now for a racing burst

but trust everything to his nose. I paid four

guineas for him and with a broken toe.

Flighty and Beauty are nailers. Handsome
hangs about the huntsman's heels a bit, but he has

a great nose.

Now this is the honest truth from sportsman to

sportsman. They are all sound. Terms £7 17s.

for the lot. You to send me back their bodies,

carriage paid, and they dead, for I want to bury

them with their relations and myself. An early

reply will oblige.

Yours truly,

Michael D——."

There is an absolutely true story of a pack of

what the country people call foot dogs here,

which I have partly told before.

These are the Ballingary Foot Dogs, which

board out at a variety of hospitable houses, and

have families not altogether of hound lineage,

but which possess the most extraordinary noses

and will hunt all day.

14
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Now Major Wise had a bye day on St. Stephen's

Day when he drew Knock "f^^ierna, otherwise known
as the Bla^ Hill It is a stragghng place, taking

hours to draw thoroughly.

Here just as he found, he came across the

Ballingary Foot Dogs, also out on the holiday for

their day's sport. It was a bleak grey day with a

piercing wind and scarcely any scent.

The foot dogs joined joyously in the chase

and there was nothing to be said.

Our hounds would hold it on the heather, but

when scent seemed absolutely to die away crossing

one of the bare tracks which run along the hill,

or on a road as they hunted round and round, one

of the foot dogs would straggle out, and presently

the long yow ow ow of the beagle or harrier would

proclaim, *' Here it is. Come along. I've got it."

After an hour's twisting and turning they killed

their fox, the bleak stony old hill ringing to shouts

and the twang of the horn.

Then the Master of the foot dogs stepped for-

ward.

"And now. Major," he said, "if you will go to

the wesht side of that thorn hedge and blow ye're

bugle, and I'll blow mine here, an' we'll divide

the dogs."

These same hounds put a fox on foot this year

on Black Hill, trailed off after him despite laud-

able attempts to stop them. They were out for

hares and finally killed that fox alone at Dromard

,
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ten miles as they ran, not a soul anywhere near

them to give them help after the first mile.

An irate and astounded covert keeper came out

just in time to see Beauty and Spinster Doatie and

others pull down a tired out fox.

They would hunt on for a day at their own pace.

I went to what might be termed a " notable
"

Patrick's Day hunt once—in the stone-wall

country—where a sporting farmer had started

a pack of deer hounds.

We waited two hours at the fixture before the

deer arrived in a bread-cart, the delay having

been caused by the unreasonable baker, who " must

deliver his bread if ye plaze, an' I tellin' him ye

were all waitin'."

Hounds, being a little wild, were immured in

two pigsties in which they yowled dismally.

I had brought down Miss Magner to do honour

to the chase over the stone walls.

Presently the Master whispered to me to ride

to a certain spot for he must blind most of the

field by making a pretence of letting off the deer,

and not doing it, otherwise they'd be after him

and give the dogs no chance.

So the favoured few went to the top of a hill,

and the confiding many followed the cart until it

was suddenly driven through a gate which was

shut and locked and the deer enlarged close to us.

He trotted out of sight and was given ten

minutes, subsequently made into twenty by the
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determined onslaught of the pack in the wrong

direction, where they made hfe hideous to an

active black Kerry cow.

We whipped them off and got them to the hill

and away they went, but just as we were settling

down we met the deer looking for the baker's cart

and quite determined to get to it. With whips and

scorn he was again driven out, to trot along for a

mile or so, but this particular Benicia Boy had no

idea of exerting himself, so merely trotted round

once again and made for sanctuary.

Denounced as the " Divil's pup " he was once

more interned in the baker's cart and the Master

had to consider the question of amusing his field.

We, having travelled down by train to hunt

with him, were very much upon his conscience.

A drag was promptly proposed, but the general

factotum and whipper-in had forgotten what he

called "the thrail." Something was tied up and

directions given to go to the nearest house and

steep it in " ile."

After a further period of waiting, the man left

his horse as " dangersome to jump on when he'd

be alone " and started off at a trot telling us to

give him " twinty minnits."

"He will take over fearsome sphots," we were

informed disconsolately, " because where he can

tear and scramble isn't where we can lep."

Then hounds were laid on, vainly. Not a

whimper from them. One got away and chased a
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calf, but they finally sat down quite declining to

think of hunting.

The Master remarked bitterly that we might

as well be after Patsy, so we went, to find him just

getting through a barbed wire entanglement on

his hands and knees.

He replied hotly to recrimination.

He had the rag dipped in ile, he'd take his oath

to it. Paraffin ile wos it ? It was not, but from

a can of linseed they had for the calves.

A mild chase and pursuit of a hare was the

wind up of this particular Patrick's Day hunt.

The pack were shortly afterwards given up as

too expensive.

A great many years ago a young soldier quar-

tered here used to teU the story of his first day

with the Limerick hounds.

Possessed of more pluck than experience he

went to a local horse dealer, from whom he hired

a horse, a small, poor, but not ill-shaped bay.

This little beast he rode out gaily to the meet

which was twelve miles off, and miscalculating

the time to do the distance in, had to hammer it

along as the fast trappers of those pre-motor days

flashed past him. The hireling had probably seen

oats for a fortnight, the ominous click of forging

was already sounding when he got to Croom.

Here they had an indifferent morning, but

finally found at Croom Gorse and ran past to Dohora

and on to Liskennit.
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The going was deep, the little hireling was tired

when he started. He died away across the deep

holding fields and almost gave out up the hill

into Dohora, though only two miles. Leaving

this he gathered pace again down the first hiU,

sufiicient to bump heavily into a man whose horse

was dwelling on a bank, and the result was both

horses and one man in the ditch.

The young soldier, quite blissfully unaware of

cause of offence was up in a second, pulled out

his horse, saw the other still in the ditch with an

angry man with an eyeglass dancing on the bank,

and fled on, glad to get away from the heated

language.

The hireling now flew, caught up hounds,

breasted the ascent to Liskennit, and was full of

running as they hunted slowly back towards Groom

Gorse.

But what worried the soldier was a very beauti-

ful woman on a brown horse, who stared at him

and at a check came up to ask in flurried tones

" How on earth he had got her husband's horse ?
"

The soldier said that he had hired it, and hounds

went on. He was surprised to find that the

whiskered little man whom he had interviewed

in the back streets of Limerick could possess such

a wife, but then he was new to Ireland.

Hounds checked again. The lady, now irate,

rode up to remark furiously that he had got her

husband's horse. And the young soldier said that
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he certainly had, and found it a very good horse

and was surprised that she was not soothed.

" Where then is your husband ? " that he could

not tell her. He supposed in Limerick.

To a wail " Have they driven into a doctor ?
"

he made no reply, but rode on again now rather

worried by Irish people.

At this point Mr. Delmege was appealed to and

can^e up.

" The lady says, sir, you're on her husband's

horse," he said.

The reply was that no doubt he was and meant

to finish the day on it, even if it was a stolen horse

or no matter what was wrong. He had hired the

horse, a very good one. Hounds went on. Mr.

Delmege followed and caught him. Explanation

rained—the lady, Mrs. Wyndham Gabbett, de-

clared that she knew the horse to be hers, a

thoroughbred, and where, where was her husband

!

She could not understand.

The young soldier declaimed. He had hired the

horse, ridden it, a fall had greatly improved it.

He denied the accusation, he grew angry and then

he happened to look down.

His fiery flush of righteous indignation faded

to a sickly pallor.

" My—My—saddle had no flask on," he gasped.

He had got up by mistake on Mr. Gabbett 's

horse and been very well carried indeed.

At that moment Mr. Gabbett himself on the
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now staggering hireling arrived, thirsting for the

blood of the unknown thief who had got off

piteously tendering the horse to anyone who would

take it and let him run away and hide.

It is needless to say that they rode back to

Croom together and had tea there, and that the

incident made a friendship which lasted longer

than the young soldier's stay in Limerick.



CHAPTER XII

SOME IRISH CUSTOMS

MARRIAGE among the country people is

simply an affair of bargaining. So many
cows, sheep, so much ' dry money '

among the better classes, down to hens and geese

and feather beds among the poorer.

They are the most faithful wives and husbands,

even if anything but sad lovers beforehand.

Mr. Crowe, who was then agent to the late Lord

Leconfield, often told us of one of the tenants who
told him he was about to be married. Mr. Crowe

was round collecting rents.

The bride to be was a pretty young girl, a

farmer's daughter, and everything appeared to be

settled. But six months later when the agent

came in, he was surprised to see a stout elderly

woman working away in Pat's house.

Leading the tenant outside the agent asked for

explanation and what had become of Mary Dundon.

But without lowering his voice Pat gave his

reasons calmly.

" It was near to be settled surely, but whin it

camejto the pint, Mary, she had but one cow, an'

Kate here she had two cows. An' sure your honour

317
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well knows there isn't the differ of a cow betune

any two women in Ireland."

Another old fellow had been married three

times, and Wainwright Crowe chanced to be there

at the time of the third wife's funeral.

They had all had fortunes.

"You must be a rich man now," he said, "with

all your wives and their money."

The old fellow scratched his head and thought

it out
—"Well I 'dunno, yer honour," he said

after a pause. " Betune the bringin' them in an'

the puttin' them out, there isn't much to be made
on thim."

I remember a pretty housemaid at home who
engaged herself to a stable boy, and then went off

leaving a careless note to the effect he would never

see her again.

I came into the kitchen to find Bridget the cook

raving with rage over Patsy's wrongs.

" That poor innocent bye," she said. " An' he

to buy her a little thraither of a watch no bigger

than the top of me thumb, an' to pay thirty

shillin' for a muff for her neck."

" Where is he, the craythur ? Bite no sup he

won't take but he is outside in the scullery tearin*

up Mary's aprons."

What consolation Patsy derived from this I

cannot say, but there he was, rending aprons

with the raw sound of parting linen and weeping

bitterly.
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" A fine cannisther of a girl," I heard a farmer

say of a big girl who came to hunt here. The same

lady whom I heard objected to for wearing a man's

spur and only ticklin' the poor horse on one side.

I heard my groom describing a thoroughly plea-

sant party to one of his friends.

" The grandest and quietest ever you saw," he

said, "great atin' an' drinkin' an' not so much as

a * you lie ' passed for the evenin'."

A curious belated romance, if romance there

ever can be among the peasantry, happened here

near Lough Gur and the ending was due to the

agent.

Tom Doolan then had been promised to a MolUe

Dayly, everything was arranged, but Tom wanted

his old mother to live with them, and MoUie could

not move without hers, so they quarrelled and

parted.

Neither married—Tom grew old and grey and

Mollie old and fat. The mothers died and the

old cabins were pulled down, and the one-time

lovers found themselves installed in two labourers'

cottages opposite each other.

Tom shuffled out each morning to work ; he

was weary and rheumatic, his clothes patched.

An old cousin of his late mother housekeeping

for him, and robbing him.

Mollie had saved money and only went out twice

a day to milk.

They would pass each other on the road scorn-
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fully, and would have gone on doing so had not

Tom's cow broken into Mollie's garden and eaten

all her cabbages.

Then began a wordy feud and threats of the

law. A summons was issued. Tom hung his head

with shame. Mr. , the agent of the place,

heard of it and tried to patch it up, vainly.

Finally he came again and smilingly announced

a solution—what was it ?

" Marry the woman, Tom. Then she'll mind her

own cow. I'll go across and tell her. It's time it

came off."

Before the astounded man could speak he was

over to cross fat MoUie with the same brisk pro-

posal.

" It's the only way to keep the cow, Mollie,"

he said, " and the law is nonsense. And both your

mothers dead now. Tom, come over here. It's

all settled."

" His honour says " the man shuffled across

sheepishly, bewildered.

" Let ye sthay to tea anyways. Ye've hens an'

ye pig, all disgraces to a dacent house."

They were married in three weeks, were

strangely happy, going hand in hand through the

twilight of life and dying within a month of each

other.

It will often take a month or more before the

details are arranged, and everything may hang in

abeyance, or even be broken off for one flitch of
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bacon, or a five-pound note which the parents do

not want to get out of the bank.

Death is looked on as mere and unavoidable

event, followed by a subdued excitement which

atones for the loss. I have heard them openly

discuss a girl's death before her, when she was

dying of decline, poor child, in a tiny room with

a window which did not open, with three other

children packed into her bed at night.

But never grumbling, quite happy to go.

A local undertaker at Nenagh one day came out

to see a cart rattle up to his door drawn by a

farm hand, greatly bustled to take back a coffin

at once to his master who had " died suddint that

morning."

A shell was produced and driven off, but about

five that evening back clattered the cart with the

coffin on it.

" Back again," the man said cheerily. "An'

not required. He was surely gone, but what

should I find whin I wint back but me brave

corpse sittin' up in his bed atin' pig's head an'

drinkin' milk."

Fair days are great things in Ireland. Especi-

ally those which graduate from the hour of the

baggy-breeched long-coated dealer with a cryptic

expression and a stick in his hands, and the in-

numerable deals, to the thronged cattle fair next

morning, with muddy-booted farmers buying and

selling in the grey dawn.
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Cattle have often far to travel and must be sold

early. The public-houses are thick with damp,

muddy men, and the small hotels reap a harvest.

A friend of mine who had some business the day

of a fair, told me he watched a very superior

returned American stand treat to a stout little

cattle dealer there.

Whisky was not good enough. It was only

eleven a.m., so wine was called for, as more ex-

pensive and genteel.

" A bottle of clar't, the best in the house,

miss."

A bottle of dark sour liquid was produced and

a brimming glassful poured out for the dealer.

" There's wine now for ye, Thady. What d'ye

think of that ?
"

The dealer sipped gratefully but dubiously.

"It is like ink," he said cautiously. " But it

wouldn't be so bad if ye ran a glass of whisky

through it," he added brightening up.

I have unfortunately lost a truly wonderful bill

sent in for the costs of an election of olden times.

I remember the items ran :

" To takin' Tom Magee an' Dan O'Brien an'

makin' them as drunk as I was able. Four

pounds.

To cups of tay in the mornin' for the min. Three

pound—(bacon and eggs included).

To satisfy the baker's man after I bate him till

he promised he'd vote for yourself. Five pounds."
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The total mounted to sixty odd pounds and

the items principally consisted of tea and whisky

and batings. At Newcastle West down here, one

of the country people worked a truly clever trick

on a grasping landlady. She was well known in

the village as a " hard woman," one who must see

her money before she parted with anything, and

helped her income by letting lodgings to the men
who tramped through.

Her charge was a shilling for bed and tea and

breakfast, ninepence for bed and tea alone.

One bitter night a travelling tailor, white and

worn out came to ask for lodgings. Eightpence

was all he could produce, so Mrs. refused him

any butter for his tea and warned him plainly

that there would be no breakfast for him in the

morning if he could not pay.

The neighbours expostulated, one woman paying

a penny, so that the weasel-faced weary little man
might have his butter.

This he kept and ate dry bread, his hard-faced

landlady looking on unmoved.

He then spent the penny on a candle and went to

his room, a tidy little attic looking out on the

village street.

In the morning he came down, and unstrapped

his pack. No, he did not want to offer any pieces

of stuff but he had a couple of women's things

he'd bought cheap, and he was hungry, they might

pay for a breakfast.
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Mrs. jumped at the chance of a good

bargain. A hungry man is easily dealt with.

She whispered this proudly to Anastasia her

daughter, and to her husband.

She would get the things for the " valley."

There was a petticoat of homespun woollen

stuff, a waistcoat of the same and some stout and

serviceable skirts, trimmed with excellent crochet.

Mrs. fingered and sniffed, she bargained

and beat down.

She got the things for a breakfast and a shilling

over, produced in pennies from various mugs and

cups and given unwillingly.

The little tailor gulped down a cup of tea, he

had bargained for two eggs, but these he put in

his pocket together with half a loaf of bread, and

he said he must get on to catch some train, so

moved off at his shuffling trot.

A little later a piercing shriek rang from the

room which he had slept in.

The blankets were snipped and slashed into

pieces, the sheets gone. A pin-cushion trimmed

with crochet done at her convent by Anastasia,

lay upon the floor now a bare red lump.

The little tailor had sat up all night converting

his landlady's goods into the garments which he

had sold to her and so paid two reckonings, that

of a hungry man and a guest.

The police searched for him—half-heartedly.
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The old lady was too well known and he was never

seen again.

Still about the country people, here are a few

stories of their ideas of royalty when at rare

intervals it flashes before their eyes.

Long ago two women down here were waiting

to see Queen Victoria pass.

It was evident that they fully expected her to

wear a golden crown and red velvet and ermine,

but presently a little homely figure in black was

hailed as the Queen.

A gasp of sheer disappointment ; a look at

each other.

" She . . . isn't she very ..." a gulp . . .

" respectable looking ? " said one at length, de-

termined to utter praise of some sort.

When the present King and Queen were over

in Dubhn two women were waiting near the

corner of Grafton Street, one wildly expectant

;

the other clearly bored, or pretending to be, and

looking down, as if the procession did not interest

her.

" Biddy, I hear thim. Did ye see the Queen

of England yet ? My heart is wove for a look at

her."

" I don't care to see any Queen but the Queen

of Heaven, Kate."
" An' ye'll see her, ma'am, sooner than even

you expect, if you don't stand back," uttered a

big member of the Dublin Metropolitan as the

15
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cavalry rode down on them, and he hanked the

reUgious lady out of danger.

For all her anxiety, Biddy stood back with a

shriek.

I was at Punchestown the year that King

Edward was over.

The royalties slipped off rather quietly, just a

few people lining up to see them leave the vice-

regal stand.

Behind me were two well-dressed elderly women,

with sour expressions and complete Dublin accents.

The Queen looking lovely, passed down, the

King strolling along in front, burly and impressive.

" There now ! I suppose those are some of the

smart set," said one lady acidly. "A queer lot.

I wouldn't care to be in with them. Miss Han-

ratty, I declare I would not."

When Lord Dudley was Viceroy he came down
here to hunt, and had various local celebrities pre-

sented to him, among them a well-known little

padre, a particularly amusing little man.

But spoken to about grave things he remained

almost mute, with a doleful " Yes, Your Excel-

lency," " No, Your Excellency."

Someone had said the priest sang. Lord Dudley

tried that subject, wondering why he had been

introduced.

The little padre suddenly brightened up ; he

lost his dull look and leant forward, woken up at

last.
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*' Ah, music," he said, " talking of music, I have

a little whistling mare that Your Excellency ought

to buy. I ran her at Rathkeale last October, with

top weight, giving two stone to the winner, and

she was only beat on the post by the black of Your

Excellency's thumbnail."

Most people looked round taking a sudden

interest in the finding of a fox, and the viceroy

wondered no longer.

I remember our local paper, determined to be

military, reported that His Excellency appeared at

a meet of the hounds, riding a magnificent chest-

nut " charger."

I also remember a conversation between two

farmers who saw him take a fall.

" His lordship the King went into the big ditch

behind there, an' he ridin' great."

" Did ye delay to pull him out, Patsy ?
"

" Meself is it ? What was the chap with the

belt at the meet for but to peel it off so that it

could be cot howld of. Why would I be obthrudin'

meself?"



CHAPTER XIII

KERRY, CONNEMARA, AND CLARE

KERRY with its wondrous hues of brown

and grey, its misty distances and surf-

beaten golden sands seems to hold a duller

race than we have here, and in Connemara and

Clare.

The softest beauty of all Ireland is held in

Kerry, Killarney when the mountains are like

chocolate souffles, soft and brown and yet light,

Glenbeigh with its mist-capped hills and the great

reaches of wild coast, and the clear air blowing so

softly. The weird railway running from Tralee to

Dingle is a little truant among railway lines,

scuttling along the high road, diving off and losing

itself among the mountains and bogs when it gets

ashamed of frightening cows and horses, coming

out, almost with a laugh, on to the high road again.

The steep descent into Tralee was too much for

it once and it ran away and killed its cargo of

pigs, but nothing else. Now it is obliged to stop

every five minutes on this descent and think it

over and decide not to go racing down the hills

and forgetting its duty of getting safely to Tralee,

228
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without reckless pace-breaking, at ten miles an

hour.

From Kerry to Connemara is to go from soft

beauty to splendid tumbled grandness. The air

blows softly, but here the peaks are flung up

rocky and bold, a jumble of jagged mountain

tops, reaches of heather all pink and red and

cream in August ; wide loneliness of brown bog,

ripple of lakes, little and big, and tumble of rock

frothed streams.

The Connemara people are a piece of old Ireland,

still left untouched. Irish is their own language

—talked with a softness which must be heard

to know its music. Here men still wear homespun

and the women red petticoats, and you will see

them riding two on a horse, the woman on a

pillion. They have old-fashioned fairs there,

patterns^ they call them ; and they firmly believe

in the fairies. If you walk yourself at night on the

Connemara hills, with the lakes whispering close

by, the bog pools gleaming, and nothing about

but the little sheep on the great crags above you

one can almost imagine little people coming out

to dance among the heather beUs, or grouping

on the rocks close to the brown waters of the lake.

We have a favourite boatman there, a man of

sixty, sun tanned, as active as if half his years had

never passed, and his stories are things never to

' So called from the word Patron—" Patron Saint "—each fair is

held in honour of some saint.
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tire of. "Ah, yes, surely now," in the soft Conne-

mara drawl. " It was a great feesh surely."

He will show you the quaint old churchyard at

Salruck where the headstones are broken oars and

bits of ships, and until it was stopped by the

priests, pipes were left for the lonely dead to smoke

in their solitude. Also the pass through the

mountains with the huge cairns of stones. All

Salruck was evicted long ago and went out across

the Killary to live as best it could, but they came

back with their dead and wherever the cofhn

had to be put down to rest the bearers, every

mourner picked up a stone and laid it as a rest

made for the heavy burden.

Tom can tell you of the famine. There are old

men alive there who remember it, when men died

like flies of want and then fever, and grew too

hopeless even to try to take shellfish to live on
;

or went out recklessly stealing sheep until they

were caught.

"They just sat down an' died, an' died," Tom's

voice would say drearily.

He knows stories of the Great Martin as they

call him there—he was virtually the King of

Connemara. The Martins kept open house, every

stranger who passed the gates had to come in to

eat and drink with them.

One story of how the great man worsted a

shopkeeper in Westport is typical of his wit and

the danger of his enmity. This man had vexed
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Colonel Martin, been slow with an order and rude

about some account. In Tom's words :

—

" This Mortimer had a grate hotel (their word

for shop) where ye wud get all ye cud want, but

he had angered the Colonel an' the Colonel driven

in to Westport, was down to the quay, as he had

to meet a sailor from Galway that had waited so

long in the calm that was on the say that he had

lost all his money and had none to buy a few things

he wanted before he'd sthart—nor even enough

food—an' he up an' told the Colonel of what ailed

him.

" So the Colonel thought, an' he laffed.

" ' An' I will tell ye how to get money,' says

Colonel Martin verra soft. * If ye weel do all that

I say.' So he told the sailor to make in to Mor-

timer's Hotel an' he towlt him what to be sayin'.

An' the sailor med in an' he studd lukkin' arround

arround in the grate hotel.

"'An' what do ye want?' says Mortimer

comin' out.

" * I am lukkin' for somethin' for me ship,'

says the sailor, verra disappointed like. ' Some-

thin' I cannot see here.'

" ' There is nothin' ye ard want for a ship that I

have not,' says Mortimer an' he offended for his

was a grate hotel. ' Nothin', ' says he. * Look

agin,' says he, * agin, an' tell me what it is.'

" The sailor but shuk his head. * Ye have not

what I want,' says he, ' though they did teU me
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ye had a fine sthore/ he says. * Ye cannot give

me what I want,' and he went out.

" He came back in an hour an' he lukked and
lukked, poked at sails an' nets an' bolts, an'

shakin' his head.

" ' It is but a poor hotel,' he says.

Then,' says Mortimer, verra vexed, * I will

bet,' he says, ' that there is nothing here that a

man cud want for his ship that I have not, an'

I will bet ye, sthranger,' he says, ' what ye like/

an' he swore out with the anger.

" Then in came Colonel Martin in his fine clothes

an' he listened verra careful, an' he smiled whin he

heard—sneerin' like at Mortimer.
" ' What will ye bet ?

' says the sailor. ' For ye

have not what I luke for. Will ye bet me a

hundred pound ?
'

"
' I will bet ye a hundred pound,' roars Mor-

timer, verra angered, an' bein' sure the sailor cud

not put down the bet.
"

' I will bet ye,' says the sailor, pullin' out the

goold. ' An' his honour here is witness,' says

he. Then he waits . . .
' I am lukkin' for a

wind,' he says, ' to sail me ship home to Galway

an' ye have not got it here,' he says verra gintle.

" Faix the man had to pay, with Colonel Martin

laughin' soft an' Mortimer known now that it

was a plot on him. But that was the sort the

great Martin was that he'd never forgive till he

paid out an enemy."
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Once again he had his sweet revenge on a

barber at Bath.

Great dandy and beau he went to be shaved

to a barber who had been bribed by Martin's merry

enemies and friends. A joke was to be played on

the great Colonel Martin, he was to come out into

the streets of Bath with one cheek smooth and

bare and one blue with the night's growth.

One cheek was shaven clear, the Barber pre-

tended to be taken ill and was kindly excused.

But half Bath seemed to be gathered outside,

one of the great men of the day had to pass fair

ladies who giggled and muttered as they saw the

mortified dandy. Men smiled and joked, until

Colonel Martin, striding wrathfully to another

barber, knew that it had been planned.

So he but smiled and joked back, Tom told us.

" But he waited a week an' then he stayed at

hoame for two days an' when he came out he was

dressed as a common sailor an' none would know
him. An' he went to the same barber's.

" There was a fine gentleman waiting there, one

of the Colonel's friends. ' I have come for a

sha-ave,' the Colonel says, humble like, ' an

what will ye charge me, sir, to sha-ave me an

my mate ?
' he says. ' So much,' the barber says

* so much will I cha-arge.' ' An' that is a bargain,

says Colonel Martin, ' on your word,' he says

* that ye will shave him now before anyone else.

" So the barber shaved Colonel Martin, ' An'
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now for the second,' he says, happy like for he

had been well paid for his trick.

" * My ma-ate is at the door,' says Colonel Martin,

going out. An' there was a brown ass with long

woolly hair on her. ' There is me ma-ate,' says

the Colonel, ' An' I am Colonel Martin,' he roars

out, ' that ye have made a promise to before a

friend. An' if ye do not shave me mate I'll break

ye,' he says, * an' send ye to prison.'

"Tearin' an' ragin' the barber used a scissors

an' there he was at the brown ass till he was

laffing sthock for the city an' men wudn't go to

him. But when the Colonel had him rooned he set

him up again for that was the gra-ate Martin's

way."

Out off Innestaygle with the seals sucking and

crooning on the brown rocks and the boat full of

mackerel and codling of plaice and gurnet, and

pollock, " coal feesh," we used to hear these

stories. Then to see Tom's wrath when he pulled

in a squirming evil dog ** feesh " and cut off its

head with a penknife, sawing placidly with com-

ments of " there's for ye now. You will not ate

me baits again, I tell ye."

We came chasing home before a rising storm

one night in the patched elderly coracle, with all

the sea leaping with white froth and its hungry

lips round us, with the crash and suck of the huge

rollers on the islands thundering out through the

spray-wet gloom ; we were glad to be in the shelter
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of the little Killary that night ; the sea knows how
to rise outside the harbour.

The Connemara people are softly naturally

witty, without the peculiar phrasing which makes

them so delightful up here. Long English words

are a great trouble to them, they speak Irish so

much ; one old woman and her husband went to

Dublin where the old man was run over by a

motor and taken to hospital.

Someone who knew the old woman met her

next day looking sad and asked for old Pat's

symptoms.
" He was punctured in his destinies, ma'am,"

the old Connemara woman repeated slowly, as

one who has got something off by heart at last.

" An' the docther said he would succumb ..."

Here she brightened into the confidence of the one

who knows best, "but he did not, ma'am. He died."

It was extremely difficult to sympathise with a

straight face once one had got intestines for

destinies.

The Connemara people tell you a tale of how
the Mortimers came to Westport. In Cromwell's

day one of his generals sent a messenger across

for a boatload of brogues, his men's being worn

out. The man who received the letter read it

as a boatload of rogues, so gathered up all the

Mortimers he could find and sent them across.

So the old people tell you with contempt for the

English name.
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The Clare folk are a wild race, pure Irish,

ready for an5rthing. There is a story that all the

Irish were put across the Shannon long ago and

that here we have a mixed race of Irish and Dane
and old Saxon. I know there were Normans and

Cliffords and Kennedys all round Fedamore.

Fishing in Connemara is something to dream of

out on the lakes with the hills towering stonily

round you, with the scent of heather and peat and

salt sea as the wind changes, with the lake rippled

by a steady breeze and no cap of mist on the

hills. Days when one hopes for a good catch, for

the drift will be at a steady pace, the hiUs are

whimpering tears still, their hours of wild sobbing

when all the little rills were torrents is past, there

is fresh water to the fish, with the little heather-

crowned islets to drift past, the brown water

whispering and splashing off their stony sides.

These days when the Jock Scot and claret and

Connemara black are thrown with careful hope,

with tense waiting for the boil of a " beeg feesh,"

the whir of the wheel, the blasphemous joy of

the boatman ; the anxiety until the white trout

is in the net.

Then there are days when the black squalls rush

across the waters, dark and ominous, when one's

line flies out wildly and the boatmen keep anxious

watch for the fierce rush of the storms. You will

see the lakes whipped to miniature sea with waves

white crested, flinging spume of wrath, with cakes
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ol foam at the river's mouth and rain fierce as the

wind scurrying up with it.

" But a fine day for a saamon surely," so there

is hope as the boat rocks and swings, as the rowers

hang at their oars for the row up and the roar of

the far-away surf rises thunderously.

It is not a place for those who fear rain. One
may sit out drenched through and through, resting

a thoroughly soaked back when the boat is turned

;

no mackintosh will keep out Connemara rain.

One may fish when the world is a blur of wet and

the hills are lost in the swirl and all the air is full

of the sound of waters, to go in soaked but happy,

see a bundle of wet garments carried off and grow

warm and dry by the glow of a turf fire with the

noise of the storm outside growing louder.

" Fine rain " is all you say joyously.

But there are the hopeless days when the mists

cap the mountains, when there is a deadness in

the air and heaviness even in the light wind.

Warm and steamy days when even the brownies

will sulk, nip at a fly and drop off with a fishy

grin.

Ourig, the top of the Recess chain of lakes, was

a great favourite of mine, a big lake with big fish

in it and wonderfully good on a wild day, but

two lakes. Muck and Fee near the coast, I

know most of, were good, wonderfully good some

years ago. Our last year we hardly saw a fish

except a few red salmon which take some catch-
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ing. The poachers were clever or the weather

hopeless.

We used to take a dear little cottage there, at

Salruck, right on Lough Muck and Lough Fee and

I fished with one of the best men to throw a

line in Ireland, and one of the keenest. Major

Sweetman. Out at eight and in at nine was his

idea of a day's fishing. I do not suppose I shall

ever go to Salruck again now and see the red

salmon which would not be caught jumping in

the still evenings.

We fished that first year with perhaps one of

the worst boatmen in Ireland.

The only thing to do with him was to haul a

fish straight in murderously and trust to your

tackle, for the man grew so excited that he would

let you drift in on your fish, or if you swore hard

enough he would then row too hard and finally

drop his oars and dive for the fish when he was

still full of go.

It was a glorious life down there, twenty miles

from a town, twelve from a village. No post

until one ; the lap of the lake rippHng just below.

The huge hills towering over our little house, and

the garden blazing with flowers. Great scarlet

gladioli, purple irises, white phloxes, masses of

Lady Gay roses. The little lonely road at the

bottom of the lawn and the air all tang of salt and

bog and mountain. Sometimes the world seemed

all one sweep of water splashing off the hills,
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pouring down the brown streams, and that was

what we wanted selfishly, though the others liked

to see the clear days and go out fishing on the sea.

Just a mile away it nosed up the little valley, with

old Mwyl Rhea keeping splendid guard, his peak

mist crowned, and looking down on the sheltered

harbour and the wild golden stretch of the Mayo

sands.

Even with our boatman and the parrot which

wished Mary to get up about five and wished it

loudly, who was really only too keen, it was pure

happiness there, whether on dark sulky Muck or

out for the day on lovely Fee, with its islands and

rough waters.

He lost me a fine salmon once, dropping the

oars. We look at the fish. If there was a rock in

the lake he found and hit it, though he had been

on it for years. Are we over it yet ? we used to say,

coming down the big lake.

** I am not sure. Begor we are not ! " and whack

the boat would hit the same rock every time.

" Och, saamon," was his pet cry, any fish you

got into.

I took him out with me one very stormy day

on to the big lake and at least I gave some cause

for excitement. It was a hopeless evening, cold

and bright, I had only gone for brownies, but as

we rowed across I cast and felt a fish.

" Where "—out went my line like a rocket,

Patsy, we'll call him Patsy, yelled " Och, saa-
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mon." Two men on the shore and a land com-

missioner who was taking measurements, rushed

down to watch, for Patsy was now yelling saamon

loudly.

Knowing Patsy I waited. ** Row, will you, row,"

very bitterly, tried to get up caught in my
mackintosh and went down on my knees, quite

bewildered, for my line was still going out.

The land commissioner bellowed row, the

fishermen on shore begged Patsy for once not to

be a something fool and my scattered wits re-

turned. I began to reel in. Alas, what had gone

so quickly came as fast. The voices began to calm

and with what dignity I could I got hold of a six-

ounce brownie hooked in the back.

We rowed on somewhat silently ; equally silently,

the excited land commissioner made his way to

his motor while the fishermen commented audibly

on Patsy as a man of sense.

Connemara with her jumble of stony peaks

ranged as though in array of battle, defiant,

nosing into the mist, as mountain battalions

marching and countermarching, spurning the

boggy lands at their feet, standing proud guard

over the brown-hued lakes, bare and rugged and

calm in sunlight, and seeming merely to endure

the clinging mist clouds which fall on their summits,

weeping wildly, stormily in rainfall, with little

rills spouting down yellow-hued waters to feed

the lakes, whimpering eerily on still nights when
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the rain has just stopped. Connemara is a strange

wild land, one once known never forgotten. With
her wondrous reaches of golden sands, miles of it,

with nothing to be seen on the beaches but the

black poUy cows dotted about when they come
down to the sea ; the sea birds circling down and

occasionally a child or two picking driftwood at

high-water mark. Such a great clear sea with

its depths of pure green water creeping on over

the sands, it calls you to bathe in it when it runs

deep in the creeks between rocks \vith the floor

of sand below.

Where the weeds grow at low tide, you can

look down on calm days to see the tangle garden

of the deep. Great bands of rubber weed in rolls

and twinings of reddish brown ; strange bands

of other growth poised on their wrist stems,

reaching up as if lost merman struggled for the

thick grove of sea jungle. The drowning weed

drying on the rocks floating out as coarse mer-

maid's hair might to the touch of the rising

tide. Anemones, huge blobs of pink and green

and red, enormous things waving their feelers
;

great pink sea urchins. Here and there a crab

sidling evilly. There is no wickedness in the

Connemara sea, it can rise in majesty, and storm

white crested, but on fine days it is calm in its

splendid beauty, a sea you may boat on in safety

and bathe in happily.

I have gone to bathe on the Miltown bay and felt

i6
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the sand sucked away from my staggering feet

until it was dangerous to go knee deep. I have

run for land and been caught by a following wave

and been rolled over choked and blinded.

On the Clare and Galway coast you get a strain

of Spanish blood, dating from when the Armada

came crashing on to the jagged Clare and Galway

rocks. And sometimes you see a girl with Spanish

colouring and narrow arched feet and the carriage

which is so typical of Spain.

There are some rotting skeletons of houses

beyond Spanish Point, Fraye they call the place ; it

was once a fishing village, the skeletons look on a

quiet little bay, sheltered by low cliffs, but one

rock, a low brown thing, lurks at the side of the

bay close to the calm channel through which the

canoes must come to land. It slips up seal-like,

bared by a passing wave, it is gone, only marked

by a dimple of current, and next moment it is

bare again ; and on it every man in that village

was drowned, until the widowed women left, and

the old houses are only marked now by the walls.

There is Carig A'Dandy, now nothing, next

moment with a huge breaker rising up, crashing

down in thunderous weight of water.

There are no soft lights at Miltown, but grey

strength in the world, a wind which seldom drops,

a sea which vaunts itself your splendid enemy.

Connemara is a friendly coast. Drive from West-

port to Lcenane by the cliff road and see the
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lights on Crew Bay, the islands dotted on the

sea, and inland the hills and the brown stretch

of bog, and then wooded and beautiful the Killary

crouches before you in the sheltered valley and

the wildness of the coast is left behind.

I came across a sea garden out off Innestaygle.

It was spring tide with the waters sucked back

off rocks seldom uncovered. It lurked beneath

two seaweed-hung boulders, a mermaid's garden

of violet and red and green, set with little pink

anemones, and great crimson anemones further

back, all open, these fringed the sea flowers. Above

the rock was hung with fern fronds of delicate weed,

little silvery shells formed borders in the water.

The colouring kept me there until an angry wave

soughed at my feet, jealous of the sea treasure

which I had seen. One could think of the sea

people coming up to tend that garden of theirs

and glory in its wealth of colour—its wondrous

beauty . . . sheltered under the beetling rock.

On the way back from wild Innestaygle with the

sea thrashing at its shelves of Hmpet-covered rocks,

and the sound of waters everywhere there is an

island where white heather grows in quantities.

No one lives on it, there are only little nervous

black-faced sheep huddling on the brows of the

steep cliffs, but the lucky pure white bells are

everywhere.

They have a legend there that the white heather

was once a fairy princess, who escaped some
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witch's power, by lurking in the heather bells,

and all she touched turned pure white.

On the Clare coast it seems to be a wicked sea,

a lurking treacherous ocean looking for victims.

With its shifting sands beneath unwary feet, its

suck of undertow ; its wild rollers which rise

suddenly and lean over with crash and pound and

screaming wrath. It is another world there,

where the sea fights against you, an evil, subtle,

powerful thing, swelling up so suddenly when the

tide turns that one must go quickly to get to

safety. One moment far away from you, the next

a torrent of waters upon you, trying to carry you

away.

Kerry and Connemara might join hands and

step a dance together, one merrily, one splendidly

and graciously and the Clare coast stand aside a

watcher, peering behind a mask of mystery and

threat.

At Miltown there is a curious superstition that

the sea calls for a victim.

" The say is callin'," they whisper fearfully,

as on a calm night a curious low moan comes from

the bay, a groaning mutter of sound.

It is really the noise of the quicksands shifting,

but the sea is so dangerous at this time that it

has made its own fulfilment—the victim generally

goes. They tell you there too that if you take

from the sea it will take from you. It is unwise

to save a drowning person. Their sea is a monster
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they fear. A great beast, always at war with

them.

r Once long ago some girls were bathing near the

hotel when one found she could not come in, the

sands were shifting and the deadly undertow at

work.

She was neck deep, she stood in calm water,

being slowly taken out. The other girls shirked

trying to help her, afraid to go deep, when they

saw a man pass and called to him.

He went on hurriedly. Two hours later he saw

the girl carried in, dead, and it was his own sister

whom he had been afraid to take from the sea.

Poule Na Quirka at Spanish Point is the em-

bodiment of lurking fear by the sea. A long narrow

inlet with the huge breakers crashing and spuming

outside, and in the inlet suck of sullen dark green

waters against polished barren cHffs. Once down
one must drown in the sullen deep or swim long

enough to be carried into the turmoil at the mouth.

A cave there, almost hidden, sucks and gurgles as

though some unseen beast drowned is gasping

behind the cowering water.

A wonderful coast though, the coast of Clare.

From the Moher Cliffs, which are worth a long

journey to see, to the great thrashing sea at

Kilkee where the Atlantic pounds its might of

foam-topped translucent green at the piled-up

rocks and towering cliffs.

There is another part of the coast which must
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be seen to realise it. I say coast, but the strangest

of the Burren country is inland on the way to

Ballybunnion. Plateaux and tiers and ledges of

grey rock, stretching for miles and miles. Here a

hill, tier upon tier of absolutely nothing but stone
;

there fields with a few nut trees breaking through

the grey.

It is said of the Burren country that there is not

a tree to be found there to hang a man on, water

enough to drown him, or earth to bury him in.

It is wildly curiously grand, despite its grey

bleakness, and full of old ruins and the scene in

bygone days of struggles between Irish chieftains.

At one point rises the Eagle's Cliff, a towering

oasis of green above the shimmer of the endless

grey, and on the way to it is the road of the

dishes. Here by the cliff lived Coleman, a well-

known saint with his servant, Dhuar, who, less

saintlike than his master, grew weary of living

on nuts and berries, with perhaps an occasional

wild bird. So he gave notice that he must go

elsewhere.

Coleman objected, he would miss his servant.

So he promised that next day a really good dinner

should be forthcoming if the servant would stay on.

Next day King Guaire of Kinvarra was sitting

down ready to enjoy a dinner of meats baked

and boiled when, lo ! up rose the dishes, carefully

preserving their right sides up, and flitted off

across the crags. King Guaire roared for his
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horses, he mounted with his men, tearing recklessly

after the receding dishes.

For some time they kept them in sight, and only

missed them close to the Eagle's Cliff. Spurring

the horses they rode even more furiously to

find the saint and his servant sitting before

the dishes which were now resting on the rocks,

and enjoying their contents immensely.

Weapons were out to punish the witchcraft

when a fresh surprise occurred. The saint was the

king's cousin.

You may go up the road of the dishes now, in

this century of hard common sense and see the

print of dishes marked quite plainly on the

smooth grey stones. Also the print of horses'

hoofs.

The king made Coleman his cousin Bishop of

Kilmacdragh, and built the abbey of Kilmacdragh

for him, which is still to be seen with its wonderful

round tower beside it. The Burren country in

spring is well worth seeing with the gentian blue

between the crevices of the never-ending crags,

and the little rock roses budding. Rare wild

flowers abound in the stony waterless waste.

Even the lakes cannot manage to stay on the

surface up there, and one, Bunny Loch, has dived

underground for good.

North from Lisdoonvarna stands a crumbling

little ruin called Kilmoon. Close to St. Moga's

well and altar, stand the round " cursing stones
"
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which are one of the most curious superstitions

of Ireland. You turn the stones and wish for

some evil to fall upon an enemy and I regret to say

that the stones are worn and polished even now
from constant fingering.

Quite a few years ago a man beat and hurt an

old woman who threatened to " turn the stones

of Kilmoon on him." The case was tried at Petty

Sessions, and it was brought up as evidence and

proved to the satisfaction of the Court, that by

saying a certain prayer, the going round the altar

and turning the stones " against the sun " the

face of the cursed person could be twisted, and the

belief in it all was so real that the assault was

looked upon as justified and a mere act of self-

defence.

It is a strange sight to look across the sea of

stone when it is all shimmering with heat. Endless

waves of grey, with here and there a break of one

field of green and rising from it great mountain

rollers, grey again to their grey-crested summits,

the heat haze making a veil which dances across

the sun-baked stones. You turn from the stone

sea to look to the real sea outside and see the

resemblance in them, save that one moves and

one is still.

On the road back to Limerick not far from Lis-

doonvarna—at which resort one can become

acquainted with sulphur springs and bitter winds

—stands Lemina Castle, a gaunt bleak ruin of no
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great age, but celebrated as the one-time strong-

hold, once home of Moya Rue (red Mary)

.

Here she was besieged and her husband cap-

tured one morning ; the now confident besiegers

at once asked for the surrender of the castle, or

they would hang the captured husband before the

eyes of the garrison.

They little knew whom they had to deal with.

** Hang him," she said composedly, ** Moya
O'Brien can easily get another husband but she

could never get another castle."

Hanged he was, and the besiegers presently

routed and dispersed, but Moya Rue's second

husband was not a success.

Writing so much of the sea reminds me of a

man who went for the first time to Kilkee last

year and was taken out to bathe. He went with

a very well-known swimmer down there, but of

course the surf and shallow water was all he could

manage and his friend went with him. Down he

ducked to each wave ; seeing that, James the friend,

gravely ducked also, in about three feet of water.

Presently a wave larger than the rest could be

seen rolling in right across the bay.

" Lave me this one now. Lave me this one for

myself," screamed the novice, who evidently

thought he was being cheated of something if the

whole Atlantic was not left to him for his duck.

I cannot leave out this postcard written by a

sweep to his employer.
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" Madam,
I can't come Monday but I will cum Wens-

day to do the chimbly if it will ' soot ' you.

Yrs. faithfully.

Etc."

The sea reminds me of a bridge story, because

this happened at a well-known seaside hotel.

It was before the days of Auction Bridge, and

a very good player strolled into the hall one wet

evening with a look of complete bewilderment on

his face.

" Funny Bridge you play down here," he said

softly.

A good lady player was instantly up in arms

—

asking why.
" Oh, it was only a game I watched in the

drawing-room. Four ladies playing. The dealer

went no trumps, dummy put down five spades to

the king and ace of diamonds, and nothing else

of note. First player led a diamond. Dealer

took it with the ace, led five spades out of dummy
and discarded five clubs to them, then she put

herself into her own hand with the ace of clubs

and led five spades from it. And—the only remark

one of the opponents made was—How very funny,

they have all the black cards and we have all the

red ones !



CHAPTER XIV

SUPERSTITIONS AND STRANGE HAUNTINGS

SUPERSTITION is part of the Irish nature.

It flourishes on every side. Dying out no

doubt now in the towns, but still rampant

in country places.

I should never dream of passing a single magpie

on the way to a meet without extending two fingers

at him. If the car skids on a very greasy bit when
my hand is off the wheel, it's the magpie's fault,

and no one else's of course. If a tyre goes pop

afterwards blame Mr. Magpie. A hare is far worse.

Our old coachman at home if a hare crossed our

road when we were going out hunting would go

home if he could find an excuse.

" It isn't right," is the great expression. Deep

in their hearts most of the country folk believe in

the Little People. All the old men and women at

home were firm believers. If an3rthing tapped

in the distance, " Did ye not hear the Lepre-

chaun ? " they would say.

The Leprechaun is the Fairies' cobbler, always

mending boots, and if you happen to catch him

and keep your eyes fixed on him, he must take you

to a crock of buried gold, but if for one moment
251
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you cease to look at him he is gone. A Uttle man
in red, with a green cap and plausibly polite.

Old James Corbett used to tell us quite seriously

how his wife's cousin be marriage chanced on the

Leprechaun and cot and held him.

" ' Let ye show me some goold now/ says me
cousin, ' or I will not let ye go.'

" 'With the greatest pleasure in life,' says the

Leprechaun, says he, tuckin' away his boot.

* Just oberight ye there is some be the withered

three. 7s that the withered three though ? ' says

he, thoughtful like. * Me eyes is bad.'

" ' Have done,' says me cousin, * I will look for

nothin',' says he, ' but watch yourself, ye an'

ye're threes an' bushes,' says he.

" ' I see ye are too clever for me,' says the fairy

man, laffin. * Well come along,' says he, * for

the quicker I give ye the goold, the quicker ye

will let me to me work,' says he.

" So they went across the field, the Leprechaun

as merry as ye'd fancy and he chatterin' aisy and

pleasant.

" ' I like to oblige a fine boy like yourself,' says

he, as they came anear the bank where he said the

goold was. ' An' how Nora Daly,' says he, * can be

sittin' on the bank there with Pat Magee,' says

he, * an' she promised to yerself,' an' he shook

his head.

" * Sittin' where ? ' roars me cousin, lookin'

away. But then his hands were empty an' all he
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heard was a little laff an' the tap-tap of the hammer
on the boot—the cobbler was gone. An' he raged

away to Nora's to find her chumin' and then he

had to laff himself knowin' how he was tricked."

If the cows gave no milk at home in the morning

the fairies had been at them in the night. There

was always a branch of mountain ash nailed over

the dairy door so that the good people could not
** gine and make off with the crame." What a

lovely thing the dairy was before the days of

separators ; with the rows of brown pans topped

by ripening wrinkling cream. If the butter did

not come something mysterious had to be done

with holy water.

There were endless old fairy Forths round

Fedamore, and how we were warned never to be

alone near them in the dusk or we might see the

King ride out and be fairy struck and pine away

until the Little People came for us.

With what delightful fear I used to creep down
to the nearest one for primroses and listen for the

Leprechaun, or go flying home if a bird stirred

among the whitethorn bushes.

A person getting suddenly ill was fairy struck,

had stayed out too late and seen the fairies.

It is only twenty years ago since there was the

case in Tipperary—I was at Kilkenny at the

time, and we rode by the place one day with the

Tipperaries—of the poor woman who declared

she saw the King and his white horse ride out of
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the Forth and whom her own people roasted alive

to get the fairy spirit out of her.

They held her in her nightdress over a red-hot

fire crying " Up she go. Up she go," believing

the fairy spirit would go up the chimney and leave

the woman whole and sound. Every crack of door

and window was secured. They believed, really

believed, that they were wrestling for the woman's

soul ; that she was fairy struck, and that the fairy

would go and her own spirit come back. She

could say her prayers and cry for pain, but that

did not convince them. She died of burns and

pain and exhaustion and the whole case was in

the papers.

My groom whom I have now, a very intelligent

man, believes that the idiots one sees in the

cottages are changelings, the fairies having whipped

the " rale child for themselves and left that.

And if the mother was to burn it anear the fire an'

it young to make it cry sorrowful enough, it

would be off up the chimbley in a ball of fire and

she'd find her own in the cradle."

The idiots are " thim wans " not right, rejected

fairy children sent to earth.

You must never admire a child or an animal

without saying " God bless it," or the fairies have

a chance of shpping in and making it pine away.

" The fine child she is. God bless her or him."

They never forget that. " Bollo Yerrib. God

bless the work," and a very pretty custom as you
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cross the threshold of a house, " God bless all

here."

The custom of saying " God bless us " when

they sneeze comes from the legend of an old witch

at Carrig O Gunell (The Rock of the Light) ; the

ruins of the old castle are close to Elmpark and

just off the road to Foynes from Limerick.

She sat there—any wayfarer who passed by

with his marketing was her prey. They fell sick

of the sneezing disease and sneezed until they died,

the old witch taking all their belongings. Too

many people were lost, and one young fellow

whose sweetheart had to pass that way to get to

the town, went off to a holy man to ask for advice.

The holy man told him to go boldly past the

castle and sneeze he would, but if he could get

out De'ellen, God bless us, before the third sneeze

the witch's power would be broken for ever. If

not, he would die as the rest, miserably. It is not

easy sometimes to say anything, holy or otherwise

before your third sneeze, but the young fellow

set out past the castle. He went in the dusk so

that he would see the light burning. Directly

he saw it . . . Atishoo ... a struggle. Atishoo

. . . he deemed himself lost, then, De'ellen, he

gulped out and heard a crash and screams, and

stood amazed. For now there was no light, and

no castle but a windowless roofless ruin, grey

against an opal evening sky.

But old nurse would always scream out " God
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bless us" at us, if we forgot it ourselves, lest the

old sneezing disease might send us tishooing from

her sight.

The ghostly hunt is a Limerick legend. There

is one house through which it is suffered to

go twice a year and no servant would stay there.

People used to take the place but it was quickly

empty again, a cloud of misfortune hanging

over it.

This hunt runs far, for it ends up through the

Deer Park at Adare and on into Graigue Wood.

A carter bringing the hay about two at night

and putting up there to shelter from a storm of

rain, swears that he heard the hounds in full cry,

stayed listening wondering what hounds they

could be, and suddenly saw the fox hop over the

high Deer Park wall. A fox, but a fox with a

terror-stricken tortured human face, while follow-

ing close on his heels came a pack of hounds.

Hounds with no wistful lean foxhound heads, but

the faces of fiends.

The story of this phantom hunt is firmly

credited in the country. Some people tell you

they hear the hounds cry in the air, and the hunt

sweep by overhead them.

When a bad misfortune happens such as your

best horse dying a philosophical groom remarks

that it was a " fright, surely, but maybe it was all

for the best, to let the bad luck of the year go

with it."
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To return to the house from which the phantom

hunt is supposed to start. It is occupied now, but

first—two priests lived in it last year before anyone

would stay there, and said masses in every room.

The man in the pink hunting coat is said to

trouble it no more, before that he had been seen

by not one but several very sceptical people.

" It might be as lucky." It is the stable word

here. Luck and ill-luck rule the world.

I found ivy to-day growing through the plaster

of my very old porch and called someone to cut

it away.

But they say " it's lucky, ma'am, for it to grow

into a house like that."

To put the ill wish on you they thoroughly

believe in. The person or animal ill wished dies

away gradually.

To be overlooked is another phase of it. If

anyone tells you how well you are looking, or

that they've never seen you as happy, there is

grave danger of being * overlooked,' especially

with children. I think at the back of their minds

there is some idea of calling the attention of the

Fates to too much prosperity, which, if their

elbows are not jogged, they might never see.

My mother who had the happiest of expressions,

was just starting home from Limerick, when

a friend hailing her, asked her chafhngly, if she

ever had had a trouble.

When in a short time my father died and she

17
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had very little but trouble in the world the coach-

man solemnly blamed the friend who had ' over-

looked the missus.'

" Wasn't misfortin' sure to come afther what

he said, without ever a God save ye from it on his

tongue."

Bees hold an important place in the catalogue

of Irish superstitions. If a stray swarm comes into

the place it is the greatest of good luck. If the

bees rise and go death or great trouble is near.

For some unknown reason I have twice seen the

bees leave a place when the head of the house

was dying. After death the bees must be care-

fully put into mourning, or they will give you no

honey all that year.

If a cat strays into the house blessings and

holy water must be used to counteract its evil

visitation, but a stray dog means the best of

luck, and it must not be hunted away.

;

The most unlucky insect you can meet is the

Thorra Dheoul, the devil's coach horse.

The warnings which come before death are

endless and varied.

Some houses merely have the dead coach,

which rumbles up to the door. The house of an

old family who lived near Croom has this for their

warning, and four people have assured me that

they ran twice to the door believing that the

doctor was coming when the last of the race was

dying there.
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Corpse candles, strange flickering lights haunt

other famiUes and fling up their pale flames before

the windows as the dusk falls. The Banshee is

another warning, a woman who cries pitifully

before the death of one of the family.

For the heads of the house she will come to

where they lie and make her moan. One belongs

to my father's family, and I can make no explana-

tion, but some unseen unknown woman wept

bitterly round the house for two days after his

death. I heard it and scarcely noticed it, but

strangers who came out went to one of my uncles

whispering that the woman who was crying so

loudly in the wood should be sent home for she

must disturb us all.

There was no one in the wood.

There is a curious story of our Banshee perhaps

worth telling as this is a chapter which sceptics

may laugh at at their leisure—or skip.

Castle Fergus in Clare, was my grandfather's

old place, where Banshees and superstition flour-

ished in his time. One of my father's sisters who
had consumption, had gone to Queenstown and

was getting better there.

In these days there were no trains, letters came

up by coach, and a man used to go down to the

bridge across the Fergus on the road to Ennis to

get the mail.

One summer's evening he went as usual, to

return running wildly, fly past my uncles who
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had to stop him, and drop down in a dead faint in

the kitchen.

! When he was brought to he stammered out a

story of how, as he came along the banks of the

river, he saw a woman in white sitting on the bank

crying aloud and wringing her hands.

Believing it to be one of the maids come out to

frighten him, he stole to a stack for a sod of turf,

crept on and threw it. It passed through the figure

which disappeared.

" An* Miss Anne is dead," he wailed, *' for it

was the Banshee. God forgive me for cruisting

her."

The letters which he had brought said that Miss

Anne was so much better that she had gone for

a long drive.

But—two days later—came different news. My
Aunt Anne had died at eight o'clock on the evening

when the man had been frightened and just at

the hour when he had seen the woman sitting

by the river.

There is a more curious and more incredible

story of Castle Fergus. One of a hare.

As in all old Irish yards an archway for washing

carriages under leads to the outer yards and in

this two of my uncles and James Conlon, one of

the men, were standing one morning when a hare

came dashing into it. The place was full of hares

so they only turned to see which of the dogs was

in pursuit, but instead of running back she seemed
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so paralysed with fear that she crouched and my
youngest uncle, then quite a boy, caught her.

James Conlon, when he used to tell the story,

declares that he immediately said the hare was

not right. My uncle Bill, with a boy's love of stray

animals decided to keep the hare, which lay in his

arms without a struggle. He carried her to one

of the attics, a long low room, which had then

two little squat windows looking out on to the

yard. Here he put her with bran and cabbages

and doubtless other foods dear to hares and left

her. The windows were shut and he locked the

door. He slept in the room underneath, and going

in there with my father, the two remarked that

the hare was very restless as they could hear her

patter-patter up and down.

Towards evening they were both out in the yard

and suddenly my father called out and pointed

up to the hare which was sitting outside the window

on the sill. Up flew my uncle to find her crouched

safely in the room and the windows shut as he

had left them.

No more was thought of it until next morning

when the two boys and Conlon were again in the

yards, talking of their mistake. " I tell ye she is

not right," said Conlon. " God save us, look

agin."

The three of them saw it. Missis Hare crouched

on the window-sill. This time they were startled.

Telling the other two to watch outside my uncle
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flew upstairs, unlocked the door and dashed in.

There was no hare there now. The windows were

shut ; they poked up the chimney, but never saw

her again. Whether Jim Conlon let her out surrep-

titiously, whether she went up the chimney, no

one will ever know. But be all that explained

she was supposed to be seen so often that the

window was bricked up and the room was called

the Hare room for all time. As you pass the place

in the train from Limerick to Ennis, just after

Ardsollus, you can see the old house, empty and

falling into ruin now, with the bricked-up window

on the top story. And certainly it may have been

rats, but something used to patter up and down
on that floor all night long.

There are Banshees in variety. One is a red-

headed woman who lifts up the windows of the

lower rooms and pokes her head in just before the

death of one of the house. Another is a little

crooked old woman who walks across the lawn.

These are Banshees of high standing, haunting

very well-known Irish families.

The most curious of all diiG, foxes, at a big place

in Kildare ; they come in droves before one of

the house dies. Foxes are always there, but at this

time they multiply too strangely. Foxes that know

no fear, but come close to the house itself and

stand watching on the lawn.

" God help us, thim is not right," as Cuthbert

would say. You may not get away from curses
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and superstitions over here. They are part of the

land.

At Lord 's house near Dublin—I do not

know if the present man keeps up the custom

—

an extra place was always laid. A friend of mine

staying there asked why.

It appeared that a beggar coming to ask for

charity was rudely refused and laid her curse on

the Family, that if a sat down to eat without

a place laid for any beggar who should come to

sit at, or closed the haU door during meals, so

surely should some misfortune fall on the family.

Misfortunes did fall too thickly, until a man not

afraid of trying the remedy laid the place, and

had the door kept open, and up to fourteen years

ago or less it was still carried out.

Priests' curses, the last words of the poor men
who were hanged in Cromwell's time are absolutely

believed and have worked out in strange ways.

They hanged a young fellow at Mount Shannon

when the Fitzgibbons were mimic kings in their

big place, and never dreamt of misfortune coming

to them.
" You think yourselves very fine now, Earls of

Clare," he said, solemnly as he watched the rope

which was to hang him put up, " but the d?y will

come shortly when the owls and the bats will fly

in and out of your windows and your family be

scattered and dead."

And sic transit. . . . Now there are no Lord Clares,
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and until Mount Shannon was purchased and done

up a few years ago it stood a melancholy battered

house, with glassless windows open for owls and

bats or anything else to fly through.

" Sure there's a curse on it," someone will tell

you. There is one big place not far from here,

belonging to what the country people in old days

called * Great Folk.' Rich, hard drinkers, hard

riders, proud men who looked up to no one. One

succeeded who was called the wicked—even in

these days, and the place was cursed. The old

men used to tell you that the Devil goes into the

house once every hundred years to be sure that

his influence wouldn't be dying out.

I do not know quite how long ago it is now since

his last visit when there was a meet on the lawn.

They met at nine in these days and a stranger on a

black horse rode up waiting outside.

They found at once, a fox which ran as if the

Devil was at his heels, flying over the hills as far

as Caherconlish and then circling round for home.

The Limerick men were noted for hard riding,

but try as they would the stranger was always a

field ahead, going easily. Gallop as they would,

spur cruelly, yet hounds and the stranger beat

them. He was alone when the fox was killed on

the lawn in front of the house they had started

from. He accepted congratulations gracefully.

Now that it was over the hunting men could only

find unqualified praise for any man and horse
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which they could not catch in a hunt. He must

come in to breakfast. Hounds could do no more.

A countryman held the black horse, the stranger

went in to eat and drink. A toast . . . the health

of the finest rider who had ever come to Limerick.

He rose, speaking quiet thanks. On his part he

drank to the health of—the Family—and some-

how it came with a sinister hiss.

Where was he then ? No one had seen him go

out. The countryman was looking around for

the bridle, which he declared was whipped out of

his hand.

Whether His Majesty will eat again there, or

has done so in the guise of a politician acting for

the good of his country ... I cannot say. This

story was sworn to by the old men when I was a

child, and none of the family will live in their

own house. Strangers have taken it but not

stayed there for any time.

I know nothing of what ghosts may be or if

there really are such things, but I have stayed in

a house where we all heard footsteps and voices

night after night and when the master of the house

used to firmly chase the footsteps, brandishing a

loaded revolver and declaring that he would shoot.

One cannot reasonably shoot at nothing. A fear-

less and sceptical little retired soldier, he used to

come back explaining it all away airily.

The Psychical Society came to call on this ghost

and failed to do any business with him. He was an
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evil spirit, for misfortunes without end fell on

anyone who took the place.

The first family left having lost two of their

members from sudden deaths. The'second, whom
I stayed with, cousins of my own, were absolutely

dogged by ill-luck there. Their horses died ; a very

valuable prize dog hanged itself by its collar on a

spike. My cousin's health broke down from ner-

vous strain, and the fear of the unaccountable

ghostly footsteps, the voices talking aloud and

the screams of laughter.

Dogs, the Irish say, are peculiarly sensitive to

anything supernatural. My first experience of

listening to these noises was when the dog I had

in my room woke me by running whining on to

my bed.

We took some fishing some years ago in Mayo.

Going to a curious old house buried in trees and

looking out on a dull backwater from the sea. At
full tide a lake of only salt water crossed by faint

currents ; at low a stretch of shimmering mud.

Across it one could see Knock Patrick towering

boldly up against the soft grey sky, and behind it

ran a bluff nosing down to the sea itself. The
charm of its wildness lay upon it, the rambling old

house was comfortable, the fishing in another year

must have been good, but we fell on an August

when the sun blazed brassily all day in a cloudless

sky, drawing a shimmer of ghostly steam from the

mud when it was bare ; weather in which no
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trout would take. Now the drawing-room there

had a particularly cranky old door which would not

open easily but had to be shoved hard after you

turned the handle. We had three dogs with us,

and two of them were left to sleep on rugs on the

sofa. But by two o'clock they were always out

and upstairs. I could never get in or out of that

door without a shove or a kick ; we used to shut

the door carefully, yet someone let our dogs out.

Twice I heard a man's step in the passage and

thought someone was moving about, but next

morning they all said they had not stirred. Then

we went to dine with our landlord, in a most

exquisite old house full of treasures, with an old

spiral staircase twisting out of the hall. The

owners belong to one of the oldest families in

Ireland.

Quite placidly they asked me if we had heard

their ghost. Our house was the dower house of

the family.

We were then shown Sir Con's picture, a paint-

ing of an extraordinary handsome man with the

saddest eyes I have ever seen. He was killed in a

duel, and was supposed not to rest.

That night both my dogs woke up to whine

and whimper and someone opened my door and

came in.

What, I shall never be able to say for I told it

firmly that I did not mean to look as I was

far too frightened and I asked it to go away.
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But all I can say is that it was bitterly cold until

it went and the dogs whined on.

I think the most extraordinary ghost story

which I have ever heard was told me by an old

friend of mine who lived near Adare. They sent

a man one evening in summer down to a farm to

fetch some milk, theirs had run short. He had to

walk about half a mile, and come up across an

open field passing an old rock which the country

people said was haunted.

He took some time, as Irishmen generally do

on a message, so that my friend and his daughter

went out to see if he was coming.

It was a clear summer's evening and at that

moment Dan appeared strolling leisurely across

the field, but as he passed the rock two nuns came

out and walked one on each side, one tall and one

short. They wore white robes and came quietly

across the field,

Dan with his can of milk did not appear to be

speaking to them. Where on earth had those nuns

come from ? The man came on, there were no

trees or cover. My friend looked away and when

he looked back Dan was alone.

" Dan, where did the nuns come from ? " they

called out directly he got near.

" It was not any nuns delayed me," said Dan,

scenting reproach, " but the spotty cow that

upset the first pail. Nuns ! Sorra the nun I seen,

yer honour."
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He was completely bewildered. He had seen

nothing, and my friends felt very much as the

three old wine-bibbers did here in the Club, when
the pantry boy's white rabbit strayed into the

smoking-room, and they each left stealthily and

two taking vows of abstinence believing that they

had got it at last. The one man in the room who
knew that it was a real rabbit took care to ap-

parently see nothing as he watched the old sinners'

glances of agony towards Mr. Bun, who was

brushing his nose in the comer.

In Kerry they have stranger superstitions than

we have in Limerick. When any one of the country

people dies the curtains are pinned back. All the

beds in the house are stripped and the mattresses

taken off. The chairs are aU turned upside down
while the poor body is laid on a bare table, sur-

rounded by holy emblems.

All this precaution is taken so that the evil

spirits, who would love to come in, shall find no

place to sit down or rest and will go away speedily.

The oaths of the Irish people are many and they

delight in taking them . . . with variations as to

truth.

" Be the five crasses " is an apparently solemn

one which has now practically died out. It

sounded very imposing but as the man who made

it crossed his fingers and thumbs as he spoke, it

meant nothing to him. " Be the piper that played

before Moses," is a very common affirmation.
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When it comes to cursing no nation on earth

beat the Irish. " The curse of Cromwell on ye,"

is one of the bitterest, meaning that the speaker

hopes you will suffer as Cromwell made his country-

men suffer.

" A short coorse to you." " The divil's own
luck to ye." " May ye never die till you see ye're

own funeral," meant in the old days " may you

be hanged." When you would see all your own

funeral in the crowd attending your demise.

" May ye die with a caper in ye're heel " meant the

same pleasant thing, or " May ye're last dance be

in the air."

" May the grass grow before ye're dour," was a

solemn curse and horribly graphic with its hint

of decay and desolation.

" May ye melt off the earth like the snhow,"

is another.

" Sweep ye," which they use very often, is an

abbreviation of the " Divil swheep ye from the

wurruld," and " Choke ye," a memory of " May
the Devil choke ye."

" Bad cess (success) to ye " is a mere friendly

curse, used as we might say
*

' Bother.
'

'
' * Bad scran

to ye " is another.

'* The Devil and sixpence go wid ye, an' ye'll

want neither money nor company," is another

full of quiet wit and once very common.

A very quick reply which they use is if one man
growls out " Bad luck to ye," the cursed one
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shoots back, " Good luck to yerself, then, but

may neither of them happen."
" The curse of the Crows " is an old Irish curse.

If you disturb a rookery your home will be broken

up and go to strangers, and the black birds wiU

curse you.

" The curse of the Crows on you "Ms almost the

worst thing which can be said to you.

Here again I give a story, without comment,

when my uncle, a barrister in Dublin, dreaded to

give up work and come to live at his own home in

Clare ; he plunged into farming with the zeal of the

novice and one of his crazes was clearing out trees.

The rooks had had a home for generations in a

plantation which he wished to clear away.

Old men prayed to him to let it be, but he knew

no superstition and down went the rookery, in

spring, with the bewildered birds circling and

lamenting overhead.

" The curse of the crows will fall on the Coun-

sellor," everyone said. "The craythurs that was

lookin' to nesht."

I really cannot say what the crows had to do

with it, but in two years my uncle died and in

some way had lost all his money. No one ever

found out how. There was nothing for his eldest

son to keep up and alter the old place on. It is

old and gone, and falling to ruin rapidly.

* This curse is said to have originated from a crow or raven on the

flag of the Danes
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Another thing which you may not do is to dig

up a fairy forth. The curse which falls upon the

man who puts the first spade in is the loss of a limb

or his wits.

I had a cousin in Clare who did not believe in

fairies, and wished to level a forth on his land.

Not a labourer he had would begin it for him.

Calling them a great many names he offered a

pair of new boots to the man who would brave the

folly of the superstition and at the same time he

called for a spade himself. Once the red earth

was turned the onus was off, the rest worked on

busily, if uneasily. Before one bank was down the

man from Ennis who had been promised the boots

was moaning over a crushed foot, a big rock had

fallen on to it. One boot was all he ever wore for

the rest of his days. Whether someone was de-

termined to see that superstition must be attended

to and rolled the stone down I cannot say. But

when a few years later my cousin himself went

mad the fairy forths in County Clare stood a good

chance of being left alone.

You must not use anything which comes from

a church. This brings the most dreadful misfor-

tune. Now here again a case of coincidence.

About ten years ago a woman brought up a pair

of particularly handsome brass candlesticks which

I bought. But my housemaid promptly warned

me that they were off the " Holy Althar," and

that I must return them at once.
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An Englishman who was staying here scoffed

loudly and insisted despite all warnings on taking

the candlesticks.

He lost his appointment, a big one, and even

his pension two years afterwards, through various

faults of his own. My housemaid says through
" The holy candlesticks, that no one but a hay-

then would keep in their house. An' he warned

an' all."

If a cow calves a woollen thread must be wound
round their tails to prevent their being elf shot

by the good people.

Crickets are very unlucky in some counties

and always bring misfortune. A Uttle holy water

is sprinkled about when they chirrup.

"This day's Thursday (or whatever day it may
be), God betwixt us and harm," is supposed to be a

safeguard against the good people.

Anything which went wrong with the milk or

the grass at home when I was a child was always

put down quite gravely to the fairies.

There were pishogues which I quite forgot to pre-

vent them getting into the " bane " at night when

the cows were out. Whenever you saw anything

which was the first of its year to you, you must

always say in Irish—I know it, but I can't spell it,

it sounds like—Mirre me bhuam Nuom Sherrish.

" May I live till I see the same next year," or

the fairies, if " thim wans " were about, would

take you before the year was out,

i8
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They used to show us a rock by the river at

Ardsollus with the print of a horse-shoe marked in

it ; they said the king of the fairies' horse had

lighted on the rock and made the mark.

People may think I am writing of superstitions

which have died out, but they have not. Some of

the more exaggerated, such as the old Connemara

legend of the Shee, which perched itself on some-

one's back and could only be got rid of by the

inflicted one persuading some stranger to drink

from a bottle which they carried—^when the Shee

obligingly transferred its lodgings—are gone. But

now every May Eve the people go with mountain

ash round their haggards to prevent the fairies

taking the crops, and on St. John's Eve

burn bonfires and scatter the ashes round the

fields.

Within three miles of Limerick there is a farmer

who declares that the milk of his cows was for

two years taken by the fairies.

And another who threw a stone at a hare in his

yard and heard a muffled squeak and saw no hare

but a little old neighbour outside his gate hurrying

home holding a bruised arm, and that year he

lost all his oats. He tells it as a fact.

There are always old women with strange powers

to be found. They can dry up your wells at their

will, stepping out at night with a bucket and

taking a few drops, and the well dries.

One farmer near Newport had offended an old
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wise woman and dreading her visitation to his

well lay out at night to watch it. About four

o'clock when the night was growing old and grey

they saw her coming. The bucket was taken

away and she was told she could not steal a drop

of water.

Then she stood mumbling at them, then flop

she went into the well and took enough water on

her clothes. The well was dry in a week.

There is no necessity to give money to a beggar,

but you must not let them leave hungry if they

will take bread, or you may shortly want it your-

self.

I have often heard my father speak of the

Whisperer, Sullivan, who was a power in the

horsy world many years ago. Horses were

roughly broken in those days and consequently

many were vicious. To them the Whisperer

would come.

The wickedest and worst of beasts would come

out of their stables in a lather of sweat, but quiet,

and quiet for the rest of their lives.

My father remembered when he was a boy, a

brown mare which could not be ridden or groomed,

a beautiful animal but a fiend. She would burst

her girths, lie down, roll on her rider, and in the

end she was left in her stable unconquered.

The Whisperer was somewhat reluctantly sent

for.

No one ever saw his process. He shut the doors
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and stuffed up the windows, but this time a stable

boy lay in the loft covered in hay where he could

peep down.

He saw Sullivan close the doors, the windows

had had bags put over them, and walk quietly

up to the mare, put his arms round her neck and

draw her head down. She broke out all over her

glossy coat, turning black, but she stood trembling

and quiet. The Whisperer held her head down,

his face close to her ear. He crossed over repeating

this at the far side. Then he handled her gently,

rubbing her wet neck, lifting her feet, and then

held her head again. The light was dim, but the

boy saw all this.

After about half an hour, Sullivan opened the

door and called for a bridle, led the mare out.

She was still sweating and trembling. She was

saddled, ridden, going quite quietly, and she

never showed temper again. The Whisperer was

well known, it is so long ago that he is almost for-

gotten, but a few days ago I heard another similar

story, except that no one watched him.

He would tell you with a little smile that he

knew what the horses talked about and that they

understood him. No one ever learnt the secret

of his power.

A man in County Limerick who died lately had

a cure for farcy, the secret of which he kept to

himself; the well-known mare Molly Morgan of

the Adare stud was cured by him, among hundreds
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of others. As in Sullivan's case, he let no one see

how he worked.
" Ye'll sup sorrow for this," is a common

expression.

If everything goes wrong all day the old people

will tell you, " Ye got out of bed with ye're left

foot foremosht," which is a most unlucky thing

to do.

In Connemara if you meet a red-headed woman
when you are going out fishing the boatman would

just as soon go home for the day.

Bad scran to Maggie or Katie as the case may
be, that she should be out with the fine drop of

rain to stir the wather, now no chance of a feesh.

Hares in Connemara are often said to be fairy

men who take off their skins when they get back

to their huts on the mountains.
" Thim ones " you can only kill with a silver

bullet, they tell you.

Superstition will take a long time to die out in

Ireland, if it ever does. The towns may kill it,

but in the lonely places where the mountain peaks

toss themselves up into the mist, and all the world

whispers after rain with the voices of babbling

falling streams, where the heather is pink and

crimson against brown rock and bog, or where

the pasture lands stretch green and wide with the

old forths rising from them, the children will

listen still for the tap of the fairy cobbler when

the grey dusk falls. They will still run past the

i8*
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fairy forths where the thorns hide mystery

beneath their prickly branches, and if the cow is

short, the fairies come to it in the night and say

:

''This day's Thursday, Godbetwixt us andharm."

Some of the strangest stories in Ireland are

told of disappearances. They are firmly believed

in. He or she was took by the fairies—or worse,

by the Devil.

There is an eerie tale told of a very old family,

one well known, not far from Kilkenny, and its

wicked heir. It is written, they tell me, in old

accounts of the family, and no explanation has

ever been forthcoming.

This heir lived in the old hill fair days of drinking

and hard living. And even then shocked everyone

about him by his wildness.

One day he fell iU, and was in his bed when a

ring came to the hall door.

The butler opened it to admit a foreign-looking

man who asked for the eldest son.

" 111 ? It did not matter, he would go upstairs."

He went up the stairs, the butler remembered

afterwards that he did not ask to be shown the

way, and about ten minutes afterwards a piercing

shriek rang through the old house.

It came from the sick boy's room. Everyone

who heard it ran up, to find the boy lying un-

conscious, with a look of terror stamped on his

white face.

When he spoke it was to rave in fever but
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he recovered and gave orders that on no excuse

was the man who had come that day ever to be

let into the house again, especially if he himself

was ill and helpless.

The heir, reformed for a space, and then

weary of good works grew wilder and wickeder

than ever, until he again fell ill.

He was lying in the same room and again some-

one rang. The butler seeing the foreign-looking

man waiting outside, tried to shut the door and

call his mistress.

The man pushed past him and ran upstairs.

It took a few minutes to find anyone, and this

time all was quiet, no shriek arose.

No shriek, but the boy's bed was empty. He
was not there. He had disappeared and was

never seen again.

There were no trains in those days either to

bring the stranger down or take the two away.

The heir was never seen again and the country

people point to the house and say :

" One of thim was carried off be the Divil."

Whether there was murder in it and the boy

was hidden by his people no one will ever know%

If you ask one of them they will tell you there was

no explanation.

About ten years ago a woman disappeared

—

I think it was in Galway.

It was snowy weather. She went to the weU

for a bucket of water and was never seen again.
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Her footprints goingdown to the well were plainly

visible, there were none coming back.

This was in the papers, the police tried to trace

her but nothing was ever heard again. It was a

small shallow well.

They have beautiful superstitions too, the Irish.

I never knew why, when anyone dies, some of

their clothes must be given away at once. And I

asked a little while ago.

Because if nothing was given away the spirit

must go unclothed, shivering until the kindly act

gave it the right to be warm.

Down in Connemara it is almost difficult not to

believe in the Little People, when you walk alone

on the hills you feel as if they must be peeping

out of the heather, hiding behind great cairns of

stone, waiting until you are gone to come out

dancing, leaping from tussock to tussock, swinging

on the pink bells, falling over the scarlet mosses.

In Salruck churchyard, when first I went down

there, there were pipes for the dead to smoke

laid by the crossed oars which made the fisher-

men's tombstones. Now these are forbidden as

heathenish.

Superstition is part of Irish natures; it will

never be rooted out. Belief in the Little People

will gradually be swept away to the wild places,

but the gods of good and bad luck will be ever in

evidence, believed in and feared.



CHAPTER XV

IRELAND STILL UNCHANGED AT THE LAST

I
HAVE seen hunting now pass through the

phase of the war. At first we talked of Christ-

mas. We kept their horses fit. Then with numb
hearts we saw the spring creep round and spoke

of " next season." And who reaUsed then how
many seasons were to come and go, and how
many saddles would never be filled again ? They

were strange things those meets during the first

year of war. Newspapers were sent for before we
started to see how it was going. Good news

to-day !—They will be back before the season

ends. We believed it then. . . .

So through the endless summer with the loneli-

ness brightened by letters, with every day a

strain ; and to the next year, when the fields were

so small one realised, and one no longer hoped.

I have seen a meet of three people not including

the Master and hunt servants, and even they

changed, for two went out to fight.

Good horses grew scarce, anything was worth

charger price, and it no longer paid the dealers to

train a hunter, as a sound valuable horse was

worth no more than a medium one.

281
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There were the fevered days of leave, countmg

each hour as it passed, and the partings worse

each time.

I think the first meets after peace had come

were stranger still, one felt as if the lost thrusters

who had ridden here, and would ride no more,

were there beside us, phantoms in pink back

in their beloved bank country.

In 1915 the rebellion stirred us. Easter Monday,

I remember, was a soaking day, and I first heard

the news on the telephone. DubUn was cut off.

A message had come through—^its last words,

" The Sinn Feiners are in the office," and then

silence.

Friends of mine in Dublin, up for the races,

went through it, getting away with difficulty.

We really only saw the serio-comic side. . . . All

telephones were cut off. . . . Barricades were

erected on the bridges, and frenzied housewives

rushed about laying in provisions.

The barrier on the Wellesley Bridge was

most imposing, and I remember rushing down

to see it and upsetting a neat stack of bayonets,

but no one minded. An irate old lady in an ass

cart was trying to pass out just as I got there.

Wheeled traffic had to go round by another

bridge.

" Young man," she hailed the sentry. " Young

man, let me pass if ye plaze."
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The sentry explained matters pleasantly. ** Go
around be Thomond Bridge."

" No, young man. Young man, let me pass.

Young man, I have three young pigs hungry at

home, an' the male in the car. God save us,

will you call an officer ?
"

After a prolonged wait she lost her temper,

backed the cart into a sentry box, and drove

off, declaring " she'd have the law on the mili-

tary."

Then there were the pessimists who had news

that armed forces were marching on Limerick,

but it fizzled out, leaving everything unchanged.

Ireland is too great a child to remember.

Last year I went through the experience of a

raid for arms by fifteen pohte men in masks.

They put revolvers to my head. I feel sure they

were not loaded ; the men Hstened quite meekly

as I abused them soundly, and one of them offered

me a match to light my cigarette with. No one

but an Irish raider could have done this. They

got no arms except some old spears which they

carried off triumphantly. I was alone in the

house but for two maids who were quite calm

though frightened.

It is getting towards autumn now. The leaves

are darkening. We have seen young cubs in the

place, and another season is near us. As Con

Magner told me, " Ye cannot go on much longer,"
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but I hope to as long as nerve lasts, and to see

Ireland again forgetting her troubles with the

great sport of kings cutting up her fields, knock-

ing down patient men's fences, but always wel-

come. As my first toast on my first page was

fox-hunting, let it be, as the Irish say, my " second

last," and one more, " Fox-hunters past, present,

and to come !

"
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Firth (C. H.). CROMWELL'S ARMY.
A History of the English Soldier daring the
Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the
Protectorate. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. Js. 6d. net.

Fisher (H. *. L.). THE REPUBLICAN
TRADITION IN EUROPE. Cr. Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

FltzGcrald (Edward). THE RUBAIyAt
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com-
mentary by H. M. Batson, and a Biograph-
ical Introduction by E. D. Ross. Cr. %vo.

TS. 6d. net.

Pyleman (Rose). FAIRIES AND CHIM-
NEYS. Fcap. 8vo. Fourth Edition.
3J. 6d. net.
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Garstin (Crosby). THE MUD-LARKS
AGAIN. Fcap. %vo. 35. td. net.

Gibbins (H. de B,). INDUSTRY IN
ENGLAND: HISTORICAL OUT-
LINES. With Maps and Plans. Ninth
Editim. Demy %ve. 12s. 6d. net.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With 5 Maps and a Plan.
Twenty-sixth Edition. Cr. %vo. 5J.

Gibbon (Edward). THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
Edited, with Notes, Appendices, and Maps,
byj. B. BuRV. Illustrated. Seven Volumes.
Demy %vo. Illustrated. Each 12s. 6d. net.

Also in Seven Volumes. Cr. Svo. Each
ys. 6d. net.

Gladstone (W. Ewart). GLADSTONE'S
SPEECHES : Descriptive Index and
Bibliography. Edited by A. Tilney Bas-
SETT. With a Preface by Viscount
Brtce, O.M. Demy 800. 12s. 6d. net.

GloYer (T. R.). THE CONFLICT OF
RELIGIONS IN THE EARLY ROMAN
EMPIRE. Seventh Edition. Demy tvo.
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POETS AND PURITANS. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. loj. dd. net.

FROM PERICLES TO PHILIP. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

VIRGIL. Third Edition. Demytvo. ios.6d.

net.

THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION AND
ITS VERIFICATION. (The Angus Lec-
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ts. net.

Grahame (Kenneth). THE V/IND IN
. THE WILLOWS. Eighth Edition. Cr.

%vo. js. 6d. net.

Griffin (W. Hall) and Minchln (H. C).
THE LIFE OF ROBERT BROWNING.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy ivo.

I2S. 6d. net.

Haig (K. G.). HEALTH THROUGH
DIET. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts.

net.

Hale (J. R.). FAMOUS SEA FIGHTS :

From Salamis to Tsu-shima. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. td. net.

Hall(H.B.). THE ANCIENT HISTORY
OF THE NEAR EAST FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE BATTLE
OF SALAMIS. Illustrated. Fourth Edi-
tion. Demy ^0. 16s. net.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY. Vol. I., 1217-1688.

Second Edition. Vol. II., 1689-1815.
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Barker (Alfred). THE NATURAL HIS-
TORY OF IGNEOUS ROCKS. With
112 Diagrams and 2 Plates. Demy %vo.

i^s. net.

Harper (Charles G.). THE 'AUTOCAR'
ROAD-BOOK. With Maps. Four
Volumes. Cr. Zvo. Each 8s. dd net.
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II.
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IV.
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Hassan (Arthur). THE LIFE OF
NAPOLEON. Illustrated Demy Zvo.

\os. 6d. net.

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS:
CHAUCER TO POE. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Hill (George Francis). ONE HUNDRED
MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 125. 6d. fiet.

Hobhouse (L. T.). THE THEORY OF
KNOWLEDGE. Second Edition. Demy
iao. I5i. net.

Hobson (J. A.). INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : An Application of Economic
Theory. Cr. Zvo. 5J. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY: An Inquiry
into the Industrial Condition of the
Poor. Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UN-
EMPLOYED : An Inquiry and an
Economic Policy. Sixth Edition. Cr. 800.

5J. net.

GOLD, PRICES AND WAGES: With an
Examination of the Quantity Theory.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.). HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Post Zvo. js. 6d.

net.

Holdsworth (W. 8.). A HISTORY OF
ENGLISH LAW. Four Volumes.
Vols. /., //., ///. Each Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. Each iss. net.

Hutt (C. W.). CROWLEY'S HYGIENE
OF SCHOOL LIFE. Illustrated. Second

and Revised Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.
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UMBRIA. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
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trated. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d. net.
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MARCHES. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.
net.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUS-
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Third Edition. Cr. Zz/o. ys. 6d. net.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. %vo. js.

6d. net.

VENICE AND VENETIA. Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

NAPLES AND SOUTHERN ITALY.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d. net.

ROME. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. js. 6d. net.

COUNTRYWALKS ABOUT FLORENCE.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo.
6s. net.

THE CITIES OF SPAIN. Illustrated.
Fi/ih Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Dramatic
Poem, translated by William Wilson.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. $s. net.

Inge(W.R.). CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM.
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Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Innes (A. D.). A HISTORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. js. 6d.
net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps, fijih Edition. Demy Svo.
12s. 6d. net.

Innes (Mary). SCHOOLS OF PAINT-
ING. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. Ss. net.

Jenks (E.). AN OUTLINE OF ENG-
LISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Third
Edition. Revised by R. C. K. Ensor. Cr.
Svo. 5i. nei.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LAW : From the Earliest Times to
THE End of the Year 1911. Demy Svo.
10J. 6rf. net.

Johnston (Sir H. H.)- BRITISH CEN-
TRAL AFRICA. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. ^to. iSs. net.

THE NEGRO IN THE NEW WORLD.
Illustrated. Crown \to. £1 is. net.

Julian (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Edited by
Grace Warrack. Sixth Edition. Cr.
Svo. ^s. net.

Keats (Jolin). POEMS. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by E. de Seli.vcourt.
With a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Third Edition. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Keble (Jolin). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W.
Lock. Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap.
Svo. 5J. net.

Kelynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P. THE
DRINK PROBLEM OF TO-DAY IN
ITS MEDICO-SOCIOLOGICAL AS-
PECTS. Second and Revised Edition.
Demy Svo. lof. td. net.

Kldd (Benjamin). THE SCIENCE OF
POWER. Eighth Edition. Cr.Svo. 7s. 6d.
nei.

Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK • ROOM
BALLADS. iSgth Thousand. Cr. Svo.
Buckram, js. 6d. net. Also Fcap. Svo.
Cloth, 6s. net ; leather, 79. 6d. net.
Also a Service Edition. T%uo I'olumes.
Squarefcap. Svo. Each 3^. net.

THE SEVEN SEAS. 140M Thousand.
Cr. Svo. Buckram, js. td. net. Also Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, 6s. net; leather, js. 6d. net.
Also a Service Edition. Two Volumes.
Squarefcap. Svo. hach y. net.

THE FIVE NATIONS. lao/A Tlwusand.
Cr. Svo. Buckram, js. 6d. net. Also Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, 6s. net ; leather, js. 6d. net.
Also a Service Edition. Two Volumes.
Squarefcap. Svo. Each 3J. net.

THE YEARS BETWEEN. Cr. Svo.
Buckram, 7s. 6d. net. Also on thin paper.
Fcap. Svo. Blue cloth, 6s. net; Limp
lambskin, "Js. 6d. net.

Also a Service Edition. Two volumes.
Squarefcap. Svo. Each 3J. net.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sith Thou-
sand. Cr. Svo. Buck} am, js. 6d. net.
Also Fcap. Svo. Cloth, 6s. net; leather,
ys. 6d. net.

Also a Service Edition. Two Volumes.
Squarefcap. Svo. Each 3J. net.

HYMN BEFORE ACTION. Illuminated.
Fcap. ^to. IS. 6d. net.

RECESSIONAL. Illuminated. 'Fcap. ^to.

IS. 6d. net.
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TWENTY POEMS FROM RUDYARD |

KIPLING. 36o<A Thousand. Fcap. Svo.
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IS. net.

Lamb (Charles and Mary). THE COM-
PLETE WORKS. Edited by E. V. Lucas.
A New andRevisedEdition in Six Volumes.
With Frontispieces. Fcap. Svo. Each. 6s.

net.
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I. Miscellaneous Prose, ii. Elia and
THE Last Essays of Elia. hi. Books
FOR Children, iv. Plays and Poems.
V. and VI. Letters.
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Lane-Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated. Second Edition, Revised. Cr.
Svo. gs. net.

Lankester (Sir Ray). SCIENCE FROM
AN EASY CHAIR. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. ta. net.

SCIENCE FROM AN EASY CHAIR.
Secotid Series. Illustrated. First Edition.
Cr. %vo. "js. 6d. net.

DIVERSIONS OF A N.ATURALIST.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

Lewis (Edward). EDWARD CARPEN-
TER : An Exposition and an Apprecia-
tion. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Lock (Walter). ST. PAUL, THE
MASTER BUILDER. Third Edition.
Cr. %vo. 5^. net.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE-
Cr. 8z)0. 6s. net.

Lodge (Sir Oliver). MAN AND THE
UNIVERSE : A Study of the Influenxe
OF the Advance in Scientific Know-
ledge UPON OUR Understanding of
Christianity. Ninth Edition. CrownZvo.
•js. 6d. net.

THE SURVIVAL OF MAN : A Study in
Unrecognised Human Faculty. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d. net.

MODERN PROBLEMS. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d.

net.

RAYMOND ; or, Life .^nd Death. Illus-

trated. Eleventh Edition. DemyZvo. 15^'.

net.

THE WAR AND AFTER : Short Chap-
ters ON Subjects of Serious Practical
Import for the Average Citizen in a.d.

1915 Onwards. Eighth Edition. FcaJ>.

&V0. 2s. net.

Loreburn (Karl). CAPTURE AT SEA.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

HOW THE WAR CAME. With a Map.
Cr. Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Illustrated. Tuwty-
fourth Edition. Cr. ?>z<o. 6s. net,

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. Illustrated.

Second Editioti. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Lorimer (Norma). BY THE WATERS
OF EGYPT. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. JS. 6d. net.

Lucas (B. v.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Demy
Svo. los. 6d. net.

A V/ANDERER IN HOLLAND. Illus-

trated. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. 'avo. 8j. 6d.

net.

A WANDERER IN LONDON. Illus-

trated. Eighteenth Edition, Revised. Cr.

^vo. 3j. 6d. net.

LONDON REVISITED. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 8j. 6d. net.

A WANDERER IN PARIS. Illustrated.

Thirteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. Zs. 6d. net.

Also Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

A WANDERER IN FLORENCE. Illus-

trated. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. Ss. 6d.

net.

A WANDERER IN VENICE. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d. net,

THE OPEN ROAD : A Little Book for
Wayfarers. Twenty-sezienth Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. 6d. net. India Paper, -js. 6d.

net.

Also Illustrated. Cr. ^to. I'ss, net.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : A Little Book
for the Urbane. Ninth Edition. Reap.
Svo. 6s. net.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Ninth
Edition. Reap, °vo. 6s. net.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Eighth
Edition. Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

THE GENTLEST ART: A Choicb of
Letters by Entertaining Hands.
Tenth Edition. Reap. Svo. 6s. }iei.

THE SECOND POST. Ri/th Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

HER INFINITE VARIETY : A Feminine
Portrait Gallery. Eighth Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

GOOD COMPANY : A Rally of Men.
Rourth Edition. Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

ONE DAY AND ANOTHER. Seventh
Edition, Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

OLD LAMPS FOR NEW. Si.vth Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

LOITERER'S HARVEST. Third Edition,
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

CLOUD AND SILVER. Third Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

LISTENER'S LURE : An Oblique Nalka-
TION. Tzuel/th Edition. Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-Going
Chronicle. Sixteenth Edition. Reap.
Svo. 6s. net.

MR. INGLESIDE. Twelfth Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

LONDON LAVENDER. Twelfth Edition.
Reap. Svo. 6s. net.

LANDMARKS. Rifth Edition. Reap. Svo.

6s. net.
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THE BRITISH SCHOOL : An Anecdotal
Guide to the British Painters and
Paintings in the National Gallery.
Fcap. %vo. 6s. net.

A BOSWELL OF BAGHDAD, AND
OTHER ESSAYS. Third Edition. Fcap.
Svo. 6s. net.

'TWIXT EAGLE AND DOVE. Third
Edition. Fcap, Zvo. 6s. net.

Lydekkor (R.). THE OX AND ITS
KINDRED. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 7s. 6d.
net.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND
HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F.
C. Montague. Three Volumes. Cr. Svo.

1 8J. net.

Hacdonald (J. R. M.). A HISTORY OF
FRANCE. Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo.

Each los. 6d. net.

McDougall (William). AN INTRODUC-
TION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Tmelfih Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

BODY AND MIND: A History and a
Defence of Animism. Fourth Edition.
Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

Maeterlinck (Maurice). THE BLUE
BIRD : A Fairy Play in Six Acts.
Translated by Alexander Teixeira de
Mattos. Fcaji. Zvo. 6s. net. A iso Fcap.
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MARY MAGDALENE: A Play in Three
Acts. Translated by Alexander Teixeira
DE Mattos. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo.
5s. net. Also Fcap. Svo. 2s. net.

DEATH. Translated by Alexander Teix-
eira DE Mattos. Fourth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

OUR ETERNITY. Translated by Alex-
ander Teixeira de Mattos. Second
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 6s. net.

THE UNKNOWN GUEST. Translated
by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos.
Third Edition. Cr. %vo. bt. net.

POEMS. Done into English Verse by
Bernard Miall. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 5i. net.

THE WRACK OF THE STORM. T/,i,d
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

THE MIRACLE OF ST. ANTHONY : A
Play in One Act. Translated by Alex-
ander Teixeira de Mattos. Fcap. Zvo.
3^. 6d. net.

THE BURGOMASTER OF STILE-
MONDE : A Play in Three Acts.
Translated by Alexander Teixeira re
Mattos. Fcap. Zvo. 5J. net.

THE BETROTHAL; or, The Blue
Bird Chouses. Translated by Alex-
ander Teixeira dk Mattos. Fcap. Zvo.

6s. net.

MOUNTAIN PATHS. Translated by Alex-
ander Teixeira de Mattos. Fcap. Zvo.

6s. net.

Mahaffy (J. P.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER THE PTOLEMAIC DYNASTY.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. too. gs,

net.

Maitland (F. W.). ROMAN CANON LAW
IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
Royal Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Marett (R. R.). THE THRESHOLD OF
RELIGION. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

Marriott (J. A. R.). ENGLAND SINCE
WATERLOO. V/ith Maps. Second
Edition, Revised. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Masefleld (John). A SAILOR'S GAR-
LAND. Selected and Edited. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Masterman (C. F. G.). TENNYSON
ASA RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Medley (D. J.). ORIGINAL ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF ENGLISH CONSTITU-
TIONAL HISTORY. Cr. Zvo. %s. td.

net.

Miles (Eustace). LIFE AFTER LIFE;
OR, The Theory of Reincarnation.
Cr. Zvo. y. 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION:
How to Acquire it. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

PREVENTION AND CURE. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo. $s. net.

Miles (Mrs. Eustace). HEALTH WITH-
OUT MEAT. Sixth Edition. Fcap. Svo.

IS. 6d. net,

Millais (J. G.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS. Illustrated. Tliird Edition.
Demy Zvo. j2s. 6d. net.

Mllne (J. G.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER ROMAN RULE. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. gj. net.

Money (Sir Leo Cbiozza). RICHES AND
POVERTY, 1910. Eleventh Edition.
Demy Zvo. y. net.

Montague (C. E.). DRAMATIC VALUES.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5s. net.
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Myers (Charles 8.)- PRESENT-DAY
APPLICATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY.
Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. 3d. tut.

Noyes (Alfred). A SALUTE FROM THE
FLEET, AND OTHER POEMS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. "js. dd. net.

RADA : A Belgian Christmas Eve. Illus-

trated. Fcaf. %vo. zs. net.

Oman (C. W. C). A HISTORY OF THE
ART OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE
AGES. Illustrated. Deniy Zvo. 15^. net.

ENGLAND BEFORE THE NORMAN
CONQUEST. With Maps. Third Edi-

tion, Revised. Demy Zvo. I'is. 6d. net.

Oxenham (John). BEES IN AMBER: A
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ziZth Thousand. Small Pott Zvo. Paper
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A Iso Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 3s. (>d. net.

ALL'S WELL : A Collection of War
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2s. net.
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Cloth Boards, zs. net.

THE FIERY CROSS. Zath Thousand.
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Boards, 2s. net.

HIGH ALTARS : The Record of a Visit
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Zvo. IS. 3d. net ; Cloth Boards, 2S. net.

HEARTS COURAGEOUS. Small Pott
Zvo. IS. 3d net. Cloth Boards, 2S. net.

ALL CLEAR. Small Pott Zvo. xs.3d.net.
Cloth Boards, 2S. net.

WINDS OF THE DAWN. SmallPott Zvo.

2S. net.

Oxford (M. N.). A HANDBOOK OF
NURSING. Seventh Edition, Revised.

Cr. Zvo. 5J. net.

Pakes (W. C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Revised by A. T.
Nankivell. Cr. Zvo. ts. net.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders.) A HISTORY
OF EGYPT. Illustrated. Six Volumes
Cr. Zvo. Each gs. net.

Vol. I. From the 1st to the XVIth
Dynasty. Eighth Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Sixth Edition.
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Second Edition.
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Milne. Second Edition.
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Stanley Lane Poole. Second Edition.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

^s. net.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. Zvo.

$s. net.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.

5J. net.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. SJ. ttet.

Pollard (Alfred W.). SHAKESPEARE
FOLIOS AND QUARTOS. A Study in

the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,

1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. £1 is. net.

Porter (G. R.). THE PROGRESS OF
THE NATION. A New Edition. Edited
by F. W. Hirst. Demy Zvo. £1 is. net.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING OF
AN ORATOR. Cr. Zvo. ts. net.

Price (L. L.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY IN ENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD
TOYNBEE. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

SJ. net.

Rawllngs (Gertrude B.). COINS AND
HOW TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Regan (C. Tate). THE FRESHWATER
FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ys. td. net.

Held (G. Archdall). THE LAWS OF
HEREDITY. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

£1 IS. net.

Robertson (C. Grant). SELECT STAT-
UTES, CASES, AND DOCUMENTS,
1660-1832. Second Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. Demy Zvo. i$s. net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVER-
IANS. Illustrated. Third Edition. Demy
Zvo. i2S. 6d. net.

RoIIe (Richard). THE FIRE OF LOVE
AND THE MENDING OF LIFE.
Edited by Frances M. Comper. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

Ryley (A. Beresford). OLD PASTE.
Illustrated. Royal ^to. £2 2s. net.

'Saki' (H. H. Manro). REGINALD.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 3s. dd. net.
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REGINALD IN RUSSIA. Fcap. Sva.

3S. 6d. net.

Schldrowltz (Philip). RUBBER. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. iss.

net.

SelouB (Edmund). TOMMY SMITHS
ANIMALS. Illustrated. Sixteenth Edi-
tion, Fcap. Zvo. -^s. td. net.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Seventh Edition. Fcap. %vo.

3J. dd. net.

TOMMY SMITH AT THE ZOO. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

IS. gd.

TOMMY SMITH AGAIN AT THE ZOO.
Illustrated. Fcap. Svo. 2S. gd.

JACK'S INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

net.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;
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;£i2 \is. net.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by George Wvndham. Demy Z710. Buck-
ram, 12^. 6<^. net.

Shelley (Percy Bysshe), POEMS. With
an Introduction by A. Clutton-Bkock and
notes by C. D. Locock. Two Volumes.
Demy %vo. £1 is. net.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. An Encyclopaedia of

Sicily. With 234 Illustrations, a ^lap, and
a Table of the Railway System of Sicily.

Second Edition, Revised. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

net.

Slesser (H. H.). TRADE UNIONISM.
Cr. %vo. 5J. net.

Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited by Edwin Cannan.
Two Volumes. Demy Svo. £1 $s. net.

Smith (G. P. Herbert). GEM-STONES
AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE CHARAC-
TERS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
%vo. TS. 6d. net.

Stancliffe. GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
Sixth Edition. Fcap. %vo. zs. ttei.

SteYenson (R. L.). THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Edited
by Sir Sidney Colvin. A Ne^u Re-
arranged Edition in/our volumes. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. 8o<j. Each (ts. net. Leather,
each js. 6d. net.

Surtees (R. 8.). HANDLEY CROSS.
Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

JS. 6d. net.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo.

ys. 6d. net.

ASK MAMMA; or, THE RICHEST
COMMONER IN ENGLAND. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. &vo. js. 6d.
net.

JORROCKS'S JAUNTS AND JOLLI-
TIES. Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 6s. net.

MR. FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap. Svo.

js. 6d. net.

HAWBUCK GRANGE ; or, THE SPORT-
ING ADVENTURES OF THOMAS
SCOTT, Esq. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo.

6s. net.

PLAIN OR RINGLETS? Illustrated.

Fcap. Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

HILLINGDON HALL. With 12 Coloured
Plates by Wildrake, Heath, and Jelli-
COE. Fcap. Zvo. JS. 6d. net.

Suso (Henry). THE LIFE OF THE
BLESSED HENRY SUSO. By Himself.
Translated by T. F. Knox. With an Intro-

duction by Dean Inge. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Swanton (E. W.). FUNGI AND HOW
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

BRITISH PLANT - GALLS. Cr. Zvo.

10s. 6d. nei.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With their Attributes and Symbols
Alphabetically Arranged. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5s. net.

Taylor (A. B.). ELEMENTS OF META-
PHYSICS. Fourth Edition. Demy Zvo.

1 2J. 6d. net.

Taylor (J. W.). THE COMING OF THE
SAINTS. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

net.

Thomas (Edward). MAURICE MAE-
TERLINCK. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

A LITERARY PILGRIM IN ENGLAND.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Tileston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Twtnty-/i/th
Edition. Medium i6mo. 3s. 6d. net.

Toynbee (Paget). DANTE ALIGHIERI.
His Lh'e and Works. With 16 Illustra-

tions. Fourth and Enlarged Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. net.

Treyelyan (G. M.). ENGLAND UNDER
THE STUARTS. With Maps and Plans.

Seventh F.dition. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Triggs (H. Inigo). TOWN PLANNING :

Past, Present, and Poss>ble. Illustra-

ted. Second Edition. IVide Royal Zvo.

t6s. M*i.
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Underbill (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A
Study in the Nature and Development of
Man's Spiritual Consciousness. Seventh
Edition. Demy '&vo. 15^. net.

Yardon (Harry). HOW TO PLAY GOLF.
Illustrated. Eleventh Edition. Cr. %vo.

5^. net.

Yernon (Hon. W. Warren). READINGS
ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE. With
an Introduction by the Rev. Dr. Moore.
Two Volumes. Second Edition, Rewritten.
Cr. Zvo. i$s. net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an Introduction by
the late De.\n Church. Two Volumes.
Third Edition, Revised. Cr. ivo. 15J. net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF
DANTE. With an Introduction by the
Bishop of Ripon. Two Volumes. Second
Edition, Revised, Cr. Zvo. i$s. ftet.

I Yickers (Kenneth H.). ENGLAND IN
THE LATER MIDDLE AGES. With
Maps. Second Edition, Revised. Demy
Zvo. I2S. 6d. net.

Waddell (L. A.). LHASA AND ITS
MYSTERIES. With a Record of the Ex-
pedition of 1903-1904. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Medium %vo. izs. 6d. net.

Wade (G. W. and J. H.). RAMBLES IN
SOMERSET. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 75. 6d.
net.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS. Interpreta-
tions, embod>-ing Wagner's own explana-
tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. Fca^. Svo. Each ^s.

net.

Thb Ring of the Nibelung.
Sixth Edition.

Lohengrin and Parsifal.
Third Edition.

Tristan and Isolde.
Second Edition.

Tannhauser and the Mastersingers
of Nuremburg.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
SIMPLE-HEARTED. Little Homilies.
Third Edition. Small Pott Zvo. -xs. 6d.
net.

^

THE HOUSE BY THE CHERRY TREE.
A Second Series of Little Homilies. Small
Pott Zvo. 3J. dd. net.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY. Being
Selections for Morning and Evening Read-
ing. Cr. ?,z>o. TS. dd. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY. Second
Edition. Small Pott Zvo. is. 6d. net.

VERSES. Second Edition, Enlarged. Fca/>.
Zvo. 2S. net.

A LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE AND
DE.-VTH. Nineteenth Edition. Small
Pott Suo. Cloth, IS. ed. net.

Waters(W. G.). ITALIAN SCULPTORS.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ts. 6d. net.

Watt (Francis). CANTERBURY PIL-
GRIMS AND THEIR WAYS. With a
Frontispiece in Colour and 12 other Illustra-
tions. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
THE ANTIQUITIES OF UPPER
EGYPT : From Abvdos to the Sudan
Frontier. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Wells (J.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
ROME. Sixteenth Edition. With 3 Maps.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wilde (Oscar). THE WORKS OF OSCAR
WILDE. Thirteen Volumes. Fcap. Zvo.
Each 6s. 6d. net.

X. Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and
the Portrait of Mr. W. H. ii. The
Duchess of Padua. hi. Poems, iv.
Lady Windermere's Fan. v. A Woman
of No Importance, vi. An Ideal Hus-
band. VII. The Importance of being
Earnest. viii. A House of Pome-
granates. IX. Intentions, x. De Pro-
FUNDIS AND PrISON LETTERS. XI. EsSAVS.
XII. Salo.me, a Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtis.\ne. xiv.
Selected Prose of Oscar Wilde.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES. Illus-
trated. Cr. ^to. zis. net.

Wilding (Anthony F). ON THE COURT
AND OFF. With 58 Illustrations. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Wilson (Ernest H.). A NATURALIST IN
WESTERN CHINA. Illustrated. Second
Edition. 2 Vols. Demy Zvo. £1 10s. net

Wood (Sir Evelyn). FROM MIDSHIP
MAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL. Illus
trated. Fifth Edition. Demy Zvo. 11s. 6d.
net.

THE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN (1857
59). Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo,
ys. 6d. net.

Wood (Lieut. W. B.) and Edmonds (Col.
J. E.). A HISTORY OF THE CIVIL
WAR IN THE UNITED ST.ATES
(1861-65). With an Introduction by Spenser
Wilkinson. With 24 Maps and Plans.
Third Edition. Demy Zvo. 15J. net.

Wordsworth (W.). POEMS. With an
Introduction and Notes by Nowell C.
Smith. Three Volumes. Demy Zvo. iZs.
net.

Teats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.net.
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Part II.—A Selection of Series

Ancient Cities

General Editor, Sir B. C. A. WINDLE

Cr. Svo. 6s. net each volume

With Illustrations by E. H. New, and other Artists

Bristol. Alfred Harvey.

Canterbury. J. C. Cox,

Chester. Sir B. C. A. Windle.

Dublin. S. A. O. Fitzpatrick.

Edinburgh. M. G. Williamson.

Lincoln. E. Mansel Syinpson.

Shrewsbury. T. Auden.

Wells and Glastonbury. T. S. Holmes.

The Antiquary's Books

General Editor, J. CHARLES COX

Demy Svo. los. 6d. nei each volume

With Numerous Illustrations

Ancient Painted Glass in England.
Philip Nelson.

Archeology and False Antiquities.
R. Munro.

Bells of England, The. Canon J. J.
Raven. Second Edition.

Brasses of England, The. Herbert W.
Macklin. Third Edition.

Castles AND Walled Towns of England,
The. a. Harvey.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. J. Romilly Allen. Second Edition.

Churchwardens' Accounts. J. C. Cox.

Domesday Inquest, The. Adolphus Ballard.

English Church Furniture. J. C. Cox
and A. Harvey. Second Edition.

English Costurje. From Prehistoric Times
to the End of the Eighteenth Century.
George Clinch.

English Monastic Life. Cardinal Gasquet.
Fourth Edition.

English Seals. J. Harvey Bloom.

FoLK-LORE AS AN HISTORICAL SciENCE.
Sir G. L. Gomme.

Gilds and Companies of London, The.
George Unwin.

Hermits and Anchorites of England,
The. Rotha Mary Clay.

Manor and Manorial Records, The.
Nathaniel J. Hone. Second Edition.

Mediaeval Hospitals of England, The.
Rotha Mary Clay.

Old English Instruments ok Music.
F. W. Galpin. Second Edition.
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Old English Libraries. Ernest A. Savage.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. Christopher Wordsworth, and

Henry Littlehales. Second Edition,

Parish Life in Medieval England.
Cardinal Gasquet. Fourth Edition.

Parish Registers of England, The.

J. C. Cox.

Remains of the Prehistoric Age in
England. Sir B. C. A. Windle. Second
Edition.

Roman Era in Britain, The. J. Ward.

Romano-British Buildings and Earth-
works. J. Ward.

Royal Forests of England, The, J. C-
Cox.

Schools of Medieval England, The.
A. F. Leach. Second Edition.

Shrines of British Saints. J. C. Wall.

The Arden Shakespeare

General Editor—R. H. CASE

Demy Svo. 6s. net each volume

An edition of Shakespeare in Single Plays ; each edited with a full Introduction,
Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page

All's Well That Ends Well.
Antony and Cleopatra. Third Edition.

As You Like It.

Cymbeline. Second Edition.

Comedy of Errors, The.

Hamlet. Fourth Edition.

Julius Caesar. Second Edition.

King Henry iv. Pt. i.

King Henry v. Second Edition.

King Henry vi. Pt. i.

King Henry vi. Pt. ii.

King Henry vi. Pt. hi

King Henry viii.

King Leak. Second Edition.

King Richard ii.

King Richard hi. Second Edition.

Life and Death of King John, The.

Love's Labour's Lost. Second Edition.

Macbeth. Second Edition.

Measure for Measure.
Merchant of Venice, The. Fourth Edition.

Merry Wives of Windsor, The.
Midsummer Night's Dream, A.

Othello. Second Edition.

Pericles.

Romeo and Juliet. Second Edition.

Sonnets and a Lover's Complaint.
Taming of the Shrew, The.
Tempest, The. Second Edition.

Timon of Athens.
Titus Andronicus.

Troilus and Cressida.
Twelfth Night. Third Edition.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, The.
Venus and Adonis.

Winter's Tale, The.

Classics of Art

Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal %vo

H. B. Walters.Art of the Greeks, The.
ISJ. net.

Art of the Romans, The. H. B. Walters.
i6j. tut.

Chardin. H. E. a. Furst 15^. net.

Donatello. Maud Cruttwell. i6j. net.
Florentine Sculptors of the Renais-
sance. Wilhelm Bode. Translated by
Jessie Haynes. 15J. net.

George Romney. Arthur B. Chamberlain.
ISJ. net.
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Classics of AFt—continued

Ghirlandaio. Gerald S. Davies. Second
Edition. 15J. net.

Lawrence. Sir Walter Armstrong. 2ss.net.

Michelangelo. Gerald S. Davies. 15^.

net.

Raphael. A. P. Opp6. isj. net.

Rembrandt's Etchings. A. M. Hind.
Two Volumes. 25J. net.

Rubens. Edward Dillon. 305. net.

Tintoretto. Evelyn March Phillipps. ids.

net.

Titian. Charles Ricketts. 16^. net.

Turner's Sketches and Drawings. A. J.
Finberg. Second Edition, z^s. net.

Velazquez. A. de Beruete. 15^. net.

The 'Complete' Series

Fully Illustrated. Demy Svo

Complete Amateur Boxer, The. J. G.
Bohun Lynch, lar. 6d. net.

Complete Association Footballer, The.
B. S. Evers and C. E. Hughes-Davies.
lar. dd. net.

Complete Athletic Trainer, The. S. A.
Mussabini. \os. td. net.

Complete Billiard Player, The. Charles
Roberts. 12^. dd. net.

Complete Cook, The. Lilian Whitling.
10^. dd. net.

Complete Cricketer, The. Albert E.
Knight. Second Edition. los. 6d. net.

Complete Foxhunter, The. Charles Rich-
ardson. Second Edition, ids. net.

Complete Golfer, The. Harry Vardon.
Fifteenth Edition, Revised. 12s. dd. net.

Complete Hockey-Player, The. Eustace
E. White. Second Edition. 10s. dd. net.

Complete Horseman, The. W. Scarth
Dixon. Second Edition. 12s. dd. net.

Complete Jujitsuan. The. W. H. Garrud.

5^. net.

Complete Lawn Tennis Player, The.
A. Wallis Myers. Fourth Edition. 12s. dd.
net.

Complete Motorist, The. Filson Young
and W. G. Aston. Revised Edition,
los. dd. net.

Complete Mountaineer, The. G. D.
Abraham. Second Edition, ids. net.

Complete Oarsman, The. R. C. Lehmann.
12s. dd. net.

Complete Photographer, The. R. Child
Bayley. Fifth Edition, Revised. \2S. dd.
net.

Complete Rugby Footballer, on the New
Zealand System, The. D. Gallaher and
W. J. Stead. Second Edition. 12s.dd.net.

Complete Shot, The. G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell. Third Edition, ids. net.

Complete Swimmer, The. F. Sachs, itw.

dd. net.

Complete Yachtsman, The. B. Heckstall-
Smith and E. du Boulay. Second Edition,
Revised, ids. net.

The Gonnoissear's Library

With nume^vus Ilbistrations. Wide Royal Svo. 255. net each volume

English Coloured Books. Martin Hardie.

English Furniture. F. S. Robinson.
Second Edition.

Etchings. Sir F. Wedmore. Second Edition.

European Enamels. Henry H. Cunyng-
hame.

Fine Books. A. W. Pollard.

Glass. Edward Dillon.

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work.
Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.

Illuminated Manuscripts
Second Edition.

Ivories. Alfred Maskell.

Jewellery. H. Clifford Smith.
Edition.

Mezzotints. Cyril Davenport.

Miniatures. Dudley Heath.

PoRC«LAiN. Edward Dillon.

Seals. Walter de Gray Birch.

Wood Sculpture. Alfred Maskell.

J. A. Herbert.

Second
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Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN. C'vu'ii Svo. 55. ue^ each volume

Foundations OF THE English Church, The. 1 Reformation Period, The. Henry Gee.

J. H. Maude.
|

Struggle with Puritanism, The. Bruce
Blaxland.

Saxon Church and the Norman Conquest,
|

The. C. T. Cruttwell. !
.

MedivEval Church and the Papacy, The.
A. C. Jennings.

Church of England in the Eighteenth
Century, The. Alfred Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology

Demy Svo

Doctrine of the Incarnation, The.
Ottley. Fifth Edition. 15J. net.

R. L.

History of Early Christian Doctrine, k.

J. F. Bethune-Baker. 15J. net.

Introduction to the History of Religion,
An. F. B. Jevons. Seventh Edition. 12s. 6d.

net.

Introduction to the History of the
Creeds, An. A. E. Burn. 12s. 6d.
net.

Philosophy op Religion in England and
America, The. Alfred Caldecott. 12s. 6d.
net.

XXXIX Articles of the Church of Eng-
land, The. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson.
Ninth Editian. 153-. net.

Health Series

Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d. net

Baby, The. Arthur Saunders.

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavanagh.

Cark op the Teeth, The. A. T. Pitts.

Eyes of our Children, The. N. Bishop
Harman.

Health for the Middle-Aged. Seymour
Taylor. Third Editian.

Health of a Woman, The. R. Murray
Leslie.

Health of the Skin, The. George Pernet.

How TO Live Long. J. Walter Carr.

Prevention of the Common Cold, The.
O. K. Williamson.

Staying the Plague. N. Bishop Harman.
Throat and Ear Troublbs. Macleod

Yearsley. Third Edition.

Tuberculosis. Clive Riviere.

Health of the Child, The. O. Hilton.
Second Edition. 2s. net.

The 'Home Life' Series

Ilhistrated. Deiny Svo.

Home Life in America. Katherine G.
Busbey. Second Edition. 12$. dd. net.

Home Life in China. I. Taylor Headland.
I2J. td. net.

Home Life in France. Miss Betham-
Edwards. Sixth Edition, ys. 6d. net.

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Third Edition. 12. 6d. net.

Home Life in Holland. D. S. Meldrum.
Second Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

Home Life in Italy. Lina Duff Gordon.
Third Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

Home Life in Norway. H. K. Daniels.
Second Edition, 12s. 6d. net.

Home Life in Spain. S. L. Bensusan.
Second Edition. 12s, 6d. net.

Balkan Home Life. Lucy M. J. Garnett.

12^. dd, net.
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Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING. Wzih Portraits

Crown %vo. 3^. net each volume

Augustine of Canterbury. E. L. Cutts.

Bishop Buti.er. W. A. Spooner.

Bishop Wilberforce. G. W. Daniell.

Cardinal Manning. A. W. Hutton. Second
Edition.

Cardinal Newman. R. H. Hutton.

Charles Simeon. H. C. G. Moule.

George Fox, the Quaker. T. Hodgkin.
Third Edition.

John Donne. Augustus Jessop.

John Howe. R. F. Horton.

John Keble. Walter Lock. Sc7ienth Edition.

John Knox. F. MacCunn. Second Edition.

John Wesley. J. H. Overton.

Lancelot Andrewes. R. L. Ottley. Second
Edition.

Latimer. R. M. and A. J. Carlyle.

Thomas Chalmers. Mrs. Oliphant. Second
Edition.

Thomas Cranmer. A. J. Mason.

Thomas Ken. F. A. Clarke.

William Laud. W. H. Hutton. Fourth
Edition.

The Library

With Introductions and

Small Pott ^vo, cloth, y. net

;

y. 6d. net

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata.

Book of Devotions, A. Second Edition

Christian Year, The. Fifth Edition.

of Devotion

(where necessary) Notes

also some volu7nes in leather^

each volume

Confessions of
Ninth Edition.

St. Augustine,
3^. td. net.

The.

Day Book from the Saints and Fathers,
A.

Death and Immortality.

Devotions from the Apocrypha.

Devotions of St. Anselm, The.

Devotions for Every Day in the Wef.k
and the Great Festivals.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-

ners.

Guide to Eternity, A.

HoRAE Mysticae. A Day Book from the

Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.

Imitation of Christ, The. Eighth Edition.

Inner Way, The. Third Edition.

Introduction to the Devout Life, An.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from
the German Mystics.

Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom, A.
A Selection from the English Mystics.

Lyra Apostolica.

Lyra Innocentium. Third Edition.

Lyra Sacra. A Book of Sacred Verse.

Second Edition.

Manual of Consolation from the Saints
AND Fathers, A.

On the Love of God.

Preces Privatae.

Psalms of David, The.

Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life, A. Fifth Edition.

Song of Songs, The.

Spiritual Combat, The.

Spiritual Guide, The. Third Edition.

Temple, The. Second Edition.

Thoughts of Pascal, The. Second Edition.
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Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Detny i6mo. 5 J, net each volume

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure

Albrecht Durkr. L. J. Allen.

Arts of Japan, The. E. Dillon. Third
Edition.

Bookplates. E. Almack.

Botticelli. Mary L. Bonnor.

Burne-Jones. F. de Lisle. Third Edition.

Cellini. R. H. H. Cust.

Christian Symbolism. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Christ in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Claude. E. Dillon.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins. Second
Edition.

CoROT. A. Pollard and E. Birnstingl.

Early English Water-Colour. C. E.
Hughes.

Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition.

Frederic Leighton. A. Corkran.

George Romney. G. Paston.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fifth Edition.

Greuze and Boucher. E. F. Pollard.

Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Jewellery. C. Davenport. Second Edition.

John Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.

Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Sime. Second
Edition.

Millet. N. Peacock. Second Editio7i.

Miniatures. C. Davenport, V.D., F.S.A.
Second Edition.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst. Second Edition.

Rodin. Muriel Ciolkowska.

Turner. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

Vandyck. M. G. Smallwood.

Velazquez. W. Wilberforce and A. R.
Gilbert.

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley. Second Edition.

The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs

Small Pott Svo. 4s, net each volume

The main features of these Guides are (l) a handy and charming form ; (2) illus-

trations from photographs and by well-known artists ; (3) good plans and maps

;

(4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the

natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.

Cambridge and its Colleges. A. H.
Thompson. Fourth Edition, Revised.

Channel Islands, The. E. E. Bicknell.

English Lakes, The. F. G. Brabant

Isle of Wight, The. G. Clinch.

London. G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The. SirB.C.A.Windle.
Second Edition.

North Wales. A. T. Story.

Oxford and its Colleges. J. Wells.
Tenth Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. G. Clinch.

Shakespeare's Country. Sir B. C. A.
Windle. Fifth Edition.

South Wales. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Temple, The. H. H. L. Bellot.

Westminster Abbey. G. E. Troutbeck.
Second Edition.
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The Little Guides—continued

Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire. H.
W. Macklin.

Berkshire. F. G. Brabant.

Buckinghamshire. E. S. Roscoe. Second
Edition, Revised.

Cambridgeshire. J. C. Cox.

Cheshire. W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. A. L. Salmon. Second Edition.

Derbyshire. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

Devon. S. Baring-Gould. Fourth Edition.

Dorset. F. R. Heath. Fourth Edition.

Durham. J. E. Hodgkin.

,
Essex. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

Gloucestershire. J. C Cox. Second
Edition.

Hampshire. J. C. Cox. Third Edition.

Herefordshire. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Hertfordshire. H. W. Tompkins.

Kent. J. C. Cox. Second Edition, Re-
written.

ICerrv. C. p. Crane. Second Edition.

Leicestershire and Rutland. A. Harvey
and V. B. Crowther-Beynon.

Lincolnshire. J. C. Cox.

Middlesex. J. B. Firth.

Monmouthshire. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Norfolk. W. A. Dutt. Fourth Ediiien,
Revised.

Dry. Second

E. Morris. y.

Northamptonshire. W.
Edition, Revised.

Northumberland. J
net.

Nottinghamshire. L. Guilford.

Oxfordshire. F. G. Brabant. Second Edition.

Shropshire. J. E. Auden. Second Edition.

Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade. Fourth
Edition.

Staffordshire. C. Masefield. Second Edi-
tion.

Suffolk. W. A. Dutt. Second Edition.

Surrey. J. C Cox. Third Edition, Re-
written.

Sussex. F. G. Brabant. Fifth Edition.

Warwickshire. J. C. Cox.

Wiltshire. F. R. Heath. Third Edition.

J. E.Yorkshire, The East Riding.
Morris.

Yorkshire, The North Riding.

Morris.

Yorkshire, The West Riding.
Morris. $s. net.

J. E.

J. E.

Brittany. S. Baring-Gould. Second Edition.

Normandy. C. Scudamore. Second Edition.

Rome. C. G. EUaby.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introduction, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces

Small Pott Svo. Each Volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; also some volumes
in leather at y. 6d. net

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition, y. dd. net.

AuBten (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Two Volumes.

NORTHANGER ABBEY.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF
LORD BACON.

Barnett (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE. Third Edition.

Beokford (William). THE HISTORY OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK.

Blake (WllUam). SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS FROM
THE EARLY POEMS OF ROBERT
BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN : With some later

Poems by George Canning.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.
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The Little Library—continued

Crabba (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.

Dante Allghlerl. PURGATORY.
PARADISE.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. Second

Locker (P.). LONDON LYRICS.

MarYsll (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS OF
JOHN MILTON.

Molr(D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.
Hlchols (Bowyer). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Smith (Horace and James).
ADDRESSES.

REJECTED

A SENTIMENTALSterne (Laurence).
JOURNEY.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
THE PRINCESS.
MAUD.
Yaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY YAUGHAN.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Nineteenth Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF WILLIAM WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

LYRICAL BALLADS. Third Edition.

The Little Qnarto Shakespeare

Edited by W. J, CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott ittno. 40 Volumes. Leather, price \s. gd. net each volume

MiniataFe Library

Demy '^2mo. Leather, 35. 6d. net each volume

Euphranor: A Dialogue on Youth. Edward I Polonius; or, Wise Saws and Modern In-
FitzGerald.

I
stances. Edward FitzGerald.

The Rubaiyat of Omar KhayyXm. Edward FitzGerald. Fifth Edition. Cl0th, \s. net.

The New Library of Medicine

Edited by C. W. SALEEBY. Detny Svo

Air and Health. Ronald C. Macfie. Second
Edition. los. 6d. net.

Care of the Body, The, F. Cavanagh.

Second Edition, las. 6d. net.

Chiudrbn of the Nation, The. The Right

Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition.

las. 6d. net.

Drugs and the Drug Habit. H. Sains-

b«ry. icf. 6d, net.

Functional Nerve Diseases. A. T. Scho-
field. lar. dd. net.

Hygiene of Mind, The. Sir T. S. Clouston.

Sixth Edition. los. 6d. net.

Infant Mortality. Sir George Newman.
10s. 6d. net.

Prevention of Tuberculosis (Consump-
tion), The. Arthur Newshoime. Second
Edition. 121. 6d. net.
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The New Library of Music
Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Illustrated. Demy Svo. los. 6d. net

Brahms. J. A. FuUer-Maitland. Second I Handel. R. A. Streatfeild. SecoTid Edition.

Edition. Hugo Wolf. Ernest Newman.

Illustrated.

Oxford Biographies
Fcap. Svo. Eaxh volume, cloth, 45. net

;

also some in leather, 5^. net

Dante .'\lighieri. Paget Toynbee. Fifth
Edition.

GiROLAMO Savonarola. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Sixth Edition.

John Howard. £. C. S. Gibson.

Sir Walter Raleigh. I. A. Taylor.

Chatham. A. S. McDowall.

Canning. W. Alison Phillips.

Nine Plays
Fcap. Svo. y. 6d. net

Across the Border. Beulah Marie Dix.
Honeymoon, The. A Comedy in Three Acts.

Arnold Bennett. Third Edition.

Great Adventure, The. A Play of Fancy in

Four Acts, .\rnold Bennett. Fourth Edition.

Milestones. Arnold Bennett and Edward
Knoblock. Eighth Edition.

Ideal Husband, An. Oscar Wilde. Acting
Edition.

Kismet. Edward Knoblock. Third Edi-
tion.

Typhoon. A Play in Four Acts. Melchior
Lengyel. English Version by Laurence
Irving. Second Edition.

Wake Case, The. George Pleydell.

General Post. J. E. Harold Terry. Second
Edition.

Sport
Illustrated.

Flying, All About. Gertrude Bacon.

Golf Do's and Dont's. ' StanclifFe.' Sixth

Edition.

Series

Fcap, Svo.

The.

2s. net

Golfing Swing,
Fourth Edition.

How to Swim. H. R. Austin.
Wrestling. P. Longhurst.

Burnham Hare.

The States of Italy

Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS
Illustrated. De?ny Svo

Milan under the Sforza, A History of. I Verona, A History of. A. M. Allen.

Cecilia M. Ady. 12s. dd. net. \ \ss. net.

Perugia, A History of. W. Heywood. 15J. net.

The Westminster Commentaries
General Editor, WALTER LOCK

Demy Svo

Acts of the Apostles, The. R. B. Rack
ham. Seventh Edition. 16s. net.

Amos. E. A. Edghill. Ss. 6d. net.

Corinthians, I. H. L. Goudge.
Edition. %s. 6d. net.

Exodus. A. H. M'Neile.

1 5J. net.

Ezekiel. H. A. Redpath.

Genesis. S. R. Driver.

i6i. net.

Hebrews. E. C. Wickium

Fourth

Second Edition.

lis. 6d. net.

Tenth Edition.

Zs. 6d. net.

Isaiah. G. W. Wade. t6s. net.

Jeremiah. L. E. Binns. i6j. net.

Job. E. C. S. Gibson. Second Edition.

Sj. M. net.

Pastoral Epistles, The. E. F. Brown.
8j. (>d. net.

Philippians, The. Maurice Jones. 8x. W.
net.

St. James. R. J. Knowling. Second Edi-
tion. 8j. dd. net.

St. Matthew. P. A. Micklem. \%s. net.
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The 'Young' Series

Illustrated. Crown %vo

Young Bot.- ;ist, The. \V. P. Westell and
C. S. Cooper. 6j. net.

Young Carpenter, The. Cyril Hall. 6j.

Young Electrician, The. Hammond Hall.

Second Edition. 6s. net.

Young Engineer, The. Hammond Hall.
Third Edition. 6s. ni.t.

Young Naturalist, The. W. P. Westell.
TS. 6d. net.

Young Ornithologist, The. W. P. WestelL
6s. net.

Methuen's Cheap Library

Fcap. Svo. 2s. net

All Things Considered. G. K. Chesterton.

Best of Lamb, The. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

Blue Bird, The. M.iurice IMaeterlinck.

Charles Dickens. G. K. Chesterton.

Charmides, and other Poems. Oscar
Wilde.

ChitrXl : The Story of a Minor Siege. Sir

G. S. Robertson.

Customs of Old England, The. F. J.
Snell.

De Profundis. Oscar Wilde.

Famous Wits, A Book of. W. Jerrold.

From Midship.man to Field-Marshal.
Sir Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

Harvest Home. E. V. Lucas.

Hills and the Sea. Hilaire Belloc.

Ideal Husband, An. Oscar Wilde.

Importance of being Earnest, The.
Oscar Wilde.

Intentions. Oscar Wilde.

Jane Austen and her Times. G. E.
MiTTON.

John Boyes, King of the Wa-Kikuyu.
John Boyes.

Lady Windermere's Fan. Oscar Wilde.

Letters from a Self-made Merchant
to his Son. George Horace Lorimer.

Life of John Ruskin, The. W. G. CoUing-
wood.

Life of Robert Louis Stevenson, The.
Graham Balfour.

Little of Everything, A. E. V. Lucas.

Lord Arthur Savile's Crime. Oscar Wilde.

Lore of the Honev-Bee, The. Tickner
Edwardes.

Man and the Universe. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Mary Magdalene. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Mirror of the Sea, The. J. Conrad.

Mixed Vintages. E V. Lucas.

Modern Problems. Sir Oliver Lodge.

My Childhood and Boyhood. Leo Tolstoy.

My Youth. Leo Tolstoy.

Old Country Life. S. Baring-Gould.

Old Time Parson, The. P. H. Ditch-
field.

On Everything. Hilaire Belloc.

On Nothing. Hilaire Belloc.

Oscar Wilde : A Critical Study. Arthur
Ransome.

Picked Company, A. Hilaire Belloc.

Reason and Belief. Sir Oliver Lodge.

R. L. S. Francis Watt.

Science from an Easy Chair. Sir Ray
Lankester.

Selected Poems. Oscar Wilde.

Selected Prose. Oscar Wilde.

Shepherd s Life, A. W. H. Hudson.

Shilling for my Thoughts, A. G. K.
Chesterton.

Social Evils and their Remedy. Leo
Tolstoy.

Some Letters OF R. L. Stevenson. Selected
by Lloyd Osbourne.

Substance of Faith, The. Sir Oliver
Lodge.

Survival of Man, The. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Tower of London, The. R. Davey.

Two Admirals. Admiral John Moresby.

Vailima Letters. Robert Louis Stevenson.

Variety Lane. E, V. Lucas.

Vicar of Morwenstow, The. S. Baring-
Gould.

Woman of no Importance, A. Oscar
Wilde.

A Selection only
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Bookfi for Travellers

Crown %vo. 8i. dd. net each

Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour

Avon and Shakespeare's Country, The.
A. G. Bradley. Second Edition.

Black Forest, A Book of the. C. E.

Hughes.

Cities of Lombardy, The. Edward Huttou.

Cities of Romagna and the Marches,
The. Edward Hutton.

Cities of Spain, The. Edward Hutton.

Fifth Edition.

Cities of Umbria, The. Edward Hutton.
Fifth Edition.

Florence and Northern Tuscany, with
Genoa. Edward Hution. Third Edition.

Land of Pardons, The (Brittany). Anatole

Le Braz. Fourth Edition.

London Revisited. E. V. Lucas. Third
EditioH. is. td. net.

Naples. Arthur H. Norway. Fourth Edi-
tion. %s. 6d. net.

Naples and Southern Italy.
Hutton.

Edward

Naples Riviera, The.
Second Edition.

H. .M. Vaughan.

Horace G. Hutchinson.New Forest, The.
Fourth Edition.

Norway and its Fjords. M. A. Wyllie.

Rome. Edward Hutton. Third Edition.

Round about Wiltshire. A. G. Bradley.
Third Edition.

Siena and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton. Second Edition.

Skirts of the Great City, The.
G. Bell. Second Edition.

Mrs. A.

Venice and Venetia.

Wanderer in Florence, A-

Sixth Edition.

Wanderer in Paris, A.
Thirteenth Edition.

Wanderer in Holland, A.
Sixteenth Edition.

Wanderer in London, A.
Eighteenth Edition.

Wanderer in Venice, A.
Second Edition.

Edward Huttou.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

Some Books on Art

Art, Ancient and Medieval. M. H.
Bulley. Illustrated. Crown ivo. ys. dd.

net.

British School, The. An Anecdotal Guide
to the British Painters and Paintings in the

National Gallery. E. V. Lucas. Illus-

trated. Fcap. Zvo. ds. net.

Decorative Iron Work. From the xith

to the xvillth Century.
Royal t,to. £2 2S. net.

Francesco
Simonson.
£z 2s. net.

Illustrations of the Book op Job.

William Blake. Quarto. £1 is. net.

Italian Sculptors. W. G. Waters. Illus-

trated. Crown ivo. js. 6d. net.

Charles fifoulkes.

Guardi, 1712-1793. G. A"
Illustrated. Imperial \to-

Old Paste. A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated
Royal ^to. £2 2s. net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Sculpture.
With an Introduction by G. F. Hill. Illus-

trated. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Royal Academy Lectures on Painting.
George Clausen. Illustrated. Crown Zvo.

7s. td. net.

Saints in Art, The. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

5J. net.

Schools of Painting. Mary Innes. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs. net.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian Times.

J. R. Allen. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. 10s. td. net.
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Some Books on Italy

Florence and her Treasures. H. M.
Vaughan. Illustrated. Fcap. Svo. 6s. net.

Florence and the Cities of Northern
Tuscany, with Genoa. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. ivo.

is. dd. net.

LoMBARDY, The Cities of. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. %s. 6d. net.

Milan under the Sforza, A History of.

Cecilia M. .\dy. Illustrated. Demy ivo.

1 2J. 6d. net.

Naples : Past and Present. A. H. Norway.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

is. 6d. net.

Naples Riviera, The. H. M. Vaughan.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. ivo.

Ss. 6d. net.

Naples and Southern Italy. E. Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. Zs. dd. net.

Perugia, A History of. William Heywood.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 15s. net.

Rome. Edward Hutton. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

ROMAGNA AND THE MARCHES, ThE CiTIES
of. Edward Hutton. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d.

net.

Rome. C. G. Ellaby. Illustrated. Siiiall

Pott Zvo. ^s. net.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson. Illustrated. Small
Pott Zvo. 4S. net.

Sicily : The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Sladen. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Siena and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

Umbria, The Cities of. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
Zs. td. net.

Venice and Venetia. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. Zs. M. net.

Venice on Foot. H. A. Douglas. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ts.net.

Venice and her Treasures. H. A.
Douglas. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 6s. net.

Verona, A History of. A. M. Allen.

Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 15J. net.

Dante Alighieri : His Life and Works.
Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Lakes of Northern Italy, The. Richard
Bagot. Illustrated. Second Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 6s. net.

Savonarola, Girolamo. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

Skies Italian : A Little Breviary for Tra-
vellers in Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fcap. Zvo.

5*. net.
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Part III.—A Selection of Works of Fiction

Albanesi (E. Maria) I KNOW A
MAIDEN. Third Edition. Cr. %vo. ^s.

net.

THE GLAD HEART. Fi/tk Edition. Cr.

iz)o. js. net.

OLGA BARDEL.

THE HOUSE OF
Third Edition. Cr.

Aumonier (Stacy).
Cr. Zvo. js. net.

Bagot (Bichard).
SERRAVALLE.
Zvo. js. net.

Bailey (H. C). THE SEA CAPTAIN.
Third Edition. Cr. ?,vo. js. net.

THE HIGHWAYMAN. Third Edition.

Cr. Szio. js. net.

THE GAMESTERS. Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. ys. net.

THE YOUNG LOVERS. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. js. net.

Baring -Gould (S.). THE BROOM-
SQUIRE. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.

&va. ys. net.

Barr (Robart). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys.

tut.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fifth Editiotu

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Begbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, Bart. ; or, The
Progress of an Open Mind. Second
Edition. Cr. Sno. ys. net.

Belloc (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAYHANGER.
Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

HILDA LESSWAYS. Eighth Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THESE TWAIN. FoKrth Edition. Cr.
%vo. ys. net.

THE CARD. Thirteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

ys. net.

THE REGENT : A Five Towns Story of
Adventure in London. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE PRICE OF LOVE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. ys. net.

BURIED ALIVE. Ninth Edition. Cr.
Svo. ys. net.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

WHOM GOD HATH JOINED. A New
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

A GREAT MAN : A Frolic. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Benson (B. F.). DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Seventeenth Edition, Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

Birmingham (George A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Tenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. ys. net.

LALAGE'S LOVERS. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. ys. net.

GOSSAMER. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

THE ISLAND MYSTERY. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE BAD TIMES. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo ys. net.

Bowen (Marjorie). I WILL MAINTAIN.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.net.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

WILLIAM, BY THE GRACE OF GOD.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. Js. net.
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Suxth Edition.

Third Edition.

Third Edition.

Third Edition.

GOD AND THE KING.
Cr. 8ro. ^s. net.

PRINCE AND HERETIC.
Cr. ive. js, net.

A KNIGHT OF SPAIN.
Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE QUEST OF GLORY.
Cr. 6vo. TS. net.

THE GOVERNOR OF ENGLAND. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. rut.

THE CARNIVAL OF FLORENCE. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

MR. WASHINGTON. Third Edition. Cr.
tvo. 7J. net.

"BECAUSE OF THESE THINGS. . .
."

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE THIRD ESTATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. js. net.

BuTMughB (Edgar Rlc«). THE RETURN
OF TARZAN. Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

THE BEASTS OF TARZAN. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

THE SON OF TARZAN. Cr. Bvo. 7s. net.

A PRINCESS OF MARS. Cr. Svo. ss. net.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). THE
GOLDEN BARRIER. Third Edition.
Cr. ivo. js. net.

Conrad (Joseph). A SET OF SIX. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts. net.

VICTORY : An Island Tale. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. gs. net.

Conyers (Dorothea). SANDY MARRIED.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

OLD ANDY. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zv*. 7s.

net.

THE BLIGHTING OF BARTRAM. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

B. E. N. Cr Zvo. 7s. net.

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirty-Jifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
7s. 6d. net.

VENDETTA ; or, The Story of One For-
gotten. Thirty-fifth Edition. Cr. Zoo.
Zs. net.

THELMA: a Norwegian Prinxess.
Fijty-ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs. td. net.

ARDATH: The Story of a Dead Self.
Tiventyfourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. 6d.
net.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Twentieth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

WORMWOOD: A Drama op Paris.
Twenty-second Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs. net.

BARABBAS: A Dream of the World's
Tragedy. Fiftieth Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs.

net.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Sixty-third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

THE MASTER-CHRISTIAN. Eighteenth
Edition. zi^th Thousa?ui. Cr. Zvo.

Zs. 6d. net.

TEMPORAL POWER: A Study in
Supremacy. Second Edition. i$oth

Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

GOD'S GOOD MAN: A Simple Love
Story. Twentieth Edition. 159/A Thou-
sand. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

HOLY ORDERS : The Tragedy of a
Quiet Life. Third Edition. zzist

Thousand. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Thirty-sixth

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

BOY : A Sketch. Twentieth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. net.

CAMEOS. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING. Eig:hth Edi-

tion. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

Crockett (8. R.). LOCHINVAR. Illus-

trated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Secotid

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Doyle (Sir A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s.

net.

Dudeney (Mrs. H.). THIS WAY OUT.
Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Fry (B. and C. B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Harraden (Beatrice). THE GUIDING
THREAD. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

7s. net.

Hiohens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.
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Eighth

Twenty-
>. is. 6d.

FELIX : Three Years in a Life. Seventh
Edition. Cr. 8^'.-'. ts. net.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7^. net.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH.
sixth Edition. Illustrated. Cr. ?>V6

net.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Ninth
Edition. Cr. %vo. Zs. 6d. tut.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s. net.

THE DWELLERON THE THRESHOLD.
Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE WAY OF AMBITION.
tion. Cr. Zvo. 7J. net.

Fifth Edi-

IN THE WILDERNESS.
Cr. Zvo. js. net.

Third Editiofi.

Hope (Anthony). A CHANGE OF AIR.
Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Edition. Cr.
Svo. -js. net.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. js.

net.

PHROSO. Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. ys. net.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Szro. ys. net.

THE KINGS MIRROR. Ei/th Edition.
Cr. Svo. ys. net.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. ys.

net.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. ivo. ys.

net.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-
trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. %vo. ys. net.

MRS. MAXON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

A YOUNG MAN'S YEAR. Second Edition.
Cr. Sz/o. ys. net.

Hyne (C. J. Cutclifife). MR. HORROCKS,
PURSER. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo ys.
net.

FIREMEN HOT. Foti,-th Edition. Cr.
Zvo. ys. net.

CAPTAIN KETTLE ON THE WAR-
PATH. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

RED HERRINGS. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.
A Iso Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

SEA URCHINS. Nineteenth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 5J. net.

Also Cr. Zvo. 3.r. 6d. net.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Fifteenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 5.9. net.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Twelfth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. %s. net.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo $s. net.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. sj. net.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 5^. net.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. sj. net.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 5s. net.

King (Basil). THE LIFTED VEIL. Cr.
Zvo. ys. net.

Lethbrldge (Sybil C). ONE WOMAN'S
HERO. Cr. Z'M. ys. net.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

Lowndes (Mrs. Belloo). THE LODGER.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

Lueas (B. Y.). LISTENERS LURE: An
Oblique Narration. Twelfth Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. (>s. net.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easv-going
Chronicle. Sixteenth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 6s. net.

MR. INGLESIDE. Thirteenth Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. ts. net.

LONDON LAVENDER. Ttvelfih Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. 6s. net.

LANDMARKS. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
7s. net.

THE VERMILION BOX. Ftfth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

LyaU (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 44//J Thousand. Cr. Zvo.

^s. net.
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McKenna (Stephen). SONIA: Between
Two Worlds. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. %vo.

%s. net.

NINETY-SIX HOURS' LEAVE. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Szio. ys. net.

THE SIXTH SENSE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.net.

MIDAS & SON. Cr. ivo. Zs. net.

Macnaughtan (8.). PETER AND JANE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

Malet (Lncas). THE HISTORY OF SIR
RICHARD CALMADY: A Romance.
Seventh Edition. Cr. ivo. js. net.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

THE CARISSIMA. Fi/ih Edition. Cr.

Zvo. js. net.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Mason (A. B. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. -js.

net.

Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Thirteenth
Edition. Cr. Zz'O. js. net.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. -JS. net.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

ys. net.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. js.

net.

THE REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Svo. Js. net.

Milne (A. A.). THE DAY'S PLAY. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

ONCE A WEEK. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Morrison (Artliur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition, Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MR. ALFRED
BURTON. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. ys.

net.

A PEOPLE'S MAN. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. ys. net.

MR. GREX OF MONTE CARLO. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE VANISHED MESSENGER. Secomi
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE HILLMAN. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Oxenham (John). A WE.4VER OF
WEBS. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.

Svo. ys. net.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, and Other
Stories. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

L.\URISTONS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo.

ys. net.

THE COIL OF CARNE. Sixth Edition.

C: Svo. ys. net.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

MARY ALL-ALONE. Third Edition. Cr.

Svo. ys. net.

BROKEN SHACKLES. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

"1914." Third Edition. Cr.Svo. ys.net.

Parker (Gilbert), PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.

Svo. ys. net.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Stoky of a Lost Napoleon. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH:
The Last Adventures of ' Prf.tty
Pierre.' Fifth Edition. Cr.Svo. ys.net.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Twentieth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys.

net.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: A
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. ds. net.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Perrin (Alice). THE CHARM. Fifth

Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.

Phillpotts (Eden). CHILDREN OF THE
MIST. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. net.
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THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Seventh. Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. Ts. net.

THE RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr.Soo. js.

net.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

DEMETER'S DAUGHTER. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. ivo. js. net.

THE HUMAN BOY AND THE WAR.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE
STATE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s.

net.

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Szio. js. net.

MADAME PRINCE. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. Js. ftet.

TOP SPEED. Second Edition. Cr. 8zio.

JS. net.

SPECIAL PERFORMANCES. Cr. Svo.

6s. net.

THE BUSTLING HOURS. Cr. Zvo. 7s.

net.

Rohmer (Sax). THE DEVIL DOCTOR.
Third Edition. Cr. ivo. ys. net.

THE SI.FAN MYSTERIES. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

TALES OF SECRET EGYPT. Cr. 8vo.

6s. net.

THE ORCHARD OF TEARS.
6s. net.

Cr. Svo,

Swinnerton (F.). SHOPS AND HOUSES.
Cr. ix/o. 7*. net.

Wells (H. G.). BEALBY. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

WilliaraBon (0. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR : The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car.
Illustrated. Twenty-second Edition. Cr.
82V. JS. net.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
OF A Motor. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Svo. JS. net.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE GOLDEN SILENCE. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

IT HAPPENED IN EGYPT. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

A SOLDIER OF THE LEGION. S*cond
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

THE SHOP GIRL. Cr. Svo. Js. net.

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTRESS.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. Js. net.

SECRET HISTORY. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE LOVE PIRATE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

A Iso Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d. net.

CRUCIFIX CORNER. Cr. Svt. 6s. net.

Urilson (Romer). MARTIN SCHULER.
Cr. Svo. js. net.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. ^s. net.

Getting Wf.li, of Dorothy, The.
W. K. Clifford. 6s. net.

Mrs.

Girl of the People, A. L. T. Meade.

Honourable Miss, The. L. T. Meade.

Master Rockafbllar's Voyage. W. Clark
Russell.

Red Grange, The. Mrs. Molesworth.

There was once a Prince. Mrs. M. E.

Mann.
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Methaen's Cheap Novels

Fcap. Svo. 2s. net.

Abandoned. W. Clark Russell.

Adventures of Dr. Whitty, The. George
A. Birminghatn.

Anglo-Indians, The. Alice Perrin.

Anna or the Five Towns. Arnold Bennett.

Anthony Cuthbert. Richard Bagot.

Babes in the Wood. B. M. Croker.

Bab Times, The. George A. Birmingham.

Barbary Sheep. Robert Hichens.

Because of These Things. . . . Marjoirie

Bowen.

Beloved Enemy, The. E. Maria Albanesi.

Below Stairs. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Botor Chaperon, The. C N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Boy. Marie CorelH.

Branded Prince, Thb. Weatherby Chesney.

Broken Shackles. John Oxenham.

Broom Squire, The. S. Baring-Gould.

Buried Alive. Arnold Bennett.

Bykways. Robert Hichens.

Call of the Blood, The. Robert Hichens.

Cameos. Marie Corelli.

Card, The. Arnold Bennett.

Carissima, The. Lucas MaleC

Cease Fire. J. M. Cobban.

Chance. Joseph Conrad.

Change in the Cabinet, A. Hilaire Belloc.

Chink im the Armour, The. Mrs. Belloc
Lowndes.

Chronicles of a German Town. The
Author of " Mercia in Germany."

Coil of Carne, The. John Oxenham.

Convert, The. Elizabeth Robins.

Counsel of Perfection, A. Lucas Malet.

Cuooked Way, The. William Le Queu.v.

Dan Russel the Fox. E. CE^ Somerville

and Martin Ross.

Darneley Place. Richard Bagot.

Dead Men tell no Tales. E. W. Hor-

nung.

Demeter's Daughter. Eden Phillpotts.

Demon, The. C. N. and A. M. Williamson.

Desert Trail, The. Dane Coolidge.

Devil Doctor, The. Sax Rohmer.

Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton,
The. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Duke's Motto, The. J. H. McCarthy.

Emmanuel Burden. Hilaire Belloc.

End of her Honeymoon, The. Mrs.
Belloc Lowndes.

Family, The. Elinor Mordaunt.

Fire in Stubble. Baroness Orczy.

Firemen Hot. C. J. Cutcliffe Hynk.
Flower of the Dusk. Myrtle Reed.

Gate of the Desert, The. John Oxenham.

Gates of Wrath, The. Arnold Bennett.

Gentleman Adventurer, The. H. C.
Bailey.

Golden Centipede, The. Louise Gerard.

Golden Silence, The. C N. and A. M
Williamson.

Gossamer. George A. Birmingham.

Governor of England, The. Marjorie
Bowen.

Great Lady, A. Adeline Sergeant.

Grkat Man, A. Arnold Bennett.

Guarded Flame, The. W. B. MaxwelL

Guiding Thread, The. Beatrice Harraden.

Halo, The. Baroness von Hutten.

Happy Hunting Ground, The. Alice

Perrin.

Happy Valley, The. B. M. Croker.

Heart of his Heart. E. Maria Albanesi.

Heart of the Ancient Wood, The.
Charles G. D. Roberts.

Heather Moon, The. C. N. and A. M,
Williamson.

Heritage of Phril, A. A. W. Marchmont.

Highwayman, The. H. C. Bailey.

Hillman, The. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Hill Rise. W. B. Maxwell.

House of Serravalle, The. Richard
Bagot.

Hyena of Kallu, The. Louise Gerard.

Island Princess, His W. Clark Russell.
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Jane. Marie Corelli.

Johanna. B. M. Croker.

Joseph. Frank Danby.

Joshua Davidson, Communist. E. Lynn
Linton.

Joss, The. Richard Marsh.

Kinsman, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Knight of Spain, A. Marjorie Bowen.

Lady Betty Across the Water. C. N.
and A. M. Williamson.

Lalage's Lovers. George A. Birmingham.

Lantern Bearers, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidg-

wick.

Lauristons. John Oxenham.

Lavender and Old Lace. Myrtle Reed.

Light Freights. W. W. Jacobs.

Lodger, The. Mrs. Belloc Lowndes.

Long Road, The. John Oxenham.

Love and Louisa. E. Maria Albanesi.

Love Pirate, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Mary All-Alone. John Oxenham.

Master of the Vineyard. Myrtle Reed.

Master's Violin, The. Myrtle Reed.

Max Carrados. Ernest Bramah.

Mayor of Trov, The. "Q."

Mkss Deck, The. W. F. Shannon.

Mighty Atom, The. Marie Corelli.

Mirage. E. Temple Thurston.

Missing Delora, The. E. Phillips Oppen-
heim.

Mr. Grex op Monte Carlo. E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

Mr. Washington. Marjorie Bowen.

Mrs. Maxon Protests. Anthony Hope.

Mrs. Peter Howard. Mary E. Mann.

My Danish Sweetheart. W. Clark
Russell.

My Friend the Chauffeur. C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

My Husband and L Leo Tolstoy.

My Lady of Shadows. John Oxenham.

Mystery of Dr. Fu-Manchu, The. Sax
Rohmer.

Mystkry of the Green Heart, The.
Max Pemberton.

Nine Days' Wonder, A. B. M. Croker.

Nine to Six-Thirty. W. Pett Ridge.

Ocean Sleuth, The. Maurice Drake.

Old Rose and Silver. Myrtle Reed.

Paths of the Prudent, The. J. S. Fletcher.

Pathway of the Pioneer, The. DoU"
Wyllarde.

Peggy of the Bartons. B. M. Croker.

People's Man, A. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Peter and Jane. S. Macnaughtan.

Pomp of the Lavilettes, The. Sir Gilbert
Parker.

Quest of Glory, The. Marjorie Bowen.

Quest of the Golden Rose, The. John
Oxenham.

Regent, The. Arnold Bennett.

Remington Sentence, The. W. Pett
Ridge.

Rest Cure, The. W. B. Maxwell.

Return of Tarzan, The. Edgar Rice
Burroughs.

Round the Red Lamp. Sir A. Conan Doyle.

Royal Georgie. S. Baring-Gould.

SaYd, the Fisherman. Marmaduke Pick-
thall.

Sally. Dorothea Conyers.

Salving of a Derelict, The. Maurice
Drake.

Sandy Married. Dorothea Conyers.

Sea Captain, The. H. C. Bailey.

Sea Lady, The. H. G. Wells.

Search Party, The. George A. Birmingham.

Secret Agent, The. Joseph Conrad.

Secret History. C. N. and A. M. William-
son.

Secret Woman, The. Eden Phillpotts.

Set in Silver. C. N. and A. M. William-
son.

Sevastopol, and Other Stories. Leo
Tolstoy.

Severins, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Short Cruises. W. W. Jacobs.

Si-Fan Mysteries, The. Sax Rohmer.

Spanish Gold. George A. Birmingham.

Spinner in the Sun, A. Myrtle Reed.

Street called Straight, The. Basil

King.

Supreme Crime, The. Dorothea Gerard.

Tales of Mean Streets. Arthur Morrison.

Tarzan of the Apes. Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs.
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TERrsA OF Watling Street. Arnolii 1

Bennett.

There was a Crooked Man. DolfWyllarde. 1

Tyrant, The. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture. ;

Undf.r Western Eves. Joseph Conrad. !

Unofficial Honeymoon, The. Dolf

Wyllarde.

Valley of the Shadow, The. William

Le Queux.

Virginia Perfect. Peggy Webling.

Wallet of Kai Lung. Ernest Bramah.

War Wedding, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Ware Case, The. George Pleydell.

Way Home, The. Basil King.

Way of these Women, The. E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

Weaver of Dreams, A. M>Ttle Reed.

Weaver of Webs, A. John Oxenham.

Wedding Day, The. C. N. and A. M.

Williamson.

White Fang. Jack London.

Wild Olive, The. Basil King.

William, by the Grace of God.
Bowen.

Marjorie

Woman with the Fan, The. Robert

Hichens.

WO2. Maurice Drake.

Wonder of Love, The. E. Maria Albanesi.

Yellow Claw, The. Sax Rohmer.

Yellow Diamond, The. Adeline Sergeant.

Methnen's One and Threepenny Novels

Fcap. %vo. \s. ^d. net

Barbara Resell. Mrs. Belloc Lowndes.

By Stroke of Sword. Andrew Balfour.

Derrick Vaughan, Novelist. Edna
Lyall.

House of Whispers, The. William Le

Queux.

Inca'.'= Treasure. Thb E. Glanville.

Katherine the Arrogant. Mrs. B. M.
Croker.

Mother's Son, A. B. and C. B. Fry.

Profit and Loss. John Oxenham.

Red Derelict, The. Bertram Mitford.

Sign of the Spider, The. Bertram Mitford.

27/6/19.
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